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Coordination is an important issue in the performance of work. This is especially a problem for 

work that is done in isolation from coworkers (people are in different offices, buildings and even 

continents. There is less awareness of what coworkers are doing, and coordinating with those 

coworkers becomes problematic. There are a variety of awareness tools designed to bridge the gap 

between people by carrying awareness information between members of such work groups. Such 

tools suffer from two types of problems. First, they either lack diversity in the types of awareness 

information that they can carry, or lack detailed awareness information from the sources that they 

can access (referred to as the detail-variety trade-off). Either way, much relevant awareness 

information does not get sent to coworkers. Second, these tools are rarely interchangeable; 

awareness tools are generally designed to work with only a single source or set of sources of 

awareness information. Users need to be able to select an awareness tool that presents the 

awareness information in a manner consistent with their work environment, their role within their 

work environment and their personal work practices. This need can only be supported by letting 
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awareness tools be interchangeable, requiring that many awareness tools be able to access many 

sources of awareness information.

To address this problem, we have provided an infrastructure for supporting ubiquitous 

asynchronous awareness. The Cross Application Subscription Service Strategy (CASS Strategy) 

is a strategy for building these types of infrastructures. This strategy has been implemented, and 

its ability to eliminate two key weaknesses of awareness tools is demonstrated. In so doing, we 

have greatly simplified the task of future researchers and developers in the field of collaborative 

awareness, as they can now worry exclusively about new techniques either for presenting 

awareness information to users, or for obtaining new sources of awareness information, and do 

not have to build entire client server systems from scratch.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Effective coordination is a key bottleneck in the work place. 

Awareness tools attempt to address this problem; however, 

they have weaknesses. We begin by introducing key 

weaknesses of such tools and outline our solution.

1.1 COORDINATION AND AWARENESS

Coordination is an important problem in software engineering. The ability for people to 

work together effectively, especially across group and organizational boundaries, has 

repeatedly been shown to be a stumbling block (Grinter et al., 1999, Curtis et al., 1988, 

Grudin and Poltrock, 1989, Bolcer and Taylor, 1999). Two aspects of the problem of 

coordination have helped to motivate this work:

1. How do we help software developers work together more effectively?
2. How do we help software developers build tools that will help all software users work 

together more effectively?

By focusing on the second aspect, we achieve support for the first as well. We help 

developers build tools that better support coordination. These same capabilities may be 

added into software engineering tools, thus enabling software developers to work together 

more effectively. While there are many techniques for enhancing coordination, the 

technique we focus upon is called awareness. 
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Awareness is a well recognized technique for enhancing coordination among people and 

between people and software (Dourish, 1992b, Fitzpatrick, 1998, Gutwin et al., 1996, 

Grinter et al., 1999, Curtis et al., 1988, Grudin and Poltrock, 1989, Gaver, 1991). Despite 

it being a well recognized technique, current work in awareness techniques suffers from 

two types of flaws: the detail-variety trade-off and the lack of interchangeability of 

awareness styles. This dissertation, then, attempts to enhance coordination for both 

software developers and for all computer users by providing techniques for developing 

awareness tools that resolve the two types of flaws. Specifically, this dissertation presents 

the CASS strategy (Cross Application Subscription Service), a set of guidelines for 

developing computer supported awareness environments. Furthermore, we present a 

simple implementation of this strategy. Before discussing the strategy any more, we will 

present a summary here of the two flaws found in current awareness tools.

1.2 DETAIL-VARIETY TRADE-OFF

A key problem with current awareness tools is what we refer to as the detail-variety trade-

off. An awareness tool must have an information source from which it obtains awareness 

information. Some awareness tools have very few information sources (often only one) 

which they are designed exclusively for the purpose of accessing and representing to the 

user. Such tools can provide users with detailed descriptions or illustrations of recent 

events from those sources, enabling users to have a strong awareness of activity within 

these few monitored entities. However, most work depends upon many sources of 

information. Work is filled with interdependencies and no one information source can 

make people aware of all that they might need. For example, an awareness system such as 

Portholes (Dourish, 1992b) enhances a person’s awareness of the availability of his or her 
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coworkers. It provides a great deal of detail on this topic by presenting snapshots of 

coworkers’ offices. However, because this is only a single information source, it is limited 

in the types of awareness it can create. It does not make people aware of decisions that are 

being made, changes to documents or other events that can affect a person’s work. The 

weakness here is the lack of variety.

Other awareness tools attempt to obtain information from arbitrary information sources 

(e.g. they can monitor any type of document regardless of format). Such tools are possible 

because they are not required to understand the internal working of every information 

source, but can instead provide generalizations. For example, by monitoring either a 

version control system or a file system, one can become aware of changes made to 

documents that use a variety of formats1. However, while such awareness tools can 

provide information from a variety of sources, they cannot provide a great deal of detail. 

This is because providing detail would require a tool not only to access the datastructures 

of a variety of information sources (e.g. document formats), but to be able to access any 

new information source that becomes available (such as the format of a newly released 

document editor). Lack of detail is as great a flaw as is lack of variety. 

1. To a developer, monitoring a file system is actually only monitoring a single system and getting 
a variety of details (such as which files have changed). To the user, they are monitoring diverse 
files within the file system, not the file system itself. Those files may be part of the file system, 
but there is no intrinsic connection between a file and a file system -- both file and file system 
would be undamaged by relocating the file on another file system. In cases where it is difficult to 
tell whether it is one system with detail or many systems without detail, we take the perspective 
of the user.
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1.3 LACK OF INTERCHANGEABILITY  IN AWARENESS STYLES

Another problem with awareness is based on the fact that there is no one best awareness 

style. For example, if one author is making changes in a document (e.g., a user’s guide), a 

coauthor and an end user of the document are likely to benefit from different awareness 

styles. Specifically, a coauthor may want to be aware that changes are currently being 

made, and later that the document has been checked back into a version control system. 

End users of the document may not want to know until later in the day or week. They may 

prefer to receive the awareness information as a digest of all changes in the last time 

period, rather than being notified each time a change is made. Awareness style is the 

manner in which users become aware of information.

The goal of interchangeable awareness styles is to enable people to choose from a variety 

of awareness tools so that they can be made aware of information in a manner that best 

suits the needs of their work practices and environments. For this to be possible, awareness 

tools must be interchangeable; a person should be able to download an arbitrary awareness 

tool that supports an awareness style appropriate to that person’s work practices, and use 

that tool instead of or in addition to any previous awareness tools.

1.4 CREATING AN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR UBIQUITOUS AWARENESS

To resolve these problems we have developed a software strategy we call CASS (Cross 

Application Subscription Service). We consider any type of software to be an information 

source. Whether the software is a user interface, a web server, a document or even a print 

driver, there are people who may be affected by changes to the state of the software, and 

who could perform their work more efficiently if they were aware of these changes. 
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We also provide a notification server optimized for the distribution of awareness 

information. This server enables users to subscribe to types of information that they 

believe will affect them, and to specify to which types of awareness tools the information 

should be sent (enabling users to customize the awareness style).

Figure 1-1. Awareness Networks

An awareness network. The strength of the awareness link is proportional to the entity’s likelihood of 
affecting the person.
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Figure 1-2. Multiple information sources, awareness tools and strength modifiers

Strength of awareness is affected by style of awareness tool. Our goal is to enable any type of awareness tool 
to have some ability to represent any type of information source

Aspects of our goal are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1, each person is at the 

center of their own awareness network. They “tune” the strength of their awareness of 

individuals, groups, artifacts, and other information sources based on the extent to which 

they believe themselves to be affected by these entities. Figure 2 illustrates two points. 

First, as stated earlier, awareness tools need to be interchangeable, meaning that any good 

awareness tool must have some ability to represent awareness information from a variety 

of sources. Second, users must be able to tune the strength of their awareness through their 

selection of awareness tools. Awareness tools differ in the degree to which they are 

intrusive, and the choice of awareness tool directly affects the degree to which users will 

be aware of the tool’s information.
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1.5 OVERVIEW

Chapters 2 and 3 present a more detailed discussion of existing awareness tools, as well as 

other related works. Chapter 4 presents scenarios illustrating our goal. Chapter 5 specifies 

the guidelines of the CASS Strategy. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 proof the feasibility of this 

approach through implementations of all components of the CASS Strategy. Chapters 9 

and 10 wrap up the dissertation with discussions of unresolved issues and our conclusions 

and contributions to the CSCW field.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

Much prior research has been done in related fields, such as 

awareness tools, push technologies and notification servers. 

We present some key related works, and show where they 

fall short in addressing our objectives.

2.1 AWARENESS

A key element in our approach for enhancing coordination is to provide awareness 

information; therefore, this section defines “awareness” and the aspects of our definition 

we focus upon in this work. According to the American Heritage Dictionary, third edition, 

the term awareness has the following two meanings:

1. Having knowledge or cognizance.
2. Archaic. Vigilant; watchful. 

In common usage, awareness means to have knowledge, as in, “I am aware of the research 

in your field”. It also means to monitor something so as to be aware of change; people who 

are aware of their surroundings, know the moment someone enters those surroundings. 

For purposes of this dissertation, neither definition alone is sufficient; we are not simply 

concerned with the act of monitoring or having knowledge, but rather with knowledge 

acquired by monitoring an environment. Our definition allows considerable leeway in the 

definition of the terms: “monitoring”, “knowledge acquired” and “environment”. The 
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following subsections discuss these and other aspects of how we define awareness, and the 

specific categories of awareness that this work focuses upon. 

2.1.1 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Monitoring

Previous work has pointed to the distinction between synchronous and asynchronous 

collaborative systems (Grudin, 1995). Synchronous collaborative systems are designed to 

enable people to work together in real time, usually in the form of a meeting containing 

audio, video or other channels of real time communication such as white boards (Pedersen 

et al., 1993), radar views (Gutwin et al., 1996) and related techniques. An important aspect 

of making such real time collaborative systems work is making people aware of the 

activities of coworkers in real time. For example, in a shared white board, if two people 

are writing on the same part of the white board, they need to be aware of this potential 

conflict so that their work can fit together rather than accidentally overwriting each other. 

Asynchronous collaborative systems are designed to enable people to work together over 

longer period of time. Email, the web and workflow tools are examples of tools designed 

to help people to work together without requiring instantaneous awareness of each 

person’s actions. 

A key element for determining in which of those two categories a tool fits is the type of 

awareness support within the system. A system that supports awareness of events in real 

time (a synchronous awareness tool) is a synchronous collaborative tool. Similar 

reasoning applies to asynchronous tools and asynchronous awareness support. To a large 

extent, it is the high rate of feedback on what other users are doing (i.e. awareness) that 

make a tool synchronous. This means that past research that discusses synchronous vs. 
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asynchronous collaboration is generally talking about synchronous vs. asynchronous 

awareness. 

Following this argument to its next logical step, much research discussing collaboration is 

also discussing awareness (with large exceptions such as process/workflow design 

languages). This means that powerful mechanisms for providing awareness information 

are a critical element to most collaborative systems.

Our work focuses upon asynchronous awareness only. Flexible technologies for 

supporting to synchronous awareness are very different from those supporting 

asynchronous awareness, having very different requirements for scalability across 

numbers of users, applications, generalizability to different environments, as well as 

containing complexities of meeting management and control (Roseman and Greenberg, 

1996).

2.1.2 Monitoring

For purposes of this paper, there are two types of monitoring. People can monitor through 

peripheral senses while engaged in other tasks, and they can monitor by focusing attention 

on whatever is being monitored. For example, a person can become aware of a body of 

research by focusing their attention upon it (i.e. by skimming/reading research papers in 

the area). On the other hand, if one wished to know if a building was on fire, one could 

focus on other tasks and let nose and ears sense smoke and fire alarms. There is also a 

borderline area between these two possibilities where a person monitors by flicking their 

attention (using eyes or other senses) briefly away from their main focus of attention in 

order to monitor something that isn’t is the person’s focus but also can’t be effectively 
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sensed using peripheral senses. A common example of this is a car’s rear-view mirror 

whose display is not the focus of a driver’s attention and can’t be effectively used with 

peripheral vision (except for certain significant changes), but can be used by frequent brief 

glances. Scrolling tickertape systems are designed to be used in the same manner; if 

glaring information is put on a tickertape, it may register in peripheral senses, otherwise, 

users flick their eyes towards it on occasion and if some word catches their attention, they 

stop and focus upon it. This borderline area has been referred to as “Pseudo Peripheral 

Awareness” (Kantor, 1999). The distinction between information gathered from the focus 

of a user’s attention and the peripheral senses has also been described as foreground 

awareness and background awareness by Hiroshi Ishii in (Ishii, 1998). That paper 

recommends that user interface developers communicate more information to the user 

through under-utilized senses rather than trying to cram more information into a user’s 

focus. 

2.1.3 Knowledge Acquired

Knowledge can be acquired consciously and subconsciously. We do not target this work 

explicitly towards one goal or the other. The type of information, and how an awareness 

tool makes users aware of that information determines whether that information is 

conscious or subconscious. For example, working in an office building, a person may not 

consciously note the sound of people passing back and forth in front of the office door, but 

there is still a subconscious awareness created by that sound that keeps the person aware 

that they are not alone in the building. An awareness tool that uses peripheral senses can 

create awareness of information which may not always be consciously noted, but which, if 

the information is needed, the person will discover that they know (they did hear a 
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person’s voice recently whom they can go and talk with, they did hear the sound of rain 

and should take an umbrella).

2.1.4 Environment

This is another broadly defined term. A person can become aware of information from a 

variety of different types of environments, ranging from the physical environment in 

which they work (office, hallway), the physical environment in which their place of work 

exists (building, campus, business district), the organizational environment (a company or 

part of a company, perhaps distributed across the world), the technical field (being aware 

of the literature in one’s area of expertise), virtual environment (documents, MUDs, 

Avatars representing coworkers), etc... While the examples of this dissertation focus 

slightly on documents, the intent is to support awareness of any type of environment.

2.1.5 Defining Awareness in Terms of Collaboration

A definition that more concisely relates awareness and coordination comes from Dourish 

and Bellotti:

Awareness is an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for 

your own activity. This context is used to ensure that individual contributions are relevant 

to the group’s activity as a whole, and to evaluate individual actions with respect to group 

goals and progress. (Dourish, 1992a)

2.1.6 Information Sources: Awareness of What? 

Awareness tools commonly break down into two types: awareness of coworkers 

(Portholes, calendars, Active Badges, MUDs, etc...), and awareness of objects shared with 
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coworkers (SISCO Desktop, document radars, most workflow processes). We refer to the 

object being observed (whether the object is physical or electronic, active/alive or 

inanimate) as an information source. In the case of a tool that monitors a person, the term 

information source does not distinguish person or tool, but rather refers to the system 

consisting of the two elements together. The person alone can not be an information 

source without some tool to translate the person’s actions into awareness information, and 

the tool for monitoring the person is not itself the source of the information, but only the 

source of the interpretation of the data into events.

Proactive vs. Inactive Awareness Tools

An awareness tool can be either proactive or inactive. A proactive system sends users 

information that it determines may be of interest to users. An inactive awareness system 

requires that users poll for information in order to become aware of new information. This 

distinction is important because one might reasonably argue that the web, Lotus Notes and 

bboards can all be used as awareness tools. Such tools could even be used in conjunction 

with filters or agents to determine relevant subsets of the information. However, they are 

not proactive awareness tools because they do not make any effort to bring this 

information to the user’s attention; the effort of obtaining and reading this information is 

left to the user. While both types of tools are supported by the work of this dissertation, 

inactive awareness tools are less powerful and are a relatively uninteresting aspect of this 

work. Despite this, they clearly have an important place within an information 

environment; if all potentially interesting information is brought directly to a user’s 

attention, there would be information overload. Some awareness must be obtained by 

people seeking information.
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Scaling the Information Source

A different analysis of awareness is shown in Table 2-1 which breaks the definition of 

awareness into four different quadrants based on whether it is providing near-synchronous 

awareness vs. awareness over long periods of time, and whether the awareness focuses on 

individuals or groups (Kantor et al., 1997). Note that this table is in fact a table of 

asynchronous awareness, where the seconds to minutes half of the table has some overlap 

with synchronous awareness due to the non-solid border between the two. 

Table 2-1. Breakdown of awareness by time-frame and awareness-target

2.1.7 Awareness is Learning

In fact, awareness is not just about coordination, but learning as well. A study of 

telemedical consultations showed that peripheral participation in conversations results in 

learning; radiographers learn about interpreting x-rays as a result of overhearing doctors 

discuss the x-rays, nurses and friends of patients learn more about a patient’s condition, 

Individual Group

Seconds to 
Minutes

What is a person’s location and cur-
rent activity? (example tools are 
Portholes, office-share, Piazza) 
(Dourish, 1992b, Dourish, 
1996),(Isaacs, 1996)

Is there a group meeting? Where? 
What types of tasks is the group 
working on? Who is in the group? 
(example tools are Video Win-
dows, wOrlds).(Mantei, 
1991),(Tolone et al., 1995)

Days to 
Months

What is a person trying to accom-
plish this week? What are a person’s 
plans for this week? What problems 
is a person working on solving? 
(example tools are various calendar 
applications and distribution lists).

What is a group working on this 
week? What kinds of problems is 
the group encountering? What 
changes has the group made in 
the task the group is working on? 
When will the task be complete? 
(Kantor et al., 1997)(Malone, 
1989)
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treatments, etc... (Watts, 1999, Watts, 1997). In an office situation, novices are often 

placed directly next to more experienced people so that they can learn how things are done 

by overhearing the experienced person at work (i.e. situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 

1991)). While these are all forms of learning, the goals are often coordination: nurses and 

family learn about a condition so that they can coordinate the manner in which they help 

the patient with the nature of the problem and the treatment -- or so they can coordinate by 

setting affairs in order for a death in the family. A novice learns from more experienced 

employees so that they may better coordinate their actions with the task of the group. 

2.1.8 Key Attributes for Describing Awareness Tools

Obviously there is no one best set of attributes for describing something as complex as an 

awareness tool; however, the set of attributes presented here are those attributes that best 

contribute towards understanding aspects of the CASS Strategy and goals.

Awareness Tool Attribute: Detail

Table 2-2. Awareness Tool Attribute Table: Detail
The detail ranks a tool based on how precisely it describes events to interested users

Attribute Value Description

None No detail is provided, only the knowledge that changes or 
events have occurred.

Some Details are provided, just enough to tell a person how likely 
the changes are to affect them.

Full A complete description of the event is provided, for example, a 
‘diff’ output comparing a document before and after a change 
is made.
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Awareness Tool Attribute: Variety

Table 2-3. Awareness Tool Attribute Table: Variety
The variety ranks a tool based on how many information sources the tool can monitor.

Interchangeability

Interchangeability is the ease with which one can swap out one awareness tool, and swap 

in another to display data from the same information source, but in a different style. The 

information source is evaluated on this criteria rather than the awareness tool because it is 

the source’s ability to support other awareness clients that is in question, rather than the 

flexibility of the awareness tools themselves. 

Much past research into awareness tools has focussed upon developing awareness tool and 

information source together. They were only intended to communicate with one another 

and not with other information sources or other awareness tools. The goal was to evaluate 

the awareness/coordination effect on users, not building awareness environments. Push 

Technologies developed in industry, on the other hand, are more accomplished at this task, 

Attribute 
Value

Description

Preset 
Sources 

The tool has a set of information sources it was built to be able to inter-
pret.

All Sources 
of a Type

The tool can understand many information sources as long as the infor-
mation source uses a specific format (i.e. Knowledge Depot can under-
stand any Lotus Notes database). While not the most flexible setting, 
this can provide a great variety without requiring additional program-
ming for each new information source.

All Sources The tool can understand any information source, but a little program-
ming will be needed to get information from each new source into the 
awareness tool.
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as they tend to have one repository for all of their information which can be accessed by 

awareness tools of a variety of styles. CNN news, for example, can be viewed through a 

wide variety of awareness tools, produced by a large number of company. 

Table 2-4. Awareness Tool Attribute Table: Interchangeability
Interchangeability evaluates an information source on how easy it is for users to swap out one awareness tool 
and start using another to access the same body of information.

Note that we are also interested in interchangeability from the perspective of how well the 

awareness tools support it. This is a feature well supported by the push technology 

industry; users are presented with long lists of news sources such as CNN, New York 

Times, Wallstreet Journal, etc... and access all of these sources through a single awareness 

client. In the field of CSCW research, with the exception of the Elvin Tickertape 

(discussed later), there is no support for this type of capability. This capability is usually 

provided by having a server access all of these information sources, and require the 

awareness tool to only know how to communicate with the server (e.g. a notification 

server). We do not rate awareness tools on this attribute because it is a function of the 

Attribute Value Description

No 
Interchange-
ability

An information source designed for use with a specific awareness 
tool.

Limited Inter-
changeability

An information source designed to work with a limited set of aware-
ness tools, such as a set of tools built by the company providing the 
information. This is a common model among Push Technology 
companies.

Arbitrary Inter-
changeability

An information source designed to allow any Third party developer 
to build new awareness tools that utilize information, without 
requiring changes to the information source and the way it sends 
information.
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design of the entity that the awareness tool communicates with rather than the design of 

the awareness tool itself.

2.2 BRIEF SURVEY OF AWARENESS TOOLS

2.2.1 Awareness Tools that Address the Detail-Variety Trade-off

This subsection discusses a number of awareness tools that have partially or fully 

addressed the detail-variety trade-off. Limitations of these methods that prevent them from 

providing ubiquitous awareness are also discussed.

IBM’s Business Intelligence System

One of the earliest organizational awareness systems is described in the 1958 IBM paper 

titled “A Business Intelligence System” (Luhn, 1958). The information source component 

of the tool worked by requiring that an organization’s librarians enter every document 

produced within the company into their computer system. The system then generated an 

abstract based on its analysis of the document, and compared the abstract with 

specifications of the tasks of each group within the organization. If it determined that there 

was sufficient overlap between a document and group, then it sent a report to each 

matching group providing them with the author, title and serial number for the document. 

Reports are sent to the group by sending it to a printer located near that group. Users 

interested in the document and desiring more details can respond by telephoning the 

computer and dialing that document’s serial number. The computer responds by sending 

the abstract to the group via paper mail, telefax, or TV display.

This tool is able to address the detail-variety trade-off through the primitiveness of the 

information environment it exists within. The variety problem stems from the difficulty in 
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supporting any new information source that comes along in addition to supporting all of 

the existing sources. This problem was resolved by having librarians type and/or scan 

documents into the computer, insuring that all documents end up in a format that the 

system has been designed to understand. While it is expensive to use humans rather than 

software to translate documents, it ensures that any type of information can be entered into 

the system. By translating all information into a format that the system can understand 

(and by having librarians type in descriptive information), this system was not only able to 

handle a wide variety of document types, it could also provide a fair amount of detail. 

This tool supports limited interchangeability of awareness tools. It can interact with users 

via phone, printers, fax machines, computer terminals, etc... This gives it a “limited 

interchangeability” rating because it will only support awareness tools that it is designed 

to communicate with.

Table 2-5. Awareness Attribute Table: IBM Business Intelligence System

Elvin/TickerTape

Tickertape and its Elvin notification server (Fitzpatrick, 1998) provide the best example of 

a scrolling tickertape awareness style for supporting collaborative work and group 

awareness. Users of this system specify preferences for which information sources to 

monitor, and filters for what types of information to take from these sources. Users can 

subscribe to news, bboards, group discussions, and to other information sources that -- 

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Some

Variety All sources of a type

Interchangeability Limited interchangeability
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with a little programming -- they can connect to Tickertape’s Elvin Notification Server 

(i.e. monitor documents for change, databases for new information, etc...). The group 

discussions provide a common point for light weight communications such as “I’m 

leaving for lunch, who is joining me?” and other simple messages that allow people to 

maintain an awareness of what is happening with members of their group. This tool can 

also be used to announce changes to documents or web sites, and transmit other simple 

awareness and coordination information. 

Elvin/Tickertape is an important step on the path to our plan of a ubiquitous awareness 

environment. It enables variety by enabling developers to easily connect new information 

sources to the Elvin notification server. Since it is the information source’s responsibility 

to detect and report on changes to its state, it is well positioned to understand the nature of 

the changes and report on them in as much detail as is appropriate. It allows 

interchangeability of awareness styles because Tickertape can be replaced by any other 

user interface that interacts with the Elvin notification server. 

Elvin is one of the few notification servers to appear in the CHI community -- an 

appearance that resulted from a study of Tickertape in use fostering awareness and 

community; however, it has the same shortcoming as a variety of other notification 

services which also could have supported a tickertape style application. Elvin’s design 

focused exclusively on software interoperability across the internet, and lacks support for 

key functionality needed for human awareness. This issue will be discussed more in the 

Notification Server section later in this chapter.
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Tickertape also provides an interesting technique for avoiding information overload for 

low priority information. Unlike email, in which the model is for a person to give some 

attention to every item that arrives in a mailbox (even if it is only enough attention to give 

a delete command), Tickertape’s attention demands are a constant with respect to the 

quantity of notifications a user has received. This is made possible by the fact that it is 

designed to have users glance occasionally at it, and obtain a random selection of 

notifications. There is no assumption in this type of tool that a user will see all 

notifications (which is why this is appropriate only for lower-priority information), and as 

the quantity of notifications increases, the user will observe a lower percent of those 

notifications.

Table 2-6. Awareness Attribute Table: Elvin/Tickertape

Nomadic Radio

Nomadic Radio (Sawhney, 1999) is wearable computer designed to help people stay aware 

of work related issues even when not at their computer. The Nomadic Radio uses a 

speaker, microphone and buttons to interact with user. Information that the user should be 

aware of is sent to the radio, which then determines whether and how to notify its user. 

Nomadic Radio uses the following information to determine how to notify the user: 

1. Priority of the information as indicated by the user’s preferences which specify infor-
mation sources and keywords and their priorities.

2. User’s current receptiveness to notifications. If the user has recently aborted attempts 

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Full

Variety All sources 

Interchangeability Arbitrary interchangeability
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to notify, then don’t bother that user unless the information has a very high priority. If 
the user has recently requested more information on a number of different notifica-
tions, then notify them of information even if the priority is low.

3. Is the user currently engaged in a conversation (detected by Nomadic Radio’s micro-
phone)? If so, only interrupt with high priority notifications.

Notifications can be communicated at any of five levels of intrusiveness: 

1. Silence/no notification: Used for very low priority messages, or medium priority mes-
sages when user behavior indicates that interruptions are inappropriate.

2. Ambient Cues: The radio creates peripheral awareness by continuously playing the 
sound of water flowing, and modulating that sound to indicate different types of 
events. Using sounds that will eventually become part of the background noise, small 
modulations can make a user aware of activity without distracting them from their cur-
rent task.

3. Summary: Speaks a description of the information (such as who an email message is 
from). Makes user aware of the presence and general nature of information.

4. Preview: Speaks the first 100 characters, or if message is audio, plays first portion of 
audio. Makes user aware of presence and specific nature of information.

5. Full Body: Speaks entire textual or audio message.
6. Foreground: Interrupts any work being done, loudly speaking the entire message.

Changes in the ambient noise notify a user that a notification is about to be delivered, and 

either draws the users attention so that they are listening when the notification is recited, or 

allows them to press a button to cancel a notification before it can present a potentially 

awkward interruption. Pressing the button also notifies the system that interruptions might 

be unwelcome for a period of time.

Nomadic Radio can notify users of whatever types of information they can configure their 

radio to handle, including newly arrived email, imminent events on their calendar, and 

information about coworkers. After the user has been notified of the presence of a new 

item of information, the user can press a button on the Nomadic Radio to have the radio 

read/replay the entire item of information that was summarized in the notification.
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As with Tickertape, Nomadic Radio can handle a fair variety of information sources as 

developers can easily add new information sources and monitors for existing sources. It 

can also handle considerably more detail than Tickertape due to the greater expressiveness 

and variety of audio over scrolling text. The radio is used to forward voice mail, where one 

can sense distress, urgency and other cues from a person’s voice that might not be as clear 

in text. Music and sound effects can also be used to modify emphasis or to carry other 

meta-information. This information environment also supports multiple awareness tools as 

it was designed to be a generalized wireless awareness network that originally supported 

pagers and other wireless devices of which Nomadic Radio is the latest. However, while it 

(unlike Elvin) is designed for awareness, its design is focused exclusively on wireless 

audio awareness (an excusable result of being produced by a speech interfaces research 

group).

This awareness environment is of interest for a number of reasons: it 1) provides a partial 

solution to the technical problems with awareness tools that are addressed in this 

dissertation, 2) illustrates the power of audio awareness tools, arguing that any awareness 

infrastructure design must be capable of supporting audio among other formats, 3) 

illustrates the power or wireless awareness devices, arguing that any awareness 

infrastructure must be accessible to wireless devices, 4) illustrates the power of techniques 
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for prioritizing notifications, measuring a person’s current interruptability and factoring 

the two together to determine how disruptively to notify a user.

Table 2-7. Awareness Attribute Table: Nomadic Radio

Knowledge Depot

Knowledge Depot is a shared information repository which automatically captures and 

categorizes discussions and information emailed between users of the tool. Each category 

contains a formula specifying what type of information it should receive a copy of (so that 

when Knowledge Depot captures a new item of information, it will make the information 

accessible from all categories with appropriate formulas). Furthermore, users can create 

and modify categories at any time. If users discover that there is a category capturing 

information highly relevant to their work, they can subscribe to it and be emailed reports 

summarizing all new information to be captured within that category. Because users can 

create new categories, users can subscribe to whatever subset of information is of interest 

to them.There are two versions of Knowledge Depot: a web based version, and a Lotus 

Notes version.

The Lotus Notes version enables users to subscribe not only to Knowledge Depots, but to 

any Lotus Notes database. Work-places where Lotus Notes is heavily used store all work 

related information in Notes databases. By enabling users to subscribe to these databases, 

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Full

Variety All sources of a type (audio and textual 
information only)

Interchangeability Limited interchangeability (wireless 
awareness tools only)
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they are enabled to maintain an awareness of a wide variety of different types of 

information. When a new entry is made to a Name & Address database (a database listing 

all employees within the company), the report sent to subscribers indicates that a new 

person has joined the company and indicates which group the person is in and what 

expertise they have.

Knowledge Depot is the work that inspired the design of a ubiquitous awareness 

infrastructure. Environments where Lotus Notes is used to store wide varieties of types of 

information provide variety half of the variety-detail trade-off. Knowledge Depot is able 

to access details about each type of information because it is all stored in the Lotus Notes 

database. After considering the possibilities for awareness when monitoring arbitrary 

types of databases, and considering that almost any application can store its data in a Lotus 

Notes database, we were motivated to find a way to make these types of capabilities 

available outside of a Lotus Notes environment. A second motivation was to address one 

of Knowledge Depot’s major weaknesses: its reliance upon email as its only form of 

communicating awareness.

Table 2-8. Awareness Attribute Table: Knowledge Depot

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Full

Variety All sources of a type

Interchangeability No interchangeability
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2.2.2 Tools on the Detail End of the Spectrum

This section describes effective awareness tools that fall within the detail side of the detail-

variety trade-off. Tools discussed here are chosen arbitrarily, as a result of personal interest 

or the fact that they are used in future examples within this dissertation.

Portholes

Portholes (Lee et al., 1997)(Dourish, 1992b) distributes photographs of offices once every 

five minutes to users. This enables them to see whether coworkers are on the phone, in a 

meeting, eating lunch in their office, out of the office, etc. This information can be used to 

determine whether someone can be called or visited to discuss work, or perhaps is in an 

impromptu meeting that the observer may wish to join. The Portholes awareness tool 

creates awareness by having a window in the background displaying photos of the offices. 

Users can glance at this window to quickly see who is available. This is a simple but 

highly natural and effective technique for visualizing information, and as such, is used in 

examples throughout this dissertation. It is high on detail -- a picture is worth a thousand 

bytes, however it is low on variety, because it is constrained to information sources that 

can be captured photographically.

Table 2-9. Awareness Attribute Table: Portholes

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Full

Variety Preset sources

Interchangeability No interchangeability/Arbitrary interchangeabil-
ity 
(web version easily accessed by other tools)
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Alice/Workflow Awareness

Alice (Maurer et al., 1999) is a workflow tool that emails notifications to participants in a 

workflow process when key events take place. Like other workflow tools such as 

Endeavors (Hitomi et al., 1997), it enables users to maintain an awareness of the progress 

of a process. However, workflow awareness tools are limited in variety to information 

entered by users and to information that it has been designed to automatically obtain. This 

limitation in variety makes room for detail and understanding; these systems can be built 

to interpret the impact of the data on the process and make users aware of it (via email 

notifications in the case of Alice, or through the workflow visualization presented by 

Endeavors).

Table 2-10. Awareness Attribute Table: Workflow

Verizon 1 News Network

While not a personal awareness technology (i.e. it does not run on a person’s computer, 

pager, or other devices that users control, nor does it accept user preferences), Verizon’s 

TV station behaves in a manner comparable to many awareness tools. This is a television 

broadcast that presents one screen-full of text with optional images included, and no 

animation. Periodically it will move from one screenful of text to the next. Each screenful 

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Some

Variety Preset Sources

Interchangeability No interchangeability

1. Formerly Bell Atlantic and NYNEX
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of text summarizes a news item of what is happening in Verizon or what is happening in 

the telecommunications industry. This provides more detail than most tools by presenting 

news summaries rather than just headlines; however, it supports very few sources of 

information. It is used to display business news, company events and a very small 

selection of internal news items. Presumably, it depends upon employees whose job it is to 

import information into the system, rather than the system automatically deciding what 

Verizon employees should know. 

What makes this awareness tool most interesting is that it does not attempt to distract users 

from work by sending notifications or scrolling information across the screen as a person 

works. Rather, it waits for a person to go to the cafeteria for lunch, or the lobby to wait for 

a bus. When the person is not performing work and they are open to distractions, it makes 

them aware of what is going on around them. This is listed under detail rather than variety 

because while it is relatively mediocre in both, by putting a human into the equation of 

determining which information to broadcast and creating a summary of that information, 

the news program has enough detail to keep people informed, even though the variety is 

constrained (politically more than technically) to certain types of news.

Table 2-11. Awareness Attribute Table: Verizon News Network

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Some

Variety All sources of a type

Interchangeability No interchangeability
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2.2.3 The Variety End of the Spectrum

This section discusses a few awareness tools that focus on providing information from a 

variety of sources rather than great detail from one source. Such tools tend not to 

understand the format of the data used by their information sources, and instead utilize a 

generalized approach to interpreting data from a variety of different sources. One way of 

doing this is to observe as documents of various types are checked in and out of a version 

control system. Building a tool to monitor a version control system requires understanding 

the data formats of only a single tool, and yet monitoring such a system provides 

information about changes being made to any type of document in the version control 

system (e.g. whether the document is being checked in or out, perhaps a change history, 

etc...). While containing almost no details of what changes were made, it is generalizable 

across many information sources.

MUDs

MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons) have been used in a variety of places (Churchill and Bly, 

1999)(Dossick and Kaiser, 1999) as tools for collaboration and awareness. These function 

at two levels. The first and most obvious level is the conversational level; people meet for 

impromptu and sometimes even planned meetings, become aware of issues faced by other 

people in the meeting, and overhear parts of other meetings thus becoming aware of other 

issues faced by coworkers. The second level is the artifact level; different rooms contain 

different artifacts which people can manipulate within the MUD or can check out of the 

MUD in order to work on the artifact within the environment of their personal computer. 

Other people in those rooms can observe these actions performed on the artifacts, and use 

this as a technique for maintaining awareness of the artifact. Such an approach can handle 
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artifacts of arbitrary type (as long as the operations permitted within the MUD do not 

make changes to the internal datastructures within the artifact). The table below considers 

the artifact capability, and not the group discussion capabilities.

Table 2-12. Awareness Attribute Table: MUDs

SISCO Desktop

The SISCO Desktop (Mariani, 1997) is designed to provide a user group with a shared 

desktop to help make users more aware of their coworker’s current work activities. The 

system provides a visualization to enable users to see what documents other users are 

working on. It displays a map with lines linking group members to the documents that 

they are currently editing. While designed to monitor any type of artifact, it can only 

understand who is working on the document and can not perceive the changes inside the 

document to understand the nature of the work being done.

Table 2-13. Awareness Attribute Table: SISCO Desktop

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Low

Variety All sources of a type 
(documents)

Interchangeability No interchangeability

Attribute Name Attribute Value

Detail Low

Variety All sources of a type (documents)

Interchangeability Limited interchangeability (a 
body of tools work with the 
SISCO environment)
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2.3 PUSH TECHNOLOGY

Most (but not all) push technologies developed (and advertised as push technologies) are 

awareness tools. They are designed to push information to people, enabling them to 

maintain awareness of news, stocks, and other types of information to which they have 

subscribed. The main exception to push technologies being awareness tools is the case of 

tools designed to insure that people are running the most up-to-date software and using the 

most up-to-date documents by pushing applications and documents to a persons hard-

drive. Because push technology awareness tools are developed by industry rather than 

research, satisfying the needs of a great variety of users is of greater importance, resulting 

in a fair variety of information sources and some limited interchangeability. Many tools 

such as Pointcast (now called Infoscape) provide a set of news sources, and let users 

choose between tickertape, screen saver and browser styles of awareness. Pointcast, and 

many other services allow companies to create their own internal news sources to which 

employees can subscribe. Others, like Diffusion (Vignette, 1999) provide tremendous 

flexibility of awareness styles, enabling users to chose between being notified via pager, 

telephone, email, postal mail, and a variety of other techniques, and even allows users to 

specify what sequence of interfaces to try if one fails. Few of these tools support arbitrary 

interchangeability by enabling user communities to build appropriate awareness styles for 

their needs (and generally when it is available, it is more by accident than by intent -- as 

can be seen by AOL’s fight against the AOL Instant Messenger compatible 

implementations). However, a great deal of flexibility is still provided. On the other hand, 

Pointcast and many other push technologies all get their news from the same sources (e.g. 

CNN, the New York Times, the Weather Channel, etc...). If one considers CNN to be an 
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information source that provides one awareness interface style (web browser) but allows 

third parties (Pointcast and other push technology providers) to provide new styles, then 

these can be considered to be arbitrarily interchangeable (I can swap out Pointcast and 

swap in any other push technology provider or implement my own).

2.4 NOTIFICATION SERVERS

The last background topic is notification servers; they are key to any approach for routing 

awareness information from diverse sources to the users who have subscribed to that 

information. Most research into notification servers works to achieve software 

interoperability (Fitzpatrick, 1999)(Rosenblum and Wolf, 1997), where an event within 

one component running on one computer may trigger a variety of reactions on components 

running on other computers. Such research is focused on discovering designs for such 

services that optimize scalability, efficiency, expressiveness, and even simplicity of use.

There has also been work done on notification servers for creating awareness. For 

example, (Patterson, 1996) studies notification servers for use in synchronous 

collaboration and awareness. By making it synchronous, this remains a software 

interoperability problem. An event occurs in one component (i.e. a drawing program on 

one machine) and the notification server forwards that event to multiple subscribed 

components (three other drawing programs on three other machines) so that those 

components can quickly react to the event, making people aware of the fact that the first 

person is currently drawing something. 

Elvin is another notification server that was designed for interoperability but whose 

creators have looked at using it to create awareness. Their Tickertape used a notification 
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server fast enough for synchronous work, and sent messages to an awareness tool that 

might not be noticed by the user until minutes or even hours later (an asynchronous 

awareness tool using a synchronous notification server). This design works as long as it is 

reasonable for the Tickertape to be running even when the user is away from their desk -- 

even on vacation. In such a case, the user could return some time after a notification has 

been sent and still become aware of it. 

However, a notification server that depends upon an awareness tool always running will 

fail to support a wide range of scenarios. For example, imagine a document editor that 

contains an awareness tool for making users aware of what changes other users have made 

to the document. Must the document editor always be open to capture and display this 

information as it is generated -- or should the editor be able to request this information 

from the notification server the next time it opens (a form of polling for new data)? There 

are many types of awareness tools that will only run for a few hours or days and then be 

closed and not needed again for some time-period. To support such tools, a polling 

approach for accessing notifications is needed such that on opening an awareness tool, it 

can poll for all events to occur since it was last opened. This is rarely supported, partly 

because polling is far less efficient for rapidly routing events to interested parties (and 

therefore not as effective for software interoperability), and partly because it would turn 

the notification server into an event repository rather than an event forwarding mechanism. 

This creates a whole new problem of managing the repository. 
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Part of the goal for this work is to design a notification server that is optimized for 

providing awareness by designing it to be free of the shortcomings of past notification 

servers.
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CHAPTER 3

Knowledge Depot

Work on Knowledge Depot lead to the concepts that 

inspired CASS. While the design and results of the 

Knowledge Depot is interesting on its own merits, readers 

interested in CASS and not its origins can skip this chapter.

3.1 GROUP MEMORY

Knowledge Depots are group memories that capture group information and automatically 

categorizes it into user defined categories. Their primary information source is email 

which is captured when users either carbon copy a Depot with their work related 

discussions, send mail directly to a Depot to be categorized and stored, or which Depots 

automatically receive when mail is sent to the group’s mailing list. Capturing this type of 

information was originally intended to act as a repository for design rationale. The goal 

was to obtain design rationale by capturing discussions of work as it happens, thereby 

eliminating the additional effort required of users by most other forms of design rationale/

group memory tools.

3.2 NEXT STEP PROGRAM

Our main users for this system are members of Verizon’s Next Step Program1. This is a 

continuing education program for Verizon employees. Members of the program include 

1. Formerly NYNEX’s and then Bell Atlantic’s Next Step Program, and therefore only for Verizon 
employees working in the NYNEX territories (New York/New England).
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the Verizon employees (i.e. the students), professors at twenty-five colleges in the New 

York and New England areas, and an organizational staff provided by Verizon.

Each group within the Next Step program is provided with a Knowledge Depot to capture 

and archive their discussions and documents (assignments, curricula, exams, etc.). 

Members of each group can decide to make their Depot accessible to other groups within 

the Next Step Program who might need be aware of their discussions. There are different 

Depots for each subject where teachers can discuss the curricula and share teaching 

materials for that subject. There are Depots provided for campuses and regions where 

conversations and documents relevant to the Next Step Program for that area are stored. 

Student groups are each provided with a Depot so that when they work together to try to 

understand a concept or a homework assignment, their understanding can be archived for 

them to look at later, or for future students to examine when they encounter the same 

confusions. 

In many cases, the Depot is only used to archive group discussions; however, this 

information can be very helpful to outsiders for understanding what issues a group is 

encountering. By making these discussions available to other groups, the archive provides 

the beginnings of an awareness tool. Members of the electronics-faculty group can 

occasionally check the math and physics depots, enabling them to not only notice when a 

change has been decided upon that may affect the electronics curricula, but to also notice 

when a discussion is in progress for making such a change (see Figure 3-1). Forewarned 

about a change to the math curricula, they can either discuss the impact with math faculty 

in order to prevent the change from having such a large impact, or have time before the 
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math faculty implement their change in which to modify their own curricula. Users willing 

to put in the effort to monitor relevant Depots can stay aware of these issues.

Figure 3-1. Mapping an Awareness Network with Strength Modifiers

The strength of awareness for this figure is a function of how directly a group can be affected by another 
group. Changes to Math curricula can have a direct affect on the Electronics curricula, requiring stronger 
awareness than changes to the History curricula.

3.3 INITIAL SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

A subscription service was added to Knowledge Depot to help users to monitor archives 

that they believed to be relevant. There were two goals: 1) to reduce the amount of time 

and effort invested by users who were already using the Depots to maintain awareness of 

other groups, and 2) to increase the number of people who were aware of what was 

happening within the Next Step program. Preliminary studies of faculty showed two types 

of users: those who were not motivated enough to check what new information was 

available on-line, and users who spent a lot of time checking the various Depots, but 
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spending very little time during each check -- presumably for lack of content requiring 

careful attention. 

To help both groups, we simplified the task of monitoring Depots. We enabled users to 

subscribe to be emailed periodic summaries reporting on all new and modified information 

within any public Depot. This reduced the effort needed for the low-motivation people to 

maintain awareness of what is happening in various aspects of the Next Step program that 

might affect them. Presumably, this would reduce the effort enough for a significant 

number of additional people to invest the effort needed to monitor other groups. The users 

who already checked for information, but rarely found anything worth spending time on, 

could now sit back and let the information be sent to them. They could decide after the 

summary had been sent to them whether there was any new information worth retrieving. 

While the more important goal was to improve coordination within the Next Step program 

by making larger numbers of people aware of changes within the program, reducing the 

effort for those who are already aware is a useful endeavor as well.

Users specified how aware they wanted to be of each Depot by setting the frequency with 

which they receive summaries of new and modified information. This means that depots 

containing timely or important information can be frequently checked for new 

information, and information with a much lower relevance can be checked infrequently. 

Thus users can set the strength of awareness based on how directly other groups can affect 

them -- supporting the awareness map of Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-2 shows an emailed subscription, containing summaries of various Depots, and 

hyperlinks (document icons) that allow users to jump to any item of information that looks 

relevant.

Figure 3-2. Screenshot: Lotus Notes Knowledge Depot Subscription Message

This screen shot shows a report sent to a user who has subscribed to “NSP English”, “NSP Computer Apps” 
and other depots. The document icons are hyperlinks to the original documents.

3.4 SUBSCRIBING TO ANY TYPE OF INFORMATION

After 6 months of usage, we enhanced the subscription service and provided it to all 

members of the Next Step program (the original release was just for faculty). This 

enhanced service enabled users to not only subscribe to Knowledge Depots, but also to 

subscribe to any Lotus Notes database on the Lotus Notes network. Instead of being 

limited to maintaining an awareness of discussions and decisions of other work groups, 

people gained the ability to maintain an awareness of any type of information that might 

affect them.

For example, each Next Step member is provided a computer for their work, and is 

expected to use Lotus Notes to communicate electronically. An important resource for 

these people is an FAQ database that contains information on maintaining the hardware 
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and software (such as Lotus Notes) for these computers. The helpfulness of an FAQ can be 

greatly enhanced if users already know what new questions and answers are available. 

Sending users summaries of new information in the FAQ makes them aware that there has 

been an answer posted to a problem that they themselves may have been having. There are 

many other types of information that can be monitored using this approach. Below are 

listed just a few possibilities (note that these possibilities are not limited to the Next Step 

program environment):

1. Subscribing to a Name & Address database can allow users to remain aware of the 
arrival of new group members and what specialties they have.

2. Subscribing to a customer support database could allow people to remain aware of 
how many customer calls or emails were sent in a time period, and get an idea of the 
subject of each call.

3. Subscribing to a calendar database allows people to be aware of changes to schedules, 
deadlines and vacations.

4. Subscribing to a log allows users to maintain an awareness of system activities. If a log 
is used to store error conditions that arise from a system, the developers can maintain 
an awareness of how many and what types of errors are arising. The same approach 
can be taken to any type of system generated information.

5. Subscribing to a database of services and prices can allow users (sales representatives) 
to maintain an awareness of changes to the price of any service, as well as the addition 
of new services.

Almost any kind of information can be stored in databases, ranging from images and 

documents to member lists and travel vouchers. A subscription feature that permits users 

to subscribe to any type of database allows for people to maintain an awareness of a huge 

variety of work-related information.

Subscriptions create awareness (assuming that the subscriptions are to up-to-date 

databases and that the user actually reads the subscriptions). They allow people to create 

on-line information without having to concern themselves with notifying people that new 

information has been created. The information goes to the people who have decided it is 
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important for their work. Given that any person within an organization may at some point 

create an item of information that belongs on-line, it is important both to provide this 

assurance that the information will get to those who need it, and that people will be aware 

of the existence of this new information.

3.5 IMPLEMENTATION

There are in fact two implementations of Knowledge Depot. One is in Lotus Notes and is 

in use by the Next Step program, and the second is in PERL CGI scripts which provide a 

web based version of the system (but does not support monitoring of Lotus Notes 

databases). While the two implementations share key concepts, their features and structure 

are very different.

3.5.1 Lotus Notes Implementation

The Lotus Notes implementation of Knowledge Depot lacks some of the power of the web 

based version in that it does not support hierarchical categories, and does not dynamically 

respond to user attempts to create new categories and recategorize information (rather, it 

waits for a process to run periodically on the server to check for such operations and to 

adjust the group memory’s database to compensate for the operations). Each group has its 

own depot, where a person can be in multiple groups and therefore uses multiple depots. 

Each depot contains a non-hierarchical list of category which represent key topics of the 

group, and which automatically capture appropriate messages received by the depot. The 

resulting environment consists of a hierarchical category scheme with a depth of two (with 

each Depot representing a high level category, and the category lists representing low level 
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categories). The following sections discuss key aspects of how the Lotus Notes version 

provided its subscription services.

Setting Subscriptions

To enable each user to specify which databases to maintain an awareness of and how 

strong of an awareness, each user is provided with a form for setting and modifying 

preferences (Figure 3-3). A preference setting contains a list of subscriptions (one per 

table row). Each row contains a list of database names, followed by the number of days 

that should pass before checking all of those databases and reporting on any new 

information found in them. The first row of Figure 3 shows a user subscribed to the 

databases “Next Step: General Information”, “Next Step: Curriculum Info” and “Next 

Step: FAQ”. Once every fifteen days this user will receive one report summarizing all 

information added or changed in these three databases.

Figure 3-3. Screenshot: Lotus Notes Knowledge Depot Preferences Setting

This figure shows the current subscriptions for the user Michael Kantor. Clicking on the “Edit Preferences” 
button allows the user to change the list of databases and the intervals associated with each database list.
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Creating a new subscription row causes the subscription to automatically send the last X 

days of a subscription (where X is the interval set by the user). This is done to 1) provide 

the user with feedback confirming their subscription, 2) provide the user with an example 

of what they have subscribed to and 3) provide the user with some background and recent 

history of what has happened within the group to which they have specified an interest. 

Modifying an existing subscription row by either changing a database name or adding a 

new database name causes the subscription to be sent as above (even though the 

unmodified databases in the list are not yet due) with one slight change; instead of going 

back X days, it will instead go back to the time of the last subscription sent.

Finally, we enable users to look at but not to edit the preferences of other members of the 

Next Step program. This is primarily done so that people can look at examples of how to 

subscribe and what other people thought were worth subscribing to. We did not perceive 

any privacy issues here, as there are only work-related databases available for subscribing, 

and what a person feels is worth monitoring is a difficult thing on which to judge a person.

Subscription Service Implementation

Subscriptions were sent out once each night. Each night, the process would scan through 

determining which subscriptions are due to be sent (either because the interval specified 

by the user has passed, or because they modified the subscription), and it would then send 

out a unique subscription to every subscriber. Designing an efficient subscription 

processor required dealing with two issues: 1) every user can set their own interval, which 

means that even if more than one person is being sent a subscription to one database, they 

will receive a different range of dates for those messages, and 2) each user can bundle a 
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different set of databases together in a single subscription. These two issues mean that the 

potential exists for no two subscriptions to be alike. To handle this issue in a scalable 

manner, the processor works as follows:

1. Scan through all preferences marking each database that had an overdue subscription 
and storing the greatest range of dates required by the overdue subscriptions.

2. For all databases, generate an array of all database entries created OR modified within 
the range of dates. Knowledge Depot messages that have been recategorized within the 
time interval, or even a five year old database entry that someone has just modified will 
be included in this array.

3. Iterate over each user’s preferences finding subscriptions due to be sent, and insert into 
an email a subset of the arrays obtained in step 2, covering only the parts of the arrays 
matching the requested date range. Database entries that they have seen in the past (by 
opening the note using the Lotus Notes browser or because the entry was actually a 
Knowledge Depot email of which the user was a recipient) are added to the subscrip-
tion email in grey, and regular entries are in black. This helps users to focus on infor-
mation that is new to them.

4. For each subscription that had no errors, update information specifying when it was 
last sent. Subscriptions that were not sent because the user entered an invalid database 
are sent each night with an error message until the user successfully corrects the data-
base. Subscriptions that were not sent due to server errors accessing a database are sent 
each day to the server’s administrators until they correct the problem (and are sent 
once to the user so that the user does not mistakenly assume that there was no sub-
scription report means no new information).

This has scaled nicely up to a few thousand users (though one should understand that only 

a subset of these users actually have subscriptions due on a given day), and should scale 

reasonably up to 10-20,000 users, given a server that can be tied up each night to handle 

the task.

Accessing any Database

Each database uses a different set of fields to describe its entries. These fields are the only 

information that we have with which to describe an entry when filling out a subscription. 
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In order to support subscriptions to arbitrary databases, we provided the SubscriptionMap 

database illustrated in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Screenshot: Lotus Notes Knowledge Depot Subscription Map

The SubscriptionMap database lists databases understood by Knowledge Depot, and describes how the 
subscription service is to fill the subscription.

Each entry of the database in Figure 3-4 is a mapping between a database (or database 

type) and how to handle subscriptions to that type of database. Each mapping indicates in 

the first column what type of database it applies to2, or if it applies to a unique database, 

the file name for that database. Thus the “Next Step: Curriculum Info” database, which is 

a unique database, not related to any other type of database is listed by the file name used 

to store that database “curric.nsf”. “Knowledge Depot” is a type of database shared by all 

of the Knowledge Depots, and the rows that have “Knowledge Depot” in the first column 

apply to every such database.

The second column “Document Types” shows what types of data within the database 

should be included in a subscription. For an FAQ database, a frmResponse is the name of 

2.  Lotus Notes allows database designers to design a database template and have 
other databases inherit its design. A database’s type is the name of the data-
base(s) it inherits from.
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the response form that support people fill out with the original question and the response 

to that question.

The column “Field Names” indicates which fields describing the specified document type 

are needed to summarize the database entry in a subscription. A summary for a 

Knowledge Depot email entry is simply the author and subject of the message. A summary 

for an FAQ form might be the original question, and a summary of the response. 

Because databases in Lotus Notes can have many different types of data (i.e. a Knowledge 

Depot can have archived mail messages, member profiles, formal documents, and other 

types of information), a database name or database type may be listed more than once. In 

this case, the fourth column in figure 3 indicates which order in a subscription message 

different types of information should be presented. For example, the database called 

“nspnames.nsf” has “Person” entries describing each member of the Next Step Program, 

and “Preference” entries describing each user’s preferences. The fourth column indicates 

that Preferences should be printed before Persons (because the 1 precedes 2). This means 

that if a user has subscribed to nspnames.nsf, they will get a subscription that starts by 

printing the “SubscriberName” field of every new or modified “Preferences” note, and 

then will print the “FullName” and “JobTitle” of every new or modified “Person” note.

Column three -- which is difficult to read in this screen shot -- indicates if the database 

entries are “Mail Types”. If the value is “True” then this indicates that whatever other 

information may be known about the message, it also has standard mail fields such as 

author and recipient. If it has such fields, then we can calculate whether this message was 
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sent to the user as email and gray out the message when printing it in a subscription report 

if the user has received it.

While the subscription mapping database tells us what the Knowledge Depot Subscription 

Service can handle, it does not limit what a user can subscribe to. A user may enter the 

name of a database into a preferences form, even if the database does not have a mapping. 

The previous section described how the server responds to problems in a subscription. In 

this case the problem is that while the database exists and (let us assume) the user has 

permission to access and therefore subscribe to the database, Knowledge Depot does not 

know how to handle the subscription. This means that there is an error at the server side 

rather than the client side. As specified above, each day, the Knowledge Depot will attempt 

to fill the subscription, and each time it fails, it will send email to the server’s 

administrators. The email will notify them that a user is trying to subscribe to a database 

whose name or type is not in the subscription map, and ask the administrator to add it to 

the map. 

This approach does fail to account for a few elements:

1. Users may be interested in some types of documents in a database and not in others. 
With this design, the administrator determines which types are of potential interest, 
and all subscribers to the database get all of those types rather than the set that was of 
interest to them.

2. Users may be interested in specific types of information about a type of document, but 
the administrator chooses which fields are printed in the subscription, and this may not 
match the needs of all users (or they may try to satisfy all users, putting in much more 
information than is useful or parsable by some subset of users). 

Despite these weaknesses, it is easy for administrators to configure the system in response 

to user requests. Furthermore, the degree of configurability needed to resolve these 
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concerns may serve to only confuse typical users who were already presented with more 

flexibility than most of them were willing to figure out how to use. There has been no 

request for such features from those members of the Next Step program using the 

subscription service; at this point, these flaws exist only in the mind of the developer.

GroupPreferences

An early design decision when implementing the subscription feature of the Lotus Notes 

Knowledge Depot was to create a GroupPreferences form which specified that members 

of specific groups, when first having a Knowledge Depot identity created for them, would 

automatically be subscribed to a set of databases relevant to members of their group(s). 

This could take into account such things as the fact that a person is a Physics faculty 

member and therefore a participant in the “NSP Physics” depot and directly affected by 

the “NSP Math” depot. The person teaches at Springfield Community College, and is 

therefore a participant of the “NSP Springfield CC” depot. The Community College also 

uses the “NSP New England CCs”. A person is in a variety of groups, and these were used 

to determine an appropriate starting set of subscriptions. 

Group preferences could later be changed, with a resulting change to the preferences of 

existing group members. For example, if a group preference specifies that members of the 

group should be interested in the “Electronics Curricula Depot” so that all group members 

are subscribed to that depot (except for those who unsubscribed themselves), then 

removing that depot from the group preferences, or changing the name of the depot will 

cause a corresponding change to the preferences of all group members who were still 

subscribed to the electronics curricula. 
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Our reasons for implementing GroupPreferences are as follows:

1. Providing a service is not the same as having a service used. Had we simply provided 
the service, few people would have used it, and everyone else would have forgotten it 
existed. Knowledge Depot emailed subscriptions periodically, which served as a 
reminder to people that the service existed, helping them to see the usefulness of the 
service, and reminding them of how to change their subscriptions (or unsubscribe 
completely). 

2. This also helped to make people aware that the databases they were subscribed to 
existed, and of what types of relevant information was available in those databases 
(otherwise, some may have never known there was an FAQ database).

3. Creating initial subscriptions provided users with an example of how to subscribe, and 
a reasonable starting list of subscriptions that they could modify. Left to trial and error, 
it might have taken them months to build up an equivalent list.

4. Changing the preferences of entire groups of people simply by changing the group 
preferences enabled administrators to move and rename existing databases and then 
change all subscriptions that pointed to the original name to point instead to the new 
name.

Unfortunately, despite our best efforts to avoid this, for many people the fact that they did 

not actually subscribe themselves to this information caused them to treat it as junk mail. 

They were unwilling to look closely enough at it to figure out what its importance was or 

even how to unsubscribe themselves. Nor can they be judged as unusually lazy because of 

this; I too receive unsolicited junk mail that is simpler to delete than to skim through for 

instructions on unsubscribing.

3.5.2 Web Version of Knowledge Depot

The web version of Knowledge Depot has one main advantage over the Notes version: it is 

not constrained to work within a Lotus Notes environment. This makes it more 

approachable to most people, and therefore easier to study in an academic environment. 

However, by not harnessing the power of Lotus Notes, where all information is stored in a 

database and all that is needed is a subscription map to extract the desired information, the 

web version has a much more difficult time accessing a variety of information sources. 
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This implementation only accesses email (personal and group mailing lists) and electronic 

bboards. It has been used for personal email (with one mail account exceeding 50,000 

messages), work-group email (the Argo-UML open source group and the WebDav 

standards group), community email (the all-grads mailing list of the UCI computer science 

department), and electronic bboards (a variety of computer science and university boards). 

This version of Knowledge Depot was designed with a number of goals in mind. First, we 

wanted people to be able to subscribe to highly refined categories in order to precisely 

tune their subscriptions to information that can affect them. In support of this, we not only 

provide a category hierarchy with no limits on depth, but allow users to subscribe to 

individual categories of any depth (unlike the Notes version where users can only 

subscribe to entire Depots). Second, we wanted a system that would receive extensive use, 

helping us to test and refine the tool. To achieve this, we made the web version of 

Knowledge Depot support personal email accounts, resulting in it being used all day, 

every day by the developer. Third, despite the power achieved within the Lotus Notes 

environment, the environment is constraining. While the constraints were what enabled us 

to monitor any information source within the environment, the developers of the web 

version can easily add the ability to access new sources such as bboards, IMAP servers, a 

variety of types of databases across the web, etc... Some other capabilities found in the 

web based depots not available in the Lotus Notes versions are:

1. Subscribe to receive digests or have information forwarded as soon as it arrives. The 
latter option enables the server to act as a mailing list server and also to send summa-
ries to wireless devices such as cell phones when the subscriber wants message sum-
maries sent to them when they are away from their computer.

2. Specify the level of detail to include in message and digests (first X lines, first X char-
acters, each line containing a specific keyword or the entire message).
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3. Specify where information is to be sent. Instead of having information always sent to a 
single email address, a person can have notifications sent to multiple email addresses. 
This has been used to send summaries of personal email to a cell phone, and other 
summaries to a standard email account.

The following sections describe different components of the system. Note that some 

sections are included for completeness of the description of the implementation rather 

because they have any bearing on the topic of this dissertation.

Server

The Server component is the only component of the Depot that is constantly running (all 

other components are CGI scripts, executed only when users request them). The server has 

the following tasks:

1. Import new email from a Berkeley formatted mbox (future versions may access the 
mail from POP or IMAP servers).

2. Import new messages from a list of bboards stored in account configuration files.
3. Forward messages and message summaries to users who have subscribed to be notified 

of information as soon as the information arrives.
4. Send digests of messages to users when those digests become due.

As with the Lotus Notes version, users can bundle subscriptions to multiple sources into a 

single subscription report sent to them periodically; however, the optimizations achieved 

for the Notes version by implementing a preprocessor to handle unique subscriptions for 

thousands of users were not made to the web version. This is partly because we have never 

had thousands of users, and partly because accessing the information was much more 

efficient in our SQL database server than with distributed Lotus Notes database servers.

CGI Scripts

The remaining components are all implemented as a set of CGI scripts, which generate 

HTML pages based on the username of the person accessing the page, and a series of 
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parameters that are passed with each request for a new page. All access is through a CGI 

PERL script called index.pl, which is passed a variety of parameters such as an 

“Operation” parameter that specifies what type of request is being made of the Knowledge 

Depot, an “Account” parameter specifying which Knowledge Depot the operation applies 

to, “Superframe” for specifying if the page requested is the superframe for organizing the 

requested data or the frame for presenting the requested data, and a variety of other 

parameters that vary with the context of the request.

Depot Browser

The first component of the system’s user interface is the Depot Browser. This browser 

provides a list of Knowledge Depots that the user has permission to access, providing 

links to those depots. Users can use this interface to request access to other depots by 

entering in a password. Each depot has three passwords associated with it, one for 

obtaining guest access, a second for user access and a third for administrative access. Once 
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access has been granted, this information is stored within the Knowledge Depot and 

causes the depot to be displayed in that user’s Depot Browser from that point on.

Figure 3-5. Screenshot: Web Knowledge Depot -- Depot Browser

Select which Knowledge Depot account to enter, or enter a password to register with guest, user or 
administrator access to all accounts that use that password.

Category Browser

The Category Browser enables users to browse through the category hierarchy, looking for 

relevant categories, viewing and searching their current contents, or subscribing to their 
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future contents. Users with “user” level permissions can also create, edit and delete low 

level categories, and users with “administrative” access can also create, edit and delete 

high level categories.

Unlike normal category schemes where a category is treated as a folder where items are 

stored, a category in Knowledge Depot is implemented as a database query. This means 

that an item can be accessed through a variety of categories, that new categories can be 

created and designed such that an item will automatically be found within the category, 

and the category can then be removed without affecting its contents (since it has no real 

contents, only messages that match its query). By allowing the item to exist in all 

appropriate categories, different users approaching the search from different perspectives 

can find an item using different categories. A hierarchical category consists of the 

conjunction of a category’s query with the queries of all of its parent categories. Users also 

have the ability to search a category, thus temporarily joining a new query to the queries of 

the category and all of its parents. Categories currently support the following types of 

queries:

• Keywords: a phrase or keyword matches all messages with the phrase, keyword or 
substring in the subject line or in the user-added comments 

• Author: (From)authorname matches all messages with the string authorname in the 
From field 

• Recipient: (To)username matches all messages with the string username in the To or 
Cc fields 

• Participant: (With)username matches all messages with the string username in the To, 
Cc or From fields
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• Conversations: (Between)authorname1:authorname2 matches all messages sent from 
authorname1 to authorname2 or sent from authorname2 to authorname1. Unlike 
(With) it excludes mail broadcast by a third author to the two participants.

• After date: (After)mm/dd/yyyy matches all messages received after the specified date

• Before date: (Before)mm/dd/yyyy matches all messages received before the specified 
date

• Within time: (Within)number_of_days matches all messages received within the 
specified number of days, relative to the time that the query is run (i.e. within 7 days 
will return all messages received within 7 days, but this list will change if I make the 
request again a week later).

Figure 3-6. Screenshot: Web Knowledge Depot Category Browser

Select a category to view, or use the links to the right to subscribe, query, edit, delete or create subcategories 
of the category.
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Message Browser

The message browser provides an interface for users to scan through lists of messages, 

delete (if permitted), add user-comments to sets of messages, refine categories (if 

permitted), issue queries, and select messages to view. User commented messages are 

emphasized by the browser as being more noteworthy than typical messages. In addition 

to affecting how a message is categorized, comments often summarize key aspects of mail 

messages. For example, a message whose subject says “Meeting next week about topic X” 

would benefit from a comment saying “tuesday, 3pm in room Y”. Comments such as this 

enable people to not only more quickly identify the message they are searching for, but to 

find the information they were seeking without having take the time to open the message 

itself.

Figure 3-7. Screenshot: Web Knowledge Depot Message Browser

This window has one frame for scanning through messages matching a query or category and a second for 
viewing the message itself. The 12/30/97 message has a comment.
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Subscriptions

A number of factors work to make subscriptions possible. First, when a user creates a 

Knowledge Depot identity to allow them to access the Knowledge Depots, they specify a 

username, password and email address. The username identifies them to the system when 

they log on, enabling it to know what permission levels they have with which depots. It 

also enables the system to know who it is that has clicked on the subscribe button, and 

later when the server is handling the subscriptions, it will have the email address of the 

user it is sending the report to. Second, users can subscribe either from the category 

hierarchy where they can see what categories are available, or from the message browser 

where they can view the types of messages they will actually receive in a future 

subscription. Third, users with permissions of “user” or “administrator” can create new 

categories that refine queries down to the specific subset of information to which they 

want to subscribe. Combined, the ability to refine category definitions, request 

subscriptions to those categories and have the system know how to send those 

subscriptions form the basis for the subscription component.

There are many other features. Figure 3-8, in the bottom frame, shows some of the 

controls for configuring a subscription. The first pulldown menu (next to “Category”) is a 

hierarchically organized list of categories, enabling users to select the category to which 

they are subscribing. The second row is for a grouping name. All subscriptions with the 

same grouping name are sent in the same subscription report. If there is no grouping name 

used, then changes to this category are sent in a report for this category only. The third row 

is for the interval. This can be either an integer specifying how many days must pass 

between sending this subscription report, or it can be “As Soon as it Arrives” indicating the 
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message or a summary of the message should be sent on to the subscriber as soon as the 

message arrives. The last row allows the user to specify the level of detail to include in the 

subscription report for each new message being reported upon. This can range from just 

header information, the first X lines of the message or even the entire message.

Figure 3-8. Screenshot: Web Knowledge Depot Subscription Forms

The top frame lists current subscriptions, enabling users to view them and select one to edit or delete. The 
bottom frame is for editing and creating new subscriptions.

Address Books

A small component of the system is its address books. There are two types of address 

books. The first is a nicknames address book which is used in Depots configured for use as 

personal mail clients. As with many email clients, entering the nickname causes the email 

address associated with the nickname to be substituted. This feature can also handle auto-

completion of partially entered nicknames.
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The second address book generates a list of all email addresses stored in the group 

memory (or in the mail archive for personal mail users). While it does not associate names 

with these addresses, it provides users with a complete list of email addresses of people 

with whom they have worked, and enables them to find forgotten addresses.

Mail Client Capabilities

Knowledge Depot has three capabilities provided explicitly as part of enabling it to be 

useful as a personal mail client. The first is the ability to send email, implemented using 

the unix sendmail. Depot administrators (personal mail users and administrators of group 

accounts are both considered administrators of their respective accounts) can send email 

just as with any other mail client. People with “user” permissions can also send email, but 

only to other people who have registered to use the Depot. Such users can use this email 

feature to engage in discussions with other group members; users are given a list of names 

of members of the group and select from that list whom to send the message. The second 

feature is a mail monitor that opens one dialog box per new mail message to arrive, 

summarizing each new email. The third feature is the option to have new mail to arrive in 

an Inbox parent category of the category hierarchy and database table, rather than the 

standard Archive category and database table.

Calendar

A calendar is provided both for personal and group use. The PERL scripts that display 

individual mail messages search subject lines for anything resembling dates, and if it 

detects one, hyperlinks it. Users can click on the hyperlinked date to add the message to 

the calendar at the specified date. Thus, a message with the subject “Meeting on monday” 
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or “Meeting on 1/1/01” will automatically be added to the appropriate date on the 

calendar. Users can also click on a separate button in the message viewer to add the 

message to the calendar without a default date that has been specified in the subject line. In 

either case, before adding the message to the calendar, the system asks users to confirm 

and edit the date (thus clicking on monday will cause the system to show the user which 

monday it is going to add the message to and allows the user to change to a different 

monday). People can also directly add information into the calendar. While this calendar is 

currently more useful for personal use, this technique could be used very effectively for 

group calendars if it automatically added unambiguous dates to the calendar (i.e. on 

receiving a message with “1/1/01” in the subject, the message could automatically be 

added, but not a subject with “monday”). This would work as long as there was some way 

to distinguish between messages proposing to use a date for an event and messages 

declaring an event to be on a specific date. It would also benefit groups if we were to allow 

users to subscribe to the calendar to be notified of new additions to the calendar and of 

imminent calendar events.

3.6 LESSONS LEARNED

A variety of lessons were learned from building, distributing and studying these systems in 

use. The following studies were performed: 

• Two surveys of Lotus Notes users, used to examine the users response to the 
subscription service and their self-perceived need for the benefits it was trying to 
provide.

• A log of changes to preferences in the Lotus Notes version, to determine if people 
cared enough to focus their subscriptions on topics that mattered to them or if they just 
unsubscribed themselves.
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• Interviews of users of the Lotus Notes version.

• Feedback sent by users of the web version.

3.6.1 Surveys

The Next Step program periodically sends surveys to the students and faculty, and we 

were able to add a small number of questions to these surveys. We asked faculty how 

interested they were in the decisions of other curricula (multiple choice answers range 

from not at all to extremely interested), and whether they learned anything from the 

subscription reports (possible answers included: didn’t read the reports, didn’t learn 

anything, learned new information, learned information that may affect work in the future, 

and learned information that has affected work). Users who answer that they learned 

information that affected their work will strongly support our hopes that the tool will 

enhance coordination between groups. Users who answer that they learned information, 

preferably information that may affect future work will suggest that our tool enhanced 

awareness between groups, which less directly supports our hopes that the tool will 

enhance coordination.

Users who were Interested were More Likely to Learn

An analysis of how users answered these two questions can be seen in Figure 3-9 

(parenthesis in chart indicate number of survey responses used for that chart). We 

organized responses into two groups: answers from users who had little or no interest in 

the decisions made within other curricular groups, and answers from users who had 

medium or high interest in the other curricula. From this, we can see evidence that users 

with an interest in decisions of the other curricula were more likely to read the reports, and 

more likely to learn from them than users with little or no interest. If we assume that users 
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answered that they were interested in information because they believed that the 

information was relevant to their work, then they have attempted to create a strong 

awareness link by reading the reports.

Figure 3-9. Survey Responses Showing Impact On Users

The pie charts show that users who ranked themselves as interested in what is going on around them were 
both more likely to read and more likely to learn something when they read the subscriptions. It also shows 
that 47% of the low interest people have become more aware of their work environment through use of 
subscriptions.

Users Reported having Learned as a Result of Subscriptions

Two other points are worth noting from these results. First, it is interesting to note that 

many users with little or no interest also learned, some of them even learning information 

that they believed could affect their future work. Second, while critics of this study could 

point to the many people who failed to learn anything, we would suggest that it is more 

interesting to note that 1) the rest of the users did learn information that they might not 

have otherwise learned, 2) assuming that people in the low interest group are not 
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motivated enough to enter the depots of other groups to see what is happening, we have 

reduced the effort to monitor this information below the threshold of 47% of the low 

interest group. That is a significant increase: 47% more people are obtaining awareness 

information than would have been the case without Knowledge Depot, and this increased 

awareness benefits the group or organization as a whole. Note that while 47% of survey 

responses learned something, it is probably reasonable to assume that the number is lower 

for the entire population of the Next Step program since less interested/motivated people 

are as unlikely to bother with surveys as with subscription reports.

3.6.2 Survey 2

In a second Next Step survey (which received over 240 responses) we had three questions.

1. Did users learn anything (same question as in previous survey), 
2. Did users feel more aware of what was happening within the Next Step program as a 

result of reading the reports (a difficult question for people to answer in an unbiased 
manner, but the results were still informative),

3. Did users follow links in the reports to the new or modified information being summa-
rized in the reports (a true false question). This last question was designed learn two 
things: 

a) How were users using the subscription messages, 
b) To what extent was awareness and learning created just by reading sum-
maries – did users have to retrieve the original information to become (or 
feel) more aware?

Users Learned, but No Coordination Affect

As in the previous survey, while many users did not learn, clearly learning took place as a 

result of using the system. Admittedly, the results show that 0% reported that the 

information that they learned directly affected their work (a drop of 7% from the previous 

survey). This means that we currently have no evidence to let us claim our subscription 

feature created a coordination affect. That said, 68% of our survey respondents learned as 
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a result of using this tool, and even if there is no direct evidence of a coordination effect, it 

means that there is more awareness, providing more opportunities for a coordination effect 

to take place.

Figure 3-10. Survey Responses: Learning Breakdown

68% of users read and learned -- becoming more aware of their work environment, but only 14% noticed a 
coordination benefit.

Both Reading and Reading with Learning Enhanced Awareness

The pie charts in Figure 3-11 clearly illustrate that reading the reports (even without 

learning) increased the likelihood of people feeling more aware (or increase the likelihood 

of reporting themselves as being more aware). The pie charts each take a slice of 

respondents based on their answer to whether or not they read and learned from 

subscription reports, and shows how aware they were of the Next Step program. The first 

pie chart shows that 85% of people who generally did not read the reports felt no 

awareness benefit (the other 15% is more difficult to explain). Each succeeding chart, for 

people who read but did not learn, the chart for learning and the chart for learning 
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information that may make a difference, each showed considerable growth in awareness, 

with the last two showing the “No more aware” group falling to 5% and then 0%. While 

we can not prove that coordination was enhanced, we have a convincing case for having 

enhanced awareness, an important ingredient for coordination.

Figure 3-11. Pie charts of survey responses correlating awareness with subscriptions

“Awareness Without Reading” is a pie chart showing how aware people were who did not read the 
subscriptions. “Awareness with Learning” is a pie chart using the people who said that they read and learned 
from the subscription report, and showing how aware they are. Each pie chart takes a slice of users based on 
whether they read and learned and shows their self reported awareness level.

Following Links Increases Awareness, But Summaries Are Enough to Cre-
ate Awareness

50% of the responding users reported following links to information that looked relevant 

to them. The pie charts in Figure 3-12 show that regardless of whether users followed links 

to view the full information summarized in the reports, many users still felt more aware as 

a result of just reading the reports. This means that tools that just send out summaries can 

make many users feel more aware. However, the data indicates that users who follow links 

tend to feel more aware of what is happening within the Next Step program than those 
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who do not.%55 of user in the linking group reported being more, much more or 

significantly more aware, compared to 31% from the non-linking group. 27% more people 

in the non-linking group reported being “no more aware”.

Figure 3-12. Pie charts correlating awareness with following links

The first pie chart shows only users who reported not following links from reports to the items being 
reported upon. The second pie chart shows only users who did follow the links.

3.6.3 Interviews

A second small study which involved two sets of 11 short interviews was also conducted. 

While the interviews were mostly oriented towards improving the subscription service, it 

also obtained a small amount of information about how people used it. One unanticipated 

result was to learn that the most enthusiastic users did not want to wait for the information 

to come to them, and while happy with the periodic reminders of what information was 

available, they would still check for new information.

One user whose job it was to coordinate between students, faculty and Bell Atlantic 

administrators found the tool extremely useful. Her work required her to keep up on the 
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activities of these three groups. Due to technical problems, she was unable to follow the 

document links to the information being reported upon, but the information being 

summarized was of such high interest to her that she frequently telephoned the authors of 

the information and asked them for more information. For tasks where maintaining an 

awareness of the activities of many groups is critical, the Knowledge Depot Subscription 

Service played a highly productive role.

3.6.4 Usage Study

Our third type of study is based on three months worth of usage data. On our initial release 

of the enhanced service, all members of the Next Step program (staff, students and 

faculty) were subscribed by default to sets of Lotus Notes databases (see section on 

GroupPreferences). The usage logs showed how often people changed their subscriptions; 

either adding or removing databases from their preferences. It also showed how often 

users unsubscribed themselves completely (implying that they thought all of the 

subscription messages to be junk mail). During the three months of usage data, the highest 

number of participants in the Next Step program who were subscribed was 1,985. 25 users 

made changes to their preferences. 5 of those users unsubscribed themselves from all 

databases. Of the 25 users who made changes, 12 made only a single change (most likely 

either unsubscribing themselves to everything or simply seeing what happens when 

changing preferences) and the other 13 made multiple changes (making some effort to 

refine their preferences to their needs). 

These 25 users were not more or less interested in the information than other users. Some 

of them subscribed to more databases, others unsubscribed themselves. The relatively 
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small number of users to change their preferences may be explained by (Mackay, 1990) 

who explains that most users prefer to accept default settings over trying to understand a 

system well enough to configure it to their needs. While perhaps more technically 

motivated that the other users, these users are probably comparable in terms of interest and 

information needs. So we assume that these 25 are fairly representative of the entire user 

group in terms of interest for our analysis of this data.

Based on this study, 20% of these users felt that the subscription messages were junk mail 

and unsubscribed themselves. 52% of these people made changes at least twice, and 32% 

of these people made changes at least three times. From this we conclude that most users 

did not feel overwhelmed with information, and felt that with the right information 

sources, they would either gain an awareness of relevant information, or at least have the 

potential of such awareness. The remaining 20% consists of 1) people in the process of 

leaving the Next Step program, 2) low interest members, and 3) peripheral members. 

Obviously, such conclusions are tentative; the only solid conclusion we can make from 

this data is that motivating people to refine subscriptions is a serious challenge.

3.6.5 Feedback on Web Version

The web version had a group of seven users who subscribed to the department’s bboards. 

Most of these users previously did not read the bboards, read them inconsistently, or read 

some but never got around to checking others. These users were intended to be part of an 

initial study whose purpose was to field test the system before performing a real study 

(which never happened). Most of this group of seven are still using the system. Below are 

some of their reactions to the system:
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receiving the copies of the for-sale [the uci.marketplace 
bboard] messages are cool. I hardly ever actually access the 
kdepot site anymore, it was annoying having to log in each 
time just to read the messages [reported in the subscription 
report]

I actually used it today. I got a summary message about open 
source initiatives at NCSU from Sumit and I was all over it.
Forwarded it to the sales team here and we might try to take 
advantage of the interaction with the institution.

Seeing the posts helps me keep in the loop so I know what is 
going on.

3.6.6 The Origins of CASS

We concluded from this work that in general, many people want information, and due to 

the quantity of information available and the number of sources that a person would need 

to check by themselves, they are happy to have summaries of the information delivered to 

them. Most users who figured out how to refine their preferences chose to continue 

receiving reports. Many of the users for both versions were reading the reports, and 

learning was taking place for significant numbers of these users.

However, there are issues other than what users want. Is the subscription service going to 

enhance productivity by enhancing coordination, or will it disrupt productivity through 

information overload? For example, a person without subscriptions might spend a certain 

amount of time browsing through information sources, and perhaps spending more time 
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than is productive (Simon, 1981). Using a tool that allows people to get summaries of new 

information from a variety of information sources, a person can subscribe to many more 

information sources than before. This person may end up spending as much time each 

week trying to keep up with subscription messages as they once spent browsing. CASS is 

intended to help to resolve this problem by enabling users to use a variety of types of 

awareness tools that can use a variety of techniques for communicating with the user. 

Awareness that is restricted to a multitude of long textual reports may be a dead-end. 

Instead, users may be better off with only a few long textual reports, and other awareness 

information being received in the form of key entries from other reports scrolling in a 

tickertape frame, verbal announcements by the computer, etc... As suggested in (Ishii, 

1998), we need to utilize more background sensory information, and to do that, we need 

an infrastructure for awareness to support the types of awareness tools that can access 

those senses. 

The power of the Lotus Notes Subscription Service also motivated us to develop CASS. 

The ability to subscribe to any information source at all -- as long as it can exist or 

somehow be imported into a Lotus Notes environment -- made it very simple to provide 

awareness of whatever information people decide that they need. No corresponding power 

was available for the web-based version. In order to provide this power to non-Notes 

environments, a new approach was needed. The desire to provide awareness free from the 

limitations of Knowledge Depot inspired us to develop the CASS strategy discussed in 

this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4

Scenarios

Up until now, we have claimed to know how to solve the 

two weaknesses of awareness tools. We now present our 

solution in the form of scenarios designed to demonstrate 

that our objectives are both feasible and beneficial.

4.1 SCENARIO 1: INTERCHANGEABILITY  AND FLEXIBILITY  OF AWARENESS 
TOOLS

Two important goals of our work require that 1) users be able to choose the style of 

awareness, and 2) awareness tools be able to handle arbitrary types of information. As will 

be illustrated, these two goals come hand-in-hand, though the purposes of these goals are 

quite different.

4.1.1 The Goal of Interchangeability/Choice of Awareness Styles

This goal can be phrased as either the goal of interchangeability, or the goal of allowing 

users to choose awareness styles. These are in fact the same goal; by allowing users to 

swap out one awareness tool and swap in another, we are enabling them to choose 

awareness styles. This goal is important for a variety of reasons. First, as was suggested by 

Figure 1-2, choice of awareness style determines strength of awareness by affecting such 

elements as the intrusiveness, quantity of information, ability to represent the information 

in meaningful visualization techniques, dependency upon a user’s location (telephone and 

desktop solutions vs. wireless), etc... Second, it has been shown repeatedly that the 
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effectiveness of a collaborative tool is determined by a variety of environmental issues 

(Orlikowski, 1992). 

We take this one step further and suggest that 1) developers should provide users and/or 

organizations with the ability to choose the awareness tools that fit best within their 

current work environment, and 2) they should be able to easily change tools as the 

environment (or a person’s role within the environment) changes. 

4.1.2 The Goal of Awareness Tool Flexibility

A goal whose description is strongly related to interchangeability but whose motivations 

are distinct is having awareness tools that can access, and better yet, integrate awareness 

information from a variety of sources. If an awareness tool is flexible, then it must be 

interchangeable with other awareness tools capable of monitoring the same information 

sources. Furthermore, if it can handle a variety of sources, it should be flexible enough to 

handle this diverse set of sources simultaneously within its user interface. Finally, note 

that while flexible areas tools are interchangeable, the opposite is not always true. One can 

build a dozen awareness tools each capable of accessing a single information source -- any 

of the dozen can be swapped with any other, but they are not flexible.

4.1.3 Demonstrating Feasibility

The following examples/scenarios will demonstrate that our goals are both feasible and 

beneficial. The demonstration of feasibility will consist of demonstrating how a variety of 

interfaces can represent four arbitrary information sources. This will prove that if an 

awareness tool using one of these interfaces were swapped with an existing awareness 

tool, then awareness information would continue to flow to the user. For this informal 
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proof, we will use the following information sources (many taken from the example 

awareness systems in the chapter 2): 

1. Snapshots (based on Portholes). Note that for these examples, we will use the NYNEX 
Portholes (Lee et al., 1997) as it sends not only snapshots, but also the amount of 
change between the current snapshot and the previous one.

2. Version control indicating document check-in/out (related to SISCO Desktop)
3. Discussions (Tickertape, MUDD, Knowledge Depot)
4. Changes to documents

Tickertape style

Figure 4-1 shows how tickertape interfaces can be very flexible; they can easily handle any 

awareness information which can be summarized in a line of text. As can be seen, there is 

a corresponding loss of precision -- if a Portholes picture is worth a thousand words, and 

we only have one line of words, a loss of precision is inevitable. 

In each case, the message may or may not link to a more detailed message, depending 

upon whether the type of information indicated requires additional information. For 

example, John’s message “How about pizza?” (Figure 4-1) may be the entire message, or 

he may have attached a list of possible pizza places to the message.
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One of Tickertape’s strongest points is the naturalness with which it can integrate 

information from multiple sources. Each notification is a textual summary, little different 

from summaries from every other source.

Figure 4-1. Tickertape Scenarios

Tickertape displaying awareness information of four different types of information. 

SISCO-style Desktop

The SISCO Desktop consists of icons representing people and artifacts with lines 

connecting the icons to illustrate which people are currently working on which artifacts. 

To generalize this interface to other types of information, it represents the elements being 

monitored, illustrating changing relationships between those elements. 

The next figure illustrates using SISCO-style Desktop to monitor our four information 

sources. The CASS API has strengths and weaknesses here. Its strength is that it enables 

Jane’s office has much activity... John’s office has some activity...
Tickertape -- Portholes

The design document has been checked out by Jane... The testing docu

SISCO data showing who is working on which documents

lunch?... John: How about pizza?... Jane: I prefer Thai... Kahn: Kir k

Monitoring (and participating in) a discussion

API/Functions/Close has changed... DesignDoc/API/Function/Open has c

Changes to documents

Portholes snapshots, each summary of quantity of change hyper-linked to the snapsho

Tickertape -- SISCO

Tickertape -- Tickertape

Tickertape -- Document Change

Jane’s office has much activity... Jane: We’re going to lunch...

Tickertape -- Multiple Sources

Portholes and discussion combined
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the awareness tool to obtain lists of objects being monitored, and have these objects sorted 

by object-type. This enables the tool to determine what objects need to be represented on 

the desktop and how to group those objects. The weakness is that there is no built-in 

technique for indicating a relationship forming and dissolving between two monitored 

entities. Instead this must be done by parsing notifications of change to one object for 

keywords that name or have commonality with some other object.
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Figure 4-2. SISCO Scenarios

Demonstrating the use of a SISCO Desktop style of interface for monitoring a variety of types of 
information

SISCO -- Portholes

No Activity, 
no one 
present

Activity, 
person 
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High Activity, 
people 
coming/going

Portholes Snapshots

Portholes States

Portholes have only one type of object: snapshots of locations. Here the desktop treats state as 

Jane JohnPrinterJoe

a second type of object, and maps the relationship between snapshots and their state.

Jane John Joe Kahn

Joe’s Lunch
Group

Trekkie
Group

Who wants to go to lunch?
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Kirk must die!

Using SISCO to monitor discussions: links show who is participating in 

People

Discussion
Groups

Messages

which discussion group, and who posted which messages

SISCO -- Tickertape

Design Doc
API

Functions
Open
Close

Jane

John
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Using SISCO to monitor recent changes to sections of documents

PeopleDocument Sections

SISCO -- Document Changes
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This style of awareness has the potential to be quite useful for certain domains. However, 

it is not a style that would be useful for showing multiple information sources, so no 

integrated example is given.

Portholes Style

Portholes (Lee et al., 1997) is an awareness tool that creates awareness by displaying 

snapshots of offices and locations on the background of a user’s monitor. This provides a 

relatively rich pool of awareness information in that a great deal of minute detail can be 

captured by a snapshot, ranging from expressions, faces of visitors, activities, etc... The 

Portholes-style of interface can be generalized to monitoring artifacts or environments -- 

even those that can’t be captured by photographs. This can be done in one of three ways: 

1. The information source can create its own visualizations to illustrate events. For exam-
ple, a change in a diagram can be represented with a GIF that shows a before/after 
thumbnail picture to help people compare and see what has changed. Note that this 
picture, while very convenient for a Portholes-style interface is still usable by most 
awareness tools either directly in the interface or represented as text with a link to the 
image.

2. The Portholes tool can represent events with generic icons. CASS provides a set of 
generic events, and any information source sending a notification must use one of 
these events. By associating an icon with each type of event, Portholes can display the 
icon just as it would a snapshot.

3. The Portholes tool can represent the events with information-source specific icons. In 
addition to using generic events, information sources may use events they have 
defined. A Portholes style awareness tool can be configured to use specific icons to 
represent specific events from the information source.
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Figure 4-3. Portholes Scenarios

Portholes style of awareness monitoring a variety of types of information

Jane JohnPrinterJoe

Portholes -- Portholes

Portholes -- SISCO

Testing SourceDesignGuide
Each Porthole image shows the people (either a Portholes 
snapshot of the person’s office or an old photo) who have 
checked out the document. The bar at the bottom shows how 
long they have worked on the document.

Trek ComponentLunch

Portholes -- Discussions

Trek ComponentLunch
lunch?...
John:How 
about 
Pizza?...J
ane: I pref

Kahn: 
Kirk 
must die!

Scotty: I can 
have the 
component 
ready in 2 
weeks... Kirk: 

Portholes -- Document Changes

Testing ComponentDesign

Testing ComponentDesign

John

Portholes Snapshots showing photos of offices and 
locations and the people at those locations. The NYNEX 
version also has a bar on the bottom of the snapshot illustrating 
the amount of change since the last snapshot.

Snapshots are shown of the offices from which the most recent 
message was sent, with the bottom bar showing activity in the 
discussion group. This allows people to be aware of activity within 
a group and to know when there are people posting who the user 
wants to talk with.

An alternative is to use the Portholes style of interface without 
relying upon Portholes awareness information (i.e. snapshots). Each 
porthole window shows a view of a monitored discussion, perhaps 
scrolling it through the porthole in a tickertape style of scrolling.

The porthole shows a thumbnail image of the document before and after, 
focused on the part with the most changes

Jane Joe

Using generic icons for active, inactive, and changing to indicate whether 
a document is checked out and what types of events most recently 
affected it (and by whom), we can use Portholes windows to 
communicate awareness information about what is happening to a variety 
of documents (or document sections, or whatever unit of information the 
window is targeted at).

Testing ComponentDesign When the nature of the events from a specific source are understood, then 
appropriate icons can be used. In this case, a document being opened/
checked out is represented by an open folder, a document currently 
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Figure 4-4. Portholes Integrated Scenario

Portholes can provide relatively natural support for simultaneous awareness of multiple types of information 
sources

Graphing Style

As we have already demonstrated textual communication in the form of Tickertape (a 

technique applicable to any text and speech based awareness tool), diagrammatic tools in 

the form of the SISCO Desktop (a technique applicable to a variety of diagram styles), and 

photographic/iconic tools such as Portholes that use images to communicate information, 

we pick a random fourth: graphing. We will use a line graphing tool such as XLoad to 

represent degree of change over time. Note that such a tool, unlike previous tools, 

represents all data in the form of numerical (rather than textual or graphical) values. 

Notifications using CASS are expected to have a numerical value for use in graphing tools 

as well as audio awareness where pitch, frequency or volume can be determined based on 

the number.

Testing Lunch
Room Design Each Porthole image shows the people (either a Portholes 

snapshot of the person’s office or an old photo) who have 
checked out the document. The bar at the bottom shows how 
long they have worked on the document.

Doc 248

Joe

Doc
lunch?...
John:How 
about 
Pizza?...J
ane: I pref
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Figure 4-5. Graphing Scenario

Line graph awareness tools can monitor a variety of information sources by representing numerical data sent 
with the awareness information.

Graph -- Portholes

As was described earlier, the NYNEX version of Portholes generates both an 
image and a value indicating the degree of change. That value is charted for 
two locations in this graph. An office that has no activity has no-one present 
to be contacted. An office with a great deal of activity may have a meeting in 
progress.

Graph -- Discussions

As was shown in the Portholes -- Discussion scenario, activity in a 
discussion group can be represented numerically. That value is charted for 
two discussion groups in this graph. A discussion group that recently has had 
some dialog will be noticeable to users, making them aware that groups of 
interest have dialog that might be worth viewing.

Graph -- SISCO

While not every awareness style is well suited to every task (which is why 
part of our goal is to let users choose styles), we can even stretch this 
scenario to provide useful awareness information. The figure to the left 
shows how many people are working on each of two document over time. 
Currently there are two people working on the document represented by the 
solid line, but there were people recently working on the other document.

Graph -- Document Change

This chart shows the degree of change over time to each of two documents 
(or two different sections of a document, or whatever unit is being 
monitored). The time-scale could be hours to show what is happening today, 
or days to show how much change has happened over the last few weeks.

Graph -- Multiple Sources

The solid line shows activity in a discussion group whose goal is to update a 
document, the dashed line indicates the amount of change to the document 
itself.
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Validation of Feasibility

In the above diagrams we have demonstrated an arbitrary awareness style applied to a 

variety of types of awareness information. While some of these types of information were 

more of a stretch of the imagination than others, even in the worst case, there was still 

some information being represented in a manner that might be useful to some person. 

For three of the four scenarios, a reasonable example was provided for using the tool to 

simultaneously monitor multiple information sources. This suggests that if such tools 

could be provided to users, that they would be able to use them to monitor a variety of 

aspects of their environment, all within a single window.

4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SCENARIOS

Having demonstrated the feasibility of designing an awareness environment in which any 

awareness tool can monitor any information source, we will now use a scenario to 

illustrate the benefits of such a technology.

4.2.1 The Environment

Imagine a company called MeetPeople.com which provides three things:

1. An engine to enable people to find and meet one another (for finding consultants, peo-
ple selling certain types of items, new friends/dates, etc...) 

2. An API to the engine that for a fee is made available to other companies that wish to 
specialize in helping people to find one another for a specific type of task (such as find-
ing construction workers).

3. A web site that uses the engine for finding friends and dates and for advertising the 
engine and API.

To provide this service, the company employs programmers who build the engine and its 

API, a web developer who builds the web site that uses the engine, a tester, a technical 
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writer who provides customer companies with documentation for the API, and the usual 

slew of support, marketing and other sycophants. Our purpose in considering this 

environment is to determine some of awareness dependencies exist within this 

environment and look at how these dependencies can be supported. In reality, this is a 

question we can only scratch the surface of due to the complexity of real work and the 

complex relationships between coworkers. This list considers some of the more obvious 

awareness interdependencies:

• Customer companies need to be aware of changes to the API. They should also be 
aware of plans to change the API so that they will have the option of providing input 
on those plans and will also be able to account for the upcoming changes in their own 
work schedule and in the design of their services that rely upon the API.

• The technical writer needs to be aware of changes to the API and of other aspects of 
the engine that can affect users/developers. They need not only to know about changes 
that were planned as part of the current release, but also any unplanned changes that 
occurred and require documentation for users.

• Marketing, customers and the internal web developer need to be aware of the 
availability of newly completed user documentation produced by the technical writer 
and of new versions of the engine.

• Developers need to know when libraries are checked out by other developers, when 
functions that they utilize are changed, when libraries are checked back in, when test 
suites fail, when bugs are detected, and a variety of other factors.

• The tester needs to know when libraries are checked back in so that they can be tested. 
They also need to know when the engine itself requires new tests.

4.2.2 Tales of Awareness and Woe

So now we tell a little story that illustrates an awareness environment at work. Jane, John 

and Joe are developers working on the engine and its API. Jane checks out a library 

component used by various parts of the system. That library was primarily created by John 

who wants to know whenever someone checks it out and tries to change it. However, the 
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information is not critical to his work, so he has subscribed to have information sent to a 

Tickertape-style awareness tool because a tickertape awareness tool is relatively 

unintrusive and is a good place to send a variety of information when only expecting to 

become aware of a random selection of that information each day. When Jane checks out 

the library, a message scrolls across his tickertape saying “Jane has checked out library 

component X”. 

Jane then proceeds to change a function within the library. This function is often used by 

Joe, so he has subscribed to be notified immediately if anyone starts to change the 

function, and to be notified again when the changes are complete. This first notification is 

signaled by an XBIFF style awareness tool. XBIFF is a UNIX/XWindows awareness tool 

that monitors a file (usually an email file) and beeps and lights up whenever the file is 

modified (in the case of email, letting the user know that new mail has arrived). It is 

designed to monitor only one source at a time, but since Joe really cares about this one 

function, he has an XBIFF-style icon dedicated to notifying him of changes. On receiving 

the notification, he determines that it is Jane making the change, and calls her up to discuss 

the change she is making to insure that it will not cause disruption to any of the code he 

has written that use the function. After the changes are complete, the second notification is 

sent, containing a summary of the changes made (perhaps a UNIX diff-style comparison). 

Joe has configured the notification for this type of event to be sent via email. This 

information may not be seen by Joe right away, but when he has time, it will be waiting for 

him to read and reflect upon it.
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Once Jane has checked the library component back into the version control system, the 

tester needs to be notified so that the tester will know that there is a system component that 

needs to be retested. While there are a variety of awareness styles available for obtaining 

this information, MeetPeople.com developed a simple to-do list awareness tool that 

received notifications and added the notification to a to-do list. Thus by subscribing to be 

notified of all items being checked back into the version control system, and configuring 

the subscription to send the notification to the to-do list awareness tool, the tester 

maintains awareness of the work that needs to be done through the to-do list, and can 

check items off as they are completed.

The tester runs the test suite for the code that Jane modified, and it passes 19 out of 20 

tests. The code that has been checked into the version control system is flawed. Other 

developers need to be aware of this because 1) it could affect them if they try to check it 

out before Jane fixes the problem, and 2) it could affect them if they test other components 

that depended upon that code. Different developers prefer different awareness styles for 

being made aware of that information. Jane has subscribed to be notified of failed tests via 

email, John via his WAP enabled cell phone, and Joe by having his XBIFF-style awareness 

tool signal serious problems with the monitored component.

Lest I bore the audience excessively, this story goes on, and on, and on, covering all of the 

relationships listed in the introduction to this section. Take this as a brief glimpse of the 

varied types of awareness information produced and needed to efficiently coordinate 

work. Without an awareness environment for routing awareness information to users in the 

manner that best fits the user’s needs, there still exists an environment in which awareness 
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information is produced. However, mechanisms for communicating that information tend 

to rely upon people sending one another email, posting information (and reading posted 

information), personal interactions (telephone, meetings, watercooler-chats), and tools 

that can have awareness information directly entered (such as a version control system that 

marks which components have been successfully tested). Such approaches are inefficient, 

unreliable, depend upon what the user thinks other users need to know rather than users 

deciding for themselves what they need to know, and depends upon users having the time 

and patience to send out the awareness information and read lots of email.

A breakdown in awareness for this scenario could cause a variety of problems. These 

range from longer delays in having software tested or in being informed of the results of 

tests. If the tester is already testing something and won’t be able to test another component 

for some time, awareness of this could allow the developer submitting the component to 

plan for a delay. Developers using or modifying untested or failed code is another possible 

breakdown in the process that can cause delays. Again, this story is far from complete; the 

actual interdependencies between workers are potentially far more numerous than can be 

described in a section or chapter. Supporting these interdependencies with awareness can 

remove breakdowns in the process of work, many of which breakdowns people may have 

accepted as a part of life -- the way work is done.

4.2.3 Intergroup Awareness

One brief addition to the scenario above is the issue of intergroup awareness. This requires 

that people in different groups, sites and even organizations be aware of one another. So, 

let us pick up the scenario above with the technical writer changing the documentation for 
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a function in the API. A customer company uses the API to support a web site that enables 

job hunters and companies to find one another. This company uses that modified function 

in their system, and therefore their developer has subscribed to be notified of any changes 

to the documentation for that API call. Each time it is changed, this developer is notified 

via email of the occurrence of the change, and summarizes the change. If it looks like the 

change might affect their use of the function, the customer company can obtain more 

information about the change. Then they can either have their system ready for when 

MeetPeople.com takes the old server off line and enables the new server with the modified 

function, or they can use this advance warning to talk with the API developers and explain 

why that change would disrupt use of the API. This is a simple example of a useful 

interorganizational awareness, one which is informal (thus MeetPeople.com is not 

contractually bound to any information that is sent to the other organizations), yet gives 

organizations dependent upon MeetPeople.com an awareness of decisions and events that 

could affect them. Furthermore, there are awareness tools such as Portholes that are 

designed to span organizations, allowing people in one organization to see if people in 

another organization are available to be contacted. By providing a framework for 

distributing awareness information, we enable the flow of a variety of types of information 

between different companies.
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CHAPTER 5

Details of the CASS Strategy

There are two parts of the CASS Strategy: the 

implementation and design part of the strategy, and the 

equally important adoption issue. We focus upon 

implementation issues, leaving adoption as a future issue.

5.1 ORIENTATION

The implementation part of the strategy is a set of guidelines to an infrastructure for 

supporting awareness environments. The adoption part is a proposed movement among 

developers and users to develop and use tools in a manner that will create and utilize 

awareness information. This chapter and dissertation focus upon the guidelines rather than 

the movement (which does not as yet exist -- this dissertation is aimed at motivating the 

creation of such a movement). Note that while these guidelines do not result in a single 
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design of a CASS awareness environment, it does (in the next chapter) lead us to one 

possible design. To clarify this point:

Figure 5-1. Venn diagram clarifying objectives

Note that this chapter discusses “Servers following the CASS guidelines” and next chapter discusses “CASS 
servers providing CASSIUS API”

The focus of this work is not to claim that we have determined the optimal design for an 

awareness protocol, but to provide an example of an awareness service to demonstrate the 

feasibility of and justify the importance of this line of work. The design can be enhanced 

and specialized for various environments in numerous ways without breaking the protocol; 

however, no claim is made here that the design here approaches the optimal, as might be 

the case for a design produced by a committee of researchers and engineers with diverse 

experiences. This chapter focuses upon the guidelines that any design of a CASS 

awareness environment should follow.

5.2 OVERVIEW

Information from any source has the potential to affect the work of one or more people. 

Although people generally know what types of information can affect them, the task of 

maintaining awareness of the diverse types of information that can affect a person’s work 

is highly time consuming and distracting using existing techniques (email, browsing the 

Notification Servers

Servers following 
the CASS guidelines

CASS servers
providing CASSIUS 
API

CASSIUS
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Web, chatting at the watercooler, etc.). CASS provides an information environment 

consisting of workers’ existing tools enhanced to enable workers to subscribe to receive 

awareness information. Recipients choose what information to receive based on what they 

believe can affect their work. Such an environment would need to provide the following 

services (numbers correspond to numbers in Figure 5-2):

1. Provide users with a mechanism to locate information sources that can affect their 
work (e.g., a software component, discussions about the component, documentation 
for the component may all be of interest to a developer, but the developer might not 
think to look for or know how to find all three of these information sources).

2. Isolate relevant subsets of information from that source (e.g., only events from one 
section of the documentation for the component may be of interest)

3. Monitor the information sources and subsets for changes.
4. Allow people to subscribe to summaries of changes to the information source or the 

subset of the source.
5. Send notifications of changes to a notification server, and if needed, directly to the 

workers via email.
6. Provide effective user interface tools for notifying users of new events and/or for sum-

marizing sets of events from multiple information sources.

Figure 5-2. CASS Architecture Diagram

CASS Notification Server API: Information flows from the information sources into the Notification Server, 
whose services make that information available to the awareness tools. This diagram shows the basic 
services of a CASS Notification Server.
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To implement the strategy, 1) developers must build tools capable of monitoring state 

information and sending notifications of changes, 2) work environments must provide 

notification servers capable of informing awareness tools of both the events to which they 

can subscribe, and of new notifications that match the user’s subscriptions, and 3) people 

must have awareness tools through which they can receive information from the 

notification server.

5.2.1 The Task of the Developer: Monitoring and Notification

Developers who want their tools to be able to send awareness information to people 

throughout a work environment must add three capabilities to their tools: Identify 

monitorable information, implement monitors, and add functionality for sending 

notifications.

1. Identify information that needs monitoring

Software developers must determine what types of people will be using the software and 

what types of information they will be needing. Here are some examples:

Software Component Test Suite: Some users may just want to know if a component 

passed or failed the test suite, others may want some sort of measure of how close a 

component is to completing the test/modify cycle (which might be estimated with the 

percentage of tests passed). Customers may only want to know when the tests are all 

passed as a method of tracking meaningful progress towards a product release. And of 

course, the developer working on the tested component needs to be aware of which tests 

failed.
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Document Editor: Some users may want to know when specific sections change -- such 

as a section documenting an API call that they use. Others need to track word/page counts, 

changes to section ordering, figures/tables, and many other elements and attributes of the 

document. Which will need to be monitored depends upon who the intended user group 

will be.

Web Server: Some web masters may want to be kept aware of the number of accesses to a 

Web server -- especially when load is high. It may also notify web masters of which parts 

of the site are being hit, of accesses that may be hostile, parts of the web site hit by web 

crawlers, etc... Web servers for sharing documents with small groups might also generate 

awareness information of which users are currently accessing the site, and which 

documents are being downloaded.

The point of these examples is that different types of users will have different awareness 

needs. Software developers must focus on either the needs of a specific type of user-group, 

or build generalized packages such as office suites that attempt to address everyone’s 

needs. The decision of who the target user is should also affect what kinds of awareness 

information are identified as relevant.

Identifying data to monitor is needed not just so that the tool can monitor the data, but also 

so that the tool can inform users of the objects and properties to which they can subscribe. 

A notification server should not only be informed of the list of objects that the tool is 

monitoring, but should also be informed each time new objects start being monitored (e.g., 

a new section is added to the API documentation or a new module is added to a version 

control system). 
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To support the goal of informing users of information to which they can subscribe, the set 

of objects to which users can subscribe should be hierarchically organized. The hierarchy 

helps to provide structure and meaning that guides users to the information to which they 

may want to subscribe. For example, a person subscribing to a section of documentation 

can browse the hierarchy of section and subsection names and quickly find the name of the 

section to which they wish to subscribe. In the case of a drawing program, the hierarchy 

would consist of groupings of graphical objects, the elements that make up that grouping, 

subelements, and so on. It is left up to the developer to design the tool to send this 

hierarchy to the notification server, which means that part of identifying the information to 

monitor is creating a browsable hierarchy of those information sets. Furthermore, if one is 

to create such a hierarchy, the hierarchy must be maintained. As sections/objects are 

moved, created and deleted, the hierarchy on the notification server must be reorganized to 

reflect these changes.
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Figure 5-3. Screen shot of an object hierarchy

On the left is an object hierarchy representing a folder hierarchy of a development folder for Knowledge 
Depot. On the right are events that can affect those files/objects. Note that while we are only viewing a 
portion of the file hierarchy (the contents of the “lib” subfolder), the entire “dev” folder is mirrored in this 
hierarchy.

2. Build monitors into software

There are a variety of approaches for monitoring changes, and again, the selection must 

depend upon the specific needs of the targeted user group. Consider the case of a tool for 

writing API documentation, where developers may determine that the key objects to 

monitor are the sections and subsections of the document. Does the tool detect whenever a 

person is working on that section and send out an event notifying others that this work is 

now taking place? Does it wait for the user to save, and then do a comparison between the 

current version and the previous version, enabling others to see if any changes were made 

that might affect them? Or, does it assume that many of the save operations will be to 

make sure work isn’t lost in case of a crash, rather than because the changes are finished? 
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In this case, monitoring might instead happen when the author closes the document or 

issues a publish command after all changes for a version have been completed. 

A similar scenario can be seen when considering monitoring the load on a web server. 

Does the server send a notification whenever the load changes, once every five minutes, or 

whenever the load exceeds a certain threshold? The first two cases are useful for 

awareness tools such as XLoad which present a line graph of load over time. The last case 

is useful for notifying people when a problem is either occurring or likely to occur.

As always, a developer who wants a tool to be useful for all situations can provide a 

variety of monitoring styles. The people using the tool can decide which types of events 

should be available to the people in their environment, and information recipients decide 

which of the available events they want to receive. Developers will need to decide for each 

type of monitored object or property how much control their users need over defining what 

an event is and when and how to send that event.

3. Provide functionality to send notifications of change

Finally, notifications of changes must be sent to the users. The CASS strategy 

recommends using two approaches to this: a notification server oriented approach and an 

application oriented approach.

The notification server approach has information sources send all events to a notification 

server, which the user’s awareness tools poll to receive. There are three key benefits to this 

approach: 1) people can select the desired types of awareness tools, specifying which 

information should go to a pager, which to email, which to a tickertape application, etc., 2) 
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people can use the server to browse through extensive lists of information sources to 

which they can subscribe, and 3) users do not need to be able to access the information 

source directly, and can instead access information sources indirectly via the server.

In contrast, the application-oriented approach does not assume the presence of a 

notification server within an environment, and ensures that the lack of such a server will 

not prevent users from becoming aware of information. Users who have direct access to an 

information source (e.g., technical writers who all have access to the source file for 

documentation they are writing) should be able to subscribe to notifications of changes 

directly within the application. Notifications are sent to the user as email messages, and 

not to CASS compatible awareness tools. 

The benefits of the application-oriented approach are 1) it does not depend upon a 

notification server being available — the email server is the notification server, 2) users 

can view the objects while deciding on what to subscribe — the notification server can 

only present descriptions of the objects, 3) security is improved — many people can 

access a server, but only a few can access a document while it is being written, 4) 

assuming that it uses HTML-formatted email, the application can format its information 

using graphics, plug-ins, scripts, applets and other technologies to effectively 

communicate the desired awareness information. Using an arbitrary awareness tool, it 

would have less control. 5) email clients are one of the most common awareness tools 

available, and therefore are the only reasonable choice.

The CASS strategy recommends providing both approaches and letting users choose 

which one based on what works well within their work environment. In fact, providing 
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both as opposed to just one does not result in a large overhead. The additional work 

needed to support both approaches is:

Table 5-1. Effort of supporting both email and notification server
Note that this table does not specify the difficulty of using the CASS approach, it only highlights those parts 
of the strategy that are affected by the choice of notification or application oriented approaches.

Finally, note also that the application-oriented approach is relevant only to tools that are 

capable of supporting user interfaces. A device driver is obviously better off using only a 

notification server for communicating with users, rather than doubling its size in order to 

support some form of user interface. If it needs to know what users are interested in, it can 

ask the notification server for a list of subscriptions to its information.

5.2.2 CASS Notification Services

The CASS strategy requires the use of a notification server for receiving and redistributing 

notifications. The server must provide the following services: 

1. Communicate awareness information to awareness tools. Must account for real world 

Type of 
Activity

Supports 
Which 

Approach
Activity Effort

Identify Application Add user interface sup-
port for subscribing to 
objects and properties.

High: user interface work is 
often quite expensive.

Identify Notification 
Server

Maintain object hierar-
chy on notification 
server

Low to medium, depending upon 
the complexity of the hierarchy 
and the types of changes that can 
happen.

Notify Application Sending email Low. Sends same information as 
notification server approach.

Notify Notification 
Server

Sending HTTP notifica-
tions

Low. Sends same information as 
application oriented approach.
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situations such as the awareness tool not currently running, communications problems, 
accessing wireless devices, accessing programs written in scripts and macro lan-
guages, etc... We suggest a polling approach to deal with such issues. This makes it the 
job of the awareness tool to establish the connection and request new data, and avoids 
most of the problems described above.

2. Receive awareness information from any type of software (ranging from small drivers 
or scripts to large database engines and banking systems). Verify that the information 
came from the source it claims to have come from (check passwords, IP addresses or 
other authentication procedures).

Additionally, the design of the notification server should be such that the server:

3. Acts as an interchangeable component; it should be possible to remove one notifica-
tion server and replace it with a new one that provides the same services but may have 
different features or optimizations. This requires a consistent definition of all services/
API calls. Note that this does not require the servers to store their data in a compatible 
manner, which does mean that swapping servers can result in a loss of all user prefer-
ences without appropriate import/export data tools.

4. Has room in its design to allow it to be customized to specific work environments, 
such as an environment where it is known that there is a relationship between sets of 
events, and can therefore combine the set into a single new event to be sent to aware-
ness tools. This makes it easier for awareness tools to integrate information from 
diverse sources into a single visualization and interpretation.

5. Uses a notification format designed to enable the awareness tools to be interchange-
able, and able to interpret the notifications. The notification datastructure must use the 
same set of fields for all types of notifications. Each field has a predefined interpreta-
tion so that all awareness tools will consistently interpret the awareness information. 
More flexible approaches make it more difficult to interpret awareness data. Figure 5-4 
shows an example. This is the notification format used by our notification server 
described in the next chapter.
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Figure 5-4. Sample Notification Format

The notification format used in the CASSIUS Notification Server

How these goals should be implemented is not specified as part of the CASS strategy; 

however, the next chapter presents one implementation of a server fulfilling these 

requirements.

5.2.3 Awareness Tools

In addition to tools that generate notifications and the notification server, the strategy 

requires awareness tools. All of the elements of the CASS strategy discussed up until now 

are intended to make it possible to build a set of awareness tools that have two 

characteristics distinguishing them from prior tools: 1) they are interchangeable enough to 

provide users with the flexibility to chose the appropriate awareness tools for their work 

style, and 2) the tools are flexible enough to handle arbitrary types of information.

Flexibility of User Choice

Permitting users to choose the type of awareness tool is critical for effective awareness. A 

company’s internal support staff, for example, may wish to be notified by pager when a 

key server goes down. They may wish to be notified by tickertape or network visualizer of 

Summary One line textual summary of the change
GenericEvent An event name chosen from a list of generic event

names understood by all CASS applications and awareness tools
Event Information sources define object types and list possible events for 

each type. The value is taken from the appropriate event list.
Value Optional numerical value to represent the change
Data Optional link or a MIME attached document describing the details 

of the change.
Person/Place Optional person or place associated with event.
ObjectID Identifies the object or property that has changed
AccountPath Identifies the information source
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significant increases in network activity, and by email of the addition of new servers to the 

network. Developers can only make limited assumptions about the users’ environments 

and their needs. One person may need alarms to sound when a hacker is detected breaking 

into the system, notifying them that they should immediately try to block access. Another 

person may want that information in a tickertape message so that they will know that the 

first person is unavailable along with any resources that the user shuts down to protect the 

server from hackers. Their manager may want an email message sent once a month 

summarizing all known hacker incidents within the network.

The feature that makes an awareness tool flexible is the same ability that makes it 

interchangeable. If a tool can monitor any information source, then by definition, it should 

be able to swap out a prior awareness tool and swap in the tool that can monitor anything. 

The next subsection discusses flexibility and how it is provided.

Flexibility of Awareness Tool

Awareness tools can be designed to be focused upon awareness of a specific type of 

information (i.e., information from a small predetermined set of information sources such 

as Portholes images), or to be general enough to interpret a variety of sources. For 

example, a scrolling tickertape is a generalized tool for summarizing notifications in a 

single line of text, and it doesn’t matter whether it is indicating that a coworker is now in 

his or her office, a printer is broken, or a document is finished; all are representable as text 

(using the textual Summary field of Figure 5-4). 

However, a developer willing to invest additional effort could make a focused tool such as 

Portholes more general. If Portholes receives an image, it can display it, and if not, it can 
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display the text of the notification’s Summary field. It could also use the GenericEvent 

field shown in Figure 5-4 by having built-in images to represent each type of standard 

event. The generic events supports the goal of Figure 5-5: awareness tools that can 

interpret multiple information sources without having to understand the actual meaning of 

specific events. The figure shows a Portholes-like system monitoring people, documents 

and printers. In the bottom half of the figure, it receives generic events concerning a 

document and a printer, where generic events can be “Activate”, “Deactivate”, “Increase”, 

“Decrease” and “Change”. While the awareness tool may not understand the non-generic 

events sent by an information source, it will be able to have some understanding of what is 

meant by these events and represent them to the user. In this case, activate and deactivate 

are represented with a light-bulb metaphor.

Figure 5-5. Example of interpreting generic events

An awareness tool monitoring people, documents and printers. The top example is where the awareness tool 
“knows” how to best represent an event, and the bottom example is where lack of knowledge forces it 
utilizes a single metaphor to represent events. In the second case, generic event types are used. In the first 
case, this could be done with either custom events or generic events.

Note that our goal is not to require that this flexibility be built into awareness tools, but 

rather to allow developers the freedom to make awareness tools that can integrate and 

Writer 1 Writer 2 Developer 1 Document 1 Printer 1

Writer 1 No paper

Portholes has been instructed how to represent printer and 

Writer 1 Writer 2 Developer 1 Document 1 Printer 1

Writer 1 No paper

Generic icons can still be used to monitor arbitrary information

 or support staff.

 sources when lacking instructions on how to represent events

document events by either users, developers
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substitute a variety of information types. This results in tools that can work in a variety of 

work and information environments and evolve with those environments.

5.3 MISCELLANEOUS  ISSUES IN THE STRATEGY

There are a variety of issues and justifications for the decisions made in the design 

described above, and the following sections discuss different decisions, and their 

implications.

5.3.1 Centralized Notification Servers

No special support is provided for decentralizing the notification servers. Work has been 

done in decentralizing notification servers, such as the analysis of different architectures 

of server-server communication in (Carzaniga et al., 2000). This work discusses 

architectures such as a hierarchical client/server architecture and acyclic and general peer-

to-peer architectures. Any notification server (including the one described in the CASS 

Strategy) can be designed with the ability to subscribe to receive notifications from 

another notification server, and an architecture of interconnected servers can be 

configured. Given that a CASS notification server can be designed to do this just as any 

other notification server, no optimizing features were added or considered to support this 

type of architecture. 

One likely architecture for connecting different servers mirrors the organization itself. For 

example, a company might have a company-wide server, each division may have its own 

servers, each project their own servers, and users may not be able to access servers outside 

of their project/division/company (as a privacy and security precaution). However, the 

notification servers (or information sources) could pass certain types of notifications up 
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through the organizational structure to make them accessible to others. For example, a 

project may pass certain notifications up to the division server, allowing other projects in 

the division to be aware of this less restricted awareness information. This approach is 

similar to the approach used with the Lotus Notes Knowledge Depot where each group 

had its own depot, and one person might be in many groups, and the groups themselves are 

members of larger groups, with the largest group including all users.

The decision not to explicitly support a federation of servers sharing all information with 

one another is also consistent with our view that people need to browse for information 

sources just as they browse the web. Users seeking to subscribe to information will 

connect to a server where the information is generated (the server for a project, division, 

etc...) and browse that server for the desired information. If users subscribe using the 

server closest to the information, then the servers do not need to pass notifications to one 

another, they can be sent directly to the user. Users are accustomed to jumping from server 

to server when browsing the web, the single point of access is the web browser itself, not a 

specific web server. Users of an awareness environment do not need a notification server 

that is their single point of access, they only need an awareness tool as the single point of 

access that lets them jump from server to server in search of the desired information. 

Notification servers passing events to one another is reasonable for software 

interoperation, but is only appropriate for awareness under special circumstances (such as 

needing to combine multiple events from multiple sources into a single event within the 

server before sending it on to users).
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5.3.2 Object Hierarchies

The primary goal of using a hierarchy is to provide users with a structure that they can 

navigate through (using the user interface provided by their awareness tool) and select the 

objects in which they are interested. Previous notification servers, such as Elvin, Field and 

Sienna depended upon keyword filtering and or name matches for a subscription to work 

(Carzaniga et al., 2000)(Reiss, 1990)(Fitzpatrick, 1999). To a large extent, systems that 

utilize these servers must have knowledge programmed in to tell them what patterns will 

be used by the components of interest. Sienna partially avoids this by “advertising” 

possible notifications to potential subscribers; however, the advertisements are described 

in a constraint language, useful for software, but not well structured for presentation to 

users wanting to browse for potential subscriptions. This of course is not a criticism of 

these approaches, but rather a result of the focus upon software interoperability rather than 

human awareness. An object hierarchy not only presents a meaningful structure for user to 

browse through, it also allows for other possibilities. 

First of all, an advanced awareness tool can navigate the category structure in order to 

accomplish various purposes. For example, an awareness tool could take a general 

specification of a user’s interests (or the user’s current subscriptions) and browse all 

available information sources for relevant seeming objects to either subscribe the user to, 

or recommend to the user. As will be seen in Chapter 7, the object hierarchy can also be 

factored into the user interface of the awareness tool, enabling different styles of 

awareness.
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Second, both users and systems can interpret the containment implied by the hierarchy and 

use that to decide how best to refine a subscription. For example, does a user subscribe to 

a document, a section of a document or a subsection? The lower in the hierarchy, the more 

refined the subscription.

Third, it allows for the insertion of new subtrees by other information sources. If multiple 

software components work together as a suite, they can all use a single hierarchy, each in 

charge of different parts of that hierarchy. This enhances usability by making one medium 

sized tree for users to navigate rather than a dozen small trees where each must be 

browsed/searched separately. This can also be used by the notification server to analyze 

event sequences within a single information source (where the information source is in 

fact many sources working together).

Fourth, it enables a variety of arrangements of properties and objects. For example, a 

section of a document can have a subtree that contains all of its subsections, as well as 

properties such as number of words in the section. An alternative is to have a high level 

subtree of the hierarchy called “Document Properties”, containing a long list of properties 

such as word count, line count, last modified date, version number, author list.

5.3.3 Notification Server Interchangeability

As has been mentioned above, there exists a potential to have many notification servers, 

even within a single organization. This means that a well designed awareness tool will be 

able to poll multiple CASS notification servers. The goal is for any CASS awareness tool 

to be able to communicate with any CASS notification server. This also means that if an 

old server is removed, and a new server is installed at the same address, then all of the 
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awareness tools and information sources will be equally able to communicate with it, even 

if it provides new services. This is, of course, an obvious goal, similar to that of web 

servers and many other types of software. Unlike web servers which distribute standard 

HTML documents, no standard is to be set for storing notifications and subscriptions, 

therefore, data translators will be needed to move configurations from one server to the 

next.

5.3.4 Extending to Software Interoperability

While the goal of this work is awareness rather than interoperability, there are a few 

interesting points to consider. First, the notification server is not sending information to 

the user, but rather to the user’s awareness tool; therefore, the real achievement of this 

strategy is providing software, not users, with awareness information so that the software 

can present it to the user. Given that this is the case, one might imagine a variety of 

situations in which software may want awareness information, either to forward to its user, 

or for its own purposes (as long as those purposes are asynchronous with respect to the 

information it has subscribed to). While this first version of the CASS Strategy does not 

support real-time interoperability -- the goal of most notification servers -- it can be used 

to supply tools whose purpose is NOT awareness with awareness information. For 

example, collaborative filtering systems (Terveen et al., 1997) and agents that monitor user 

activities and learns to support those activities (Maes, 1994) could utilize this information 

to slowly build up profiles of users and what interests they have.
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5.3.5 Polling and Pushing

The CASS Strategy utilizes a combination of polling and pushing, this subsection justifies 

the choices of where these are used. 

Information Source Push

When an information source detects an event, it is responsible for pushing the event to the 

notification server. Given the tendencies in this work towards polling, why did we not 

develop an API that allows the server to poll its information sources? While the answers 

are obvious, there are less obvious factors illuminated by the question. The most important 

answer is that even if an efficient approach were found to do this, the temporal nature of 

many information sources make this impossible. If a word processor can open any 

document and that document becomes an information source, how does one poll a closed 

document or application? Even if applications/documents register with the server when 

active, polling just as the document is closing to get any final changes is awkward. One 

might also argue that polling all thousand or so sources for new events (when only a few of 

those sources might actually have a new event) would generate a lot of unnecessary traffic; 

though admittedly, one could counter by saying that if the polling interval was set 

appropriately for each source, and information sources produce a lot of events, then this 

might actually reduce traffic. If there are benefits to be gained from polling information 

sources, it will take considerable work to obtain those benefits.

Awareness Tool Pull

Given that we don’t need the speed of push for our goal, that still leaves the question of 

why did we not implement push so that we can support collaborative tasks that need the 
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extra speed? The answer is “simplicity”. It is reasonable to provide push to support 

awareness tools with requirements that are more synchronous in nature; however, it is not 

reasonable to require that every awareness tool (whether it be a wireless device, a tiny 

javascript program, or a full blown push tool like PointCast) be instrumented with the 

ability to be pushed data (i.e. have a socket always open and waiting for a connection or 

always connected). While it was not felt to be reasonable to require such features, there is 

no reason such features can’t be built into awareness tools and notification servers as an 

option that they can select. Such flexibility will have to be part of the evolution of the 

CASS strategy and not its starting point. 
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CHAPTER 6

CASSIUS Notification Server

The CASS Information Update Server (CASSIUS) is an 

implementation of a CASS Notification Server. It 

demonstrates one reasonable approach for fulfilling the 

CASS guidelines.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

We have implemented a notification server designed to fulfill the requirements for a CASS 

notification server described in the previous chapter. It is called the CASS Information 

Update Server (CASSIUS). CASSIUS is designed to be a simple implementation, and as 

such, the first architecture diagram (Figure 6-1) is the same as the services architecture 

diagram of the prior chapter. This chapter will discuss the specific interpretation of the 

services used in the implementation of this server, the physical implementation of the 

system, and important trade-offs made in this implementation. More detail can be found in 

Appendix A which documents the server’s API.
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6.2 SERVICE ARCHITECTURE

Figure 6-1. CASSIUS service architecture

Service architecture of CASSIUS. With the exception of lists of subscriptions, information flows from 
information monitors to the notification server. With the exception of users submitting subscriptions, 
information flows from the server to the awareness tools.

6.2.1 Source List

The CASSIUS server contains a repository of information sources that have registered and 

gained permission to use the server. Only when registered can an information source 

create and manipulate the object hierarchy on the server and send notifications to the 

server. This section discusses the services provided for manipulating this repository and 

the purpose of these features.

Accounts, Account Names and Account Properties

When an information source registers, it is requesting that an account be created for itself 

with some appropriate name. If this dissertation was an information source, then it might 

request the account name CASS_Dissertation. The account that is created stores the 

following information:

• Object hierarchy: the browsable list of monitored objects.
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• Notification Archive: To support a polling approach to notifying awareness tools, we 
must store notifications for a time, and associate notifications with the information 
source that sent them.

• Account name: the name that is used to help identify the account.

• Account classes: the classes of account associated with this account, also used to 
identify the account.

• Password: used to verify that future accesses are from the original information source.

• URL: path to the information source (optional). Useful if the source is a document or a 
system whose configurations can be changed via the web. 

• Description: User readable description to help users decide if this is an information 
source worth subscribing to.

Account Classes

An account class is treated as an arbitrary string, and when an information source registers 

(creates an account) it can specify as many classes as needed. Thus, this dissertation could 

use all of the following classes: “mkantor, CASS, dissertation, framemaker, 2001”. For 

each of these classes, the account is considered to have membership in that class. If a class 

does not exist, it is created and this account becomes its first member. While this is 

potentially messy, it also guarantees that any of a number of approaches for finding an 

information source should lead to that source. A guideline for choosing classes when 

adding a research paper for example might be to use each of its keywords, each of the 

author’s names, and the name of the application used to create the paper. 

One other drawback to this approach is that the account’s name must be unique within 

each account-type it has membership in. Thus, if I named this dissertation 

“mydissertation”, it might be unique within the types “mkantor” and “framemaker” but 

conflict with another dissertation written by someone else in the “dissertation” account 
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class. We handle this by forcing a rename of the account to “mydissertation1” and 

notifying the information source that its name was non-unique and telling it the newly 

allocated name. By insuring that the name is unique within a class, we can then uniquely 

identify any account by using AccountType.AccountName. Thus any of the following is a 

full path to refer to my dissertation: “mkantor.mydissertation1”, 

“framemaker.mydissertation1”, “dissertation.mydissertation1”, “2001.mydissertation1”. 

Also note that while using an account class is highly recommended, it is not required. An 

account without a class is listed in the AccountClass hierarchy as a sibling of the account 

classes:

Type: Dissertation
Account:dissertation1
Account:dissertation2

Type: mkantor
Account:CHI_Paper
Account:dissertation1

Account:Source_with_no_class

Browsability

As can be seen with the account class hierarchy and the descriptive information stored 

about each information source, a key goal of the source list component is to enable users 

to browse for information sources of interest to them. One potential flaw of this design is 

that using a free-form procedure for creating new account classes, the proliferation of such 

classes may exceed what is helpful for browsing. This issue is not discussed more except 

to identify it as a potential problem.

The operations provided for browsing the source list can also be used by information 

sources to see if an account name has already been allocated. This could be useful both for 
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confirming that the information source has registered itself already, or for seeing that it 

will need to use another name when registering. This capability is not mapped into the 

service architecture diagram (Figure 6-1) because the diagram focuses on the flow of 

information that the service was designed to provide. In fact, nothing prevents information 

sources from sending HTTP requests containing awareness tool requests, and nothing 

prevents awareness tools from sending information source requests. Tools such as the 

Elvin Tickertape need both: Tickertape not only receives notifications from the server, but 

when used as an interface to an on-line discussion group, it enables users to send 

notifications containing the user’s contribution to a discussion. 

Monitoring the Source List

Our view is that all software should monitor its state and send out awareness information. 

Therefore, the act of registering and unregistering new information sources causes 

CASSIUS to send a notification to itself. This allows people to subscribe to the source list 

and maintain an awareness of the availability of new information sources, and to even 

specify that they only want to be aware of new information sources of a particular class 

(new dissertations, design documents, etc.) Note that this has not been implemented at the 

time that this is being written, but will be an important feature when people actually start 

using this technology.

6.2.2 Object Lists

Information sources send (and maintain) hierarchical lists of objects to the notification 

server. Users and awareness tools can navigate those hierarchies, finding the information 
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to which they want to subscribe. Objects within the hierarchy contain the following 

information:

• Name: An object name to help users when browsing through the hierarchy

• Description: A description of the object, again to help users browse

• ObjectID: A unique identifier string, assigned by the information source and used by 
information source, CASSIUS and awareness tools to refer to that object.

• Type: An optional object type. Information sources create types in order to associate 
sets of events with a set of objects.

• ParentID: ObjectID of the containing object

• IndexInParent: Specifies where in the list of children it appears. This allows a 
document information source to control the order in which sections appear, rather than 
have the conclusion be the first child and the introduction the last.

Object Types

CASSIUS provides information sources with the option of associating type-names with 

objects, and to define what kinds of events those types can receive. This enables users and 

awareness tools to focus on specific types of events to affect the object of interest. 

However, use of this feature is optional, as there is also a generic set of event types that 

must be used in addition to any custom event types. Generic event types enable 

notifications to be interpreted by many awareness tools (see Figure 5-3), without requiring 

them to understand a the set of events associated with a specialized type of object. As an 

example, consider a traffic light; builders and users of the traffic light will want to use the 

following events: “green”, “yellow” and “red”. However, as not all awareness tools will be 

familiar with the red, yellow, green metaphor, the traffic light must also use the generic 

events “Inactive”, “Change” and “Active” which all CASS awareness tool should be 

designed to understand. Note that some awareness tools are not concerned with what type 
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of event occurred, only with the textual summary or attached file (Data field of Figure 5-3) 

that was sent in the notification that reported that event. Tickertape, for example, may only 

care about the summary, and Portholes may only care about the attached photograph.

6.2.3 Subscriptions

A service for listing subscriptions has been designed to 1) enable awareness tools to see 

what their users have subscribed them to, 2) enable awareness tools to see what their users 

have subscribed to using other awareness tools -- good for tools designed to act as 

intelligent agents that learn what users are interested in, and 3) enable information sources 

with many objects that constantly change to determine which objects are of interest to the 

subscribers. This prevents it from needing to send notifications for every change. Simpler 

applications may decide to send out notifications for every event, letting the notification 

server dispose of those to which no one has subscribed.

When an awareness tool specifies a subscription to the server, it consists of four fields. A 

user name and password, the name of the interface or awareness tool that awareness 

information is to be sent to, and a subscription formula.

Subscription Formula

This section describes how to create subscription formulas using EBNF notation. 

<AccountClass> := string without period

<AccountName> := string without period

<AccountPath> := [<AccountClass>.]<AccountName>

<relationship> := “=” | “!=” | “>” | “<“ | “>=” | “<=” | “contains”
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The “contains” relationship above is a string matching operator. Other operators work on 

both strings and numbers.

<Field> := “ObjectID” | “Event” | “GenericEvent” | “NumericalValue” | 
“timestamp” | “Summary” | “Person” | “ObjectName” | “Description”

Note for <Field> that all but “ObjectName” and “Description” search the notification 

database for field values matching the specified formula. The last two fields search the 

object hierarchy for objects whose name or description matches the formula. Using the 

two in conjunction allows awareness tools to search for all notifications affecting objects 

that match certain requirements. “ObjectID” exists as entries into both the notification 

database and the object hierarchy.

<value> := string | integer

<FormulaSubExpr> := <AccountPath>.<field> <relationship> <value>

<Boolean> := “AND” | “OR”

<FormulaExpr> := “[“<Boolean> <FormulaSubExpr> {“,” 
<FormulaSubExpr> } “]”

<SubscriptionFormula> := “[“<Boolean> (<FormulaSubExpr> | 
<FormulaExpr>) {“,” (<FormulaExpr> | <FormulaSubExpr>) } “]”

Here are a few examples:

Example 1: Monitoring for new content added to a section of an information source 

named “dissertation” that is of class “mkantor” (571ad3 is an arbitrary unique ID string 

assigned by the information source):

[AND mkantor.dissertation.ObjectID = 571ad3, mkantor.dissertation.Event 
= ContentAdded]
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Example 2: Monitor for any type of change to that section of the document:

 [AND mkantor.dissertation.ObjectID = 571ad3, 
mkantor.dissertation.Event = *]

Or just

[AND mkantor.dissertation.ObjectID = 571ad3]

Example 3: Monitor only for ContentAdded and ContentRemoved events to that section of 

the document:

[AND mkantor.dissertation.ObjectID = 571ad3, [OR 
mkantor.dissertation.Event = ContentAdded, mkantor.dissertation.Event = 
ContentRemoved]]
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6.2.4 Notifications

Table 6-1. Notification Attributes
These are the attributes of a notification sent from information sources to notification servers.

Summary One line textual summary of the change

GenericEvent An event name chosen from a list of generic event names 
understood by all CASS applications and awareness tools. One 
of the following values:

1. Active: Light is on, application is now running, object 
has just been created, etc...

2. Inactive: Light is off, process or information source is 
terminating, object has been deleted, etc...

3. Increase: Data has been added to the object, value has 
increased, etc...

4. Decrease: Data has been removed from the object, 
value has decreased, etc...

5. Change: Complex changes took place that can’t repre-
sented with increases and decreases.

Event Information sources define object types and list possible events 
for each type. This optional field is one event name from the 
appropriate event list.

NumericalValue Optional numerical value to represent the change. Currently 
only supports integers

Data Optional MIME attached document describing the details of 
the change.

URL Optional URL to document describing details of the change.

FileType File type of the Data or URL field (i.e. “txt”, “html”, “pdf”...)

Person Optional person or place associated with event.

ObjectID Identifies the object or property that has changed

Account <AccountClass>.<AccountName>

The following rows are used when sending notifications, but are not stored in the 
database.

AccountID Identifies the information source using an index assigned to it 
(this index is seen only by CASSIUS).

Propagate Optional boolean value. If true, then the server automatically 
creates multiple copies of this notification, one for each ances-
tor of the object.
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The notification, whose key fields are illustrated in Table 6-1, focuses upon information 

needed for awareness. An important field for creating awareness is the one-line summary, 

used in email subject lines, tickertape summaries, and other types of textual and verbal 

awareness tools. The “Data” or “URL” fields can be used to communicate more detailed 

descriptions of events using formatted documents such as images and sounds. These can 

be displayed within the awareness tool (as Portholes displays photos) or the awareness 

tool may hyperlink the textual summary to the document (as is done in Tickertape style 

tools). The person/place field enables subscribers and awareness tools to focus on events 

generated by people or places that they want to be aware of. A CASS Portholes tool, 

should it lack a snapshot of an office, could easily replace the photo of the office with 

other information that comes from the same office, enabling alternate ways of representing 

activity within the location. 

An event that uses the “Propagate” field indicates two things: 1) the event affects not only 

the object, but also all of the object’s containers. A change to a subsection of a document 

means that the containing section and the document itself have all changed. 2) the 

information source is not generating separate notifications for each container. Generating a 

separate notification lets the information source tune the level of detail based on object 

that the user has subscribed to. For example, if a user subscribes to all changes to a 

document, perhaps they shouldn’t get as much detail about changes to small subsection as 

would a person subscribing to that subsection. If sent the Propagate parameter, CASSIUS 

replicates the same event, applying the event to each of the object’s containers. While this 

does not tune the level of detail based on the users interests, it can significantly reduce the 

number of events that need to be sent.
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The NumericalValue is an optional but recommended field whose interpretation is left to 

each information source, but whose purpose is to provide support for awareness tools that 

can only work with numerical data. For example, Portholes might use the NumericalValue 

to communicate the degree of change from the previous photo (Lee et al., 1997), a web 

server might use it to communicate the load or number of hits on the server, a tool 

monitoring a bulletin board might use it to represent the number of messages posted since 

the last notification was sent. A consistent interpretation is not important, what matters is 

that it provide data that awareness tools dependent upon numerical data can work with. 

For example, a line graph awareness tool can replicate the functionality of XLoad by 

monitoring the load on a web server, or it can use different lines in the graph to represent 

each office that is being monitored, showing the degree of activity in each office. While 

this number could also be stored in the Summary field, our goal is to enable an arbitrary 

awareness tool to monitor an arbitrary information source, and if all information sources 

place a number in the NumericalValue field then all numerical awareness tools can work 

with it without parsing/misinterpreting a textual summary intended for human rather than 

computer readability.

It takes little thought to conclude that these fields can not cover all possible awareness 

needs of some future asynchronous awareness style. However it does cover a relatively 

broad range of possible tools, and use of the “Data” and “URL” fields can account for 

many tools that do not depend upon numerical and textual data (i.e. Portholes). Additional 

fields may prove necessary, such as a NumericalDescription field describing what is being 

measured or for providing labels to put on graphs to explain what each graph means.
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6.3 IMPLEMENTATION

CASSIUS is a CGI program built in PERL and uses the MiniSQL database server (Hughes 

and Jepson, 2001). The system is accessed via a script named “cass.pl”, with arguments 

specifying one or more operation. An operation can be the submission of information or a 

request for information.

6.3.1 Justifying Use of the HTTP Protocol

The HTTP protocol was chosen over a variety of competing protocols for this 

implementation of the CASS notification server for a number of reasons. High among 

those reasons is that not only is HTTP designed for polling rather than pushing, but there 

are also many servers available that can handle a large volume of messages (i.e. look at 

any web server for major sites on the internet). Also, this protocol was selected over other 

more powerful techniques due to its ease of access. HTTP is such a standard part of many 

tools that one can send and receive HTTP messages via most programing languages, many 

scripting languages (Javascript, and PERL, Visual Basic for Office, Lotus Notes script), 

and most likely, some fourth generation and macro languages. Other options such as 

CORBA (Siegel, 1996) lack this high level of accessibility.

Finally, using the HTTP protocol, we can request multiple operations in a single message, 

somewhat compensating for the reduced efficiency of this approach relative to Remote 

Method Invocation, CORBA and other technologies. For example, a call to cass.pl with 

one operation looks like:

cass.pl?Operation=Notify&ObjectID=1&Account=mkantor.CASS_dissert
ation...
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A request for multiple operations can extend this message indefinitely:

cass.pl?Operation=Notify&ObjectID=1&Account=mkantor.CASS_dissert
ation...&Operation=Notify&ObjectID=2&....&Operation=Create&ParentI
D=2&...

which sends two notifications and adds one new object to the object hierarchy all in a 

single message and connection. This style of message passing has interesting implications 

in how the server is treated. One can now send an entire series of commands to be 

executed in sequence, treating the server as an engine for executing scripts, and treating 

the design for the parameters of the messages as a scripting language (though admittedly 

the implementation provided here is not a very powerful language).

The Full API

The full API is documented in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 7

The CASSandra Awareness 
Toolkit

CASSandra is an awareness toolkit built in Javascript which 

has greatly simplified the task of developing web-based 

CASS awareness tools. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we discussed the architecture for a notification server oriented 

towards redistributing awareness information. However, part of what needs to be 

demonstrated to make a convincing case for the overall CASS strategy is that a CASS 

server such as CASSIUS can in fact support useful awareness tools. After performing the 

initial work to build an awareness tool, it was noticed that with the exception of one 

function whose purpose was to draw the awareness information, all of the code could be 

used almost as-is in a variety of other awareness tools. We extracted this generic code, and 

turned it into the CASSandra1 awareness library. The library can be used in a wide variety 

of awareness tools by taking the library and writing a function to draw the page of 

awareness information. This chapter starts by describing the library, and then illustrates 

some simple tools built with it. The description reads more like system documentation, so 

1. Note that the name CASSandra is chosen not just because it conveniently begins with CASS. It 
has also been defined as “a daughter of Priam endowed with the gift of prophecy but fated never 
to be believed” (Merriam and Webster, ), which is an appropriate name for a tool designed to 
detect current and future coordination conflicts and disasters. It is, of course, our jobs as user 
interface and awareness style developers to present the information in a manner such that it will 
be noticed and believed.
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it may be a better use of time to skip either to section 7.2.5 which discusses what 

developers need to do to use CASSandra, or section 7.3 where examples are presented of 

awareness tools being implemented using the toolkit.

7.2 DESIGN OF CASSANDRA

7.2.1 Why Javascript

The library was implemented in Javascript. There are a number or reasons for this 

selection beyond its familiarity to the author and natural ability to communicate using 

HTTP protocols. An awareness tool is a tool whose primary purpose is to present 

information to users. While they should not be restricted to visual information, this is one 

of the most common media, and HTML is a good language for presenting visual 

information. HTML is also a good language for rapidly building portable user interfaces -

- an important element in shaping the awareness style of visual awareness tools. Javascript 

can generate HTML on-the-fly, can detect user interface events affecting HTML elements 

and can respond to them. Thus, Javascript supports a highly portable and usable user 

interface, and supports most of the features of more powerful user interface languages, 

such as events/event monitoring, form elements, custom designed user interface objects, 

etc... all of which makes it a perfect prototyping language. Generating an HTML window 

with user interface elements is far easier than, say, a Java window with user interface 

elements. For those wanting more professional looking awareness tools, the Javascript and 

CASSandra can still be used to build prototypes and refine the interface and awareness 

style.
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7.2.2 Services Provided

CASSandra provides two primary contributions: 1) it handles all communication with the 

server, properly formatting outgoing messages and parsing the responses, and 2) it 

provides a user interface for subscribing and unsubscribing to information sources, objects 

and events. This is a list of services provided:

1. Polling server for new notifications: calls GeneratePollFrame() whenever there 
is a new notification.

2. Obtains list of a user’s current subscriptions and provides user interface for them to 
unsubscribe to items in that list.

3. Lists information sources available on notification server, allows user to select source 
in order to view that source’s object hierarchy.

4. Provides a hierarchical, navigable object tree, so that users can find the objects to 
which they wish to subscribe. It also allows users to request lists of events that can 
affect the object, and to subscribe to various combinations of objects and events.

5. Developer using the library can specify which web browser frames different types of 
activities will take place in, or whether they should be in dialog boxes.

7.2.3 Implementing Communication with Server

Sending Requests

Messages are sent to the server in a hidden frame of the web browser. This is done because 

the only mechanism Javascript has for sending HTTP requests and parsing the response is 

setting the URL of a browser frame and then analyzing the resulting HTML document. A 

call to the function requestData(<data to request>) formats a URL for the 

message frame and has it send the request. It also sets the global variable 

MESSAGE_FRAME_IN_USE to prevent the response from being overwritten by other 

requests (especially polling requests).
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Changes Made to the CASSIUS API

In order to help Javascript to parse the resulting server response, it was unfortunately 

necessary to make the following additions to the CASSIUS API:

Table 7-1. Changes to CASS API to Work With Javascript

Using the above table, CASSandra can send the following request to the server when 

polling for new notifications: 

messageFrame.location = “http://URL_TO_SERVER/cass.pl?”+
“Operation=Poll&”+
“Interface=tickertape&”+
“Username=testuser&”+ 
“StartLineWith=<textarea>&”+
“StopLineWith=</textarea>&”+
“StartResponseWith=<HTML>”+
 “<BODY onload='top.ParseData()'><FORM>&”+
“StopResponseWith=</FORM></BODY>”+
 “</HTML>&ContentType=text/html”;

And the resulting response will be an HTML document where each element of the 

response is placed within a textarea, and when the response has finished arriving at the 

Keyword Description Javascript Usage

StartLine-
With

Each line of output starts with this <textarea>

StopLine-
With

Each line of output ends with this </textarea>

StartRe-
sponseWith

Each message from the server 
starts with this

<HTML> <BODY 
onload='top.ParseData()'> 
<FORM>

StopRe-
sponseWith

Each message from the server 
ends with this

</FORM></BODY></HTML>

Content-
Type

ContentType to use in response text/html
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browser, it will automatically call ParseData() which will notify the system that the 

response has arrived and can be parsed. Putting each response inside of a textarea makes it 

easier to parse -- Javascript 1.2 has no reliable way of parsing HTML that is not within a 

form or link element.

Control Loops

As with many types of systems, CASSandra has a main control loop. Unlike standard 

programs, this control loop is run by the Javascript scheduler rather than a loop statement. 

TIMEOUT = setInterval(MainLoop,delay);

Schedules a call to MainLoop() every delay milliseconds (where the delay is 

specified by the developer using the CASSandra library). Each call to MainLoop() 

increments a counter and every five counts, it issues a poll command to update its list of 

current notifications. Control over polling frequency is important for creating certain 

styles of awareness tools. The main loop also updates object lists (if object hierarchies are 

showing) every one hundred counts, and every five hundred counts it updates the list of 

accessible information sources (if the information source list is showing).

Parsers

By enclosing each line of the response within a textarea, parsing with Javascript becomes 

trivial. The number of lines in a response can be obtained with the following function:

function getMessageLength() {
return MESSAGE_FRAME.document.forms[0].elements.length;
}

Each line of the response can be obtained with the following (simplified) function:
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function getMessageValue(i) {
    return top.Messages.document.forms[0].elements[i].value;
}

Responses are read into Javascript objects of the appropriate type, and are then stored in 

arrays. Notification objects are stored in the NotificationsArray, monitorable objects into 

the ObjectsArray, etc...

7.2.4 Implementing User Interaction

The following types of interactions are built into the library:

List Information Sources

When requestData(ÒAccountsÓ) is called, the CASSIUS server responds with a 

list of all available accounts/information sources. ParseAccountData() reads each 

account described by the server into a Javascript Account object, and stores all Accounts in 

an array. When the response has been fully processed, GenerateAccountFrame() 

generates the HTML to represent the list of accounts either within an existing frame of a 

web browser or in a dialog box (the choice is specified by the developer using the library). 

The user interface provided here allows users to select information sources so that they 

can browse the object hierarchy and subscribe to monitored objects.
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Figure 7-1. Information source list screen shot

This screen shot shows the information source hierarchy, listing information sources by type. Note that each 
high level folder monitored on the KDepot file system is represented as its own information source, lower 
level folders are objects within the information source -- as is shown in the next figure.

List Objects

When requestData(ÒObjectsÓ,account,optionalObjectIndex) is 

called, the CASSIUS server responds with a list of objects and their children from the 

specified account, and that are either the children of optionalObjectIndex or that 

are children of the root. Note that only the children are shown, not the grand-children. To 

view the grand children, users select the child and requestData(ÒObjectsÓ, 

account,childIndex) is called -- while the API would allow CASSandra to request 

the entire object hierarchy, Javascript has limitations on how much data it can store.
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ParseObjectData() reads each information source object described by the server 

into a Javascript object, and stores the objects into an array. When the response has been 

fully processed, GenerateObjectFrame() generates the HTML to represent the 

object hierarchy, either within an existing frame of a web browser or in a dialog box (the 

choice is specified by the developer using the library). The user interface provided here 

allows users to select objects to 1) subscribe to the object 2) view the children of the object 

or 3) view all possible events that can affect the object. 

Figure 7-2. Screen shot of the object hierarchy viewer

This figure shows the “lib” folder of a development version of Knowledge Depot. On the right are the events 
that can affect the objects/files listed on the left. Using the radio buttons, users determine whether clicking 
an object/file views its children, views the events that can affect it, or subscribes to that object.

The “Object Hierarchy” frame generated by CASSandra also provides controls for the 

user to specify that the currently specified formula will be ANDED or ORed to the next 

formula element selected by the user. So for example, when a user clicks to subscribe to 

Object “A” of Account “A_Test”, the following formula is added to the 
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SubscriptionRequest frame: ATest.ObjectID=A. Later, the user can select an event, 

or a sequence of events, creating a formula such as: 

ATest.ObjectID=A AND (ATest.Event=Event1 OR 
ATest.Event=Event2)

This specifies that they should be sent any notification that affects object A and which has 

either an event “Event1” or “Event2”. The object-hierarchy frame provides controls for 

inserting AND, OR, “(“ and “)” into the formula.

Figure 7-3. Screen shot of the subscription equation display

The top shows the currently specified subscription. The buttons can be used to submit the request to the 
server or to clear some or all of the elements of the subscription that is being designed. Adding new elements 
is done from the Object Hierarchy frame.

List Events

When requestData(ÒListEventsÓ,account,typeName) is called, the 

CASSIUS server responds with a list of events that can affect objects of the specified type 

within the specified information source. ParseEventData() reads each event 

described by the server into a CASSandra Event object, and stores all Events in 

NotificationArray. When the response has been fully processed, 

GenerateEventFrame() generates the HTML to represent the object hierarchy. It is 

drawn within an existing frame of a web browser, in a dialog box or is added to the Object 

Hierarchy frame (the choice is specified by the developer using the library). Selecting an 

event adds that event to the SubscriptionRequest frame shown in Figure 7-3.
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Unsubscribing

When requestData(ÒListSubscriptions_ALLÓ) is called, the CASSIUS 

server responds with a list of all of the user’s subscriptions designated to be sent to the 

current interface. ParseSubscriptionData() reads each subscription described by 

the server into a CASSandra subscription object, and stores them in 

SubscriptionsArray. When the response has been fully processed, 

GenerateSubscriptionFrame() generates the HTML needed to display the list of 

subscriptions either within an existing frame of a web browser or in a dialog box (the 

choice is specified by the developer using the library). The user interface provided here 

allows users to select which of their existing subscriptions they want deleted.

Figure 7-4. Unsubscription frame screen shot

Users view all subscriptions that would be received for this user and this awareness tool and select which 
ones to unsubscribe. Displaying username and interface name with the subscription formula is redundant 
debugging information in this interface.

7.2.5 Developer Requirements

The developer using this library must provide two types of information:

Interface Name

The developer must set the global variable Interface. This value identifies the 

awareness tool, and is important because subscriptions are associated with the tool that 
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makes the subscription. This is done to allow users to determine the awareness style to be 

used for specific types of information. Choosing the interface name can be done in one of 

two ways: the developer can choose a unique name that is unlikely to be used in any other 

tool (avoiding confusion and conflict), or the developer can chose a common name like 

“Tickertape”, and share its subscriptions with any other tool that uses that interface name. 

If one assumes that all tickertapes support the same awareness style, then the user should 

be able to use any tickertape awareness tool and have access to the same exact 

subscriptions.

Page Layout

Javascript libraries are loaded by linking to them from an HTML document. This HTML 

document contains the description for the current page layout and contents (just like every 

other HTML document). If the document is a multiframe document, then the developer 

can specify which frames CASSandra will use for each part of the interface it provides. 

The developer can specify which parts of the user interface will be presented in dialog 

boxes. In the current, simplified implementation, the developer controls where drawing 

takes place by setting the following globals: ACCOUNT_FRAME, OBJECT_FRAME, 

EVENT_FRAME, SUB_LIST_FRAME, SUB_REQ_FRAME and POLL_FRAME. If 

these globals contain pointers to existing frames, then those frames are where the 

appropriate interface is generated. If they do not exist, then a dialog box is opened.

7.2.6 Incomplete aspects of design

As CASSandra is a library developed to demonstrate the ease with which a variety of 

awareness styles can be provided via the CASSIUS server, various features were left 
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unimplemented, despite the fact that they are needed for real world use. The main item on 

this list is a lack of mechanisms for specifying a user’s username, this username is instead 

hard-coded to always be “testuser”.

7.3 EXAMPLES

Having developed this library, three simple interfaces were developed. This section 

discusses the effort needed to implement each one.

SimpleList

The simple list is the most basic awareness tool developed, the one that was designed to be 

simple enough to be an aid to testing CASSandra. Each time CASSandra polls for and 

detects new notifications, it inserts them into NotificationArray and calls 

GeneratePollFrame(). This function removes old notifications from 

NotificationArray, and prints a list of all recent notifications as a tabular list.
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Figure 7-5. SimpleList screen shot

Screen shot of the single-framed version of the simplelist awareness tool. The subscriptions button 

Looking at the source code in the “Simplelist.html” section of Appendix B, one can see 

the various elements discussed. The code starts with the beginning of an HTML document 

and the inclusion of the CASSandra library. Next, the global variables needed by the 

library are initialized with values customized for this awareness tool. The HTML file then 

provides the GeneratePollFrame() function and specifies the frame layout of the 

HTML document. As part of the layout, there is an ONLOAD event built in that will 

automatically call the library’s initializer when the HTML page has finished loading. The 

initializer called Startup() has arguments telling it to immediately start polling, and to 

run the main loop once every 5000 milliseconds.
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Tickertape

With all of the use made of Tickertape examples, this dissertation could not be complete 

without an implementation, so here is a Tickertape awareness tool using the CASSandra 

library. It differs noticeable from the previous example in one key aspect: whereas the 

simplelist only calls GeneratePollFrame() when new notifications are read in, the 

Tickertape must call it many times per second. As a result, there are now two loops rather 

than one loop occurring simultaneously (made possible by the fact that the loops are 

scheduled calls of functions rather than loop statements). One loop polls the server and is 

controlled by the library, and the other loop is the GeneratePollFrame() loop that 

keeps the text moving from right to left.

Figure 7-6. CASS Tickertape screen shot

Screen shot of a Tickertape awareness tool. The Subscriptions button launches CASSandra’s subscription 
editing interface. The checkbox starts and stops the ticker from scrolling its text. Messages are hyper-linked 
to more details if more details are available.

Looking at the source code in the “Tickertape.html” section of Appendix B, one can see 

that all of the elements of the previous example are present, but that there is a whole set of 

other functions and globals related to generating the tickertape. In addition, there is a 

function called MyStartup() which is similar to Startup(). When the HTML page 
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finishes loading, it calls MyStartup(), and starts the loop that repeatedly calls 

GeneratePollFrame().

Event Counter

This last example is a non-textual awareness tool designed to monitor levels of activity 

affecting objects of interest rather than trying to make the user aware of the specific nature 

of the activity. If users are interested, they can still obtain details about a notification by 

hyper-linking from the awareness tool to the specific awareness information (or we could 

have done something more elaborate such as a tips pane that shows more information 

when the user points at an event representation.

Figure 7-7. Event Counter screen shot

The subscriptions button launches CASSandra’s subscription editing interface. The textbox lets users 
specify how long an icon representing an event will continue to be displayed before being removed from the 
visualization and system. Each icon is hyper-linked to a more details, just as was the case with Tickertape.

The screen shot above shows the result of monitoring changes made to a single file 

(counter.html -- what you see is the result of monitoring changes made as we developed 

the code for counter.html). The counter works as follows: each object being monitored 

gets one row of the HTML table (we only monitored one object, thus only one row). Icons 

represent events that affect the object, and to keep this tool easily usable with any 
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information source, it uses the generic events only. A green light indicates an activate 

event, a red light indicates an inactivate event, an up arrow indicates an increase, down 

arrow a decrease and a right arrow means a general change. Icons appear in the order in 

which the events took place. The text box indicates how long a notification should remain 

in the awareness tool before being removed. In the case of counter.html, we can see that 

numerous changes have been made within the last five hours, and that this file was deleted 

and recreated a few times as well. Had this been a printer, we could have an awareness of 

how often it broke down and how many jobs were sent to it over the last X hours. Rather 

than giving precise information, it provides an activity indicator. Rather than requiring 

users to look closely at it to understand that something has happened, it is a non-textual 

awareness tool that can be taken in at a glance.

Looking at the this scenario, it is easy to see how a Portholes awareness tool could be 

implemented. As we lack a Portholes user group, and due to difficulties getting an updated 

version of a Portholes Server, it did not seem worth while to implement a real Portholes 

awareness tool, so we will instead describe how the counter can be turned into a Portholes 

tool. Rather than presenting a list of icons for each monitored object, only the most recent 

icon is needed. Ideally, users can instruct the system to use specific icons for specific types 

of events, so that the system will only need to use its generic icons and generic events 

when no specialized icon is supplied. Furthermore, we no longer need to keep events for 

some number of hours; instead, events can be deleted from the awareness tool as soon as a 

newer event affecting the same object arrives. With the exception of allowing users to 

associate custom icons with special events (which is optional anyway), this is a trivial 
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modification. If an information source such as the Portholes server chooses to send an 

image with the notification, then the image can be used instead of the icon.

7.4 EFFORT INVOLVED IN USE OF LIBRARY

Looking at Appendix B where the source code for the three awareness tools is, the only 

reference to the library are 1) including it into the HTML document, 2) setting the 

Interface, Username (which the library really should take care of), and frames/windows to 

be used for different parts of the interface, 3) Calling Startup() when the page has 

loaded, and 4) using the NotificationArray in GeneratePollFrame() to 

generate the awareness visualization. Steps one, two and three are trivial. The fourth step 

is trivial in that using the array of notifications is not a complex task; however, the code 

that generates the awareness frame may be quite complicated -- depending upon the 

interface. The time involved in starting with the most basic example of using the library 

(SimpleList.html) and creating a new interface is the time it takes to write an algorithm to 

generate the proper HTML. In the case of the Tickertape, this took days (due to a variety 

of Netscape issues, attempts to use Dynamic HTML, frequent crashes, etc...). The counter 

took only a few hours, much of which was actually spent debugging the filemonitor (see 

Chapter 8) that sent the events to the counter.

7.5 EFFORT OF BUILDING THE LIBRARY

The simplest part of building the library was communicating with CASSIUS. Writing the 

code to issue basic requests (obtaining new notifications, information source lists and 

event lists) and parsing the responses into CASSandra objects took approximately one 

hour. The rest of the time was spent wrestling with representing the user interface, getting 
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dialog boxes to close appropriately, giving developers control over where each interface is 

placed, browsing the object hierarchy without reading it all into memory, etc... Building an 

awareness tool from scratch would be relatively easy, with the vast majority of the labor 

being invested in getting the user interface to work properly, and not in debugging 

communication with the server (of course, as the designer of the server, I do have some 

advantages there).
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CHAPTER 8

Information Sources

Of greatest challenge in creating an awareness environment 

is the task of instrumenting a range of information sources. 

We have instrumented a variety of sources, and describe 

here the effort involved and different parts of this task.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

There are various aspects of information sources worth considering. Certainly high among 

them is the usefulness of the awareness information that can be sent from different types 

of software -- a topic which is left mainly to the motivation, scenario and discussion 

chapters. The focus of this chapter is the effort and tasks involved in instrumenting 

information sources. These are illustrated using a variety of information sources that were 

instrumented as examples for this dissertation.

8.2 COMMON TASKS IN INSTRUMENTING INFORMATION SOURCES

To help organize the presentation of the instrumented information sources, this chapter 

will start by identifying the common elements in the task of instrumenting the systems.

8.2.1 Identifying Objects

As mentioned in the overview of the CASS Strategy (chapter 5), the developer must 

identify the objects (or properties that can be represented as objects), so that they can be 

monitored and so that users can see to what information they can subscribe. This is a 
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simple enough task, unless one allows users to define objects, or unless the system is 

complex enough that a variety of stake holders will need a variety of types of information. 

There are a few subtasks to the task of identifying objects.

Identifying Types and Events

Objects can often be grouped into types, where all objects of the type are affected by the 

same set of events. For example, if each section of a document is represented by an object, 

then each such object will be affected by the same set of events. The developer assigns a 

type to these objects, and associates an appropriate set of events with that type. 

Determining what the types and events are is part of identifying the objects to monitor.

Maintaining Object Hierarchies

In software where the object hierarchies can change (documents where subsections can be 

moved to different sections, file systems where files can be moved or renamed), the 

software needs to maintain a mirror of that object hierarchy on the CASS notification 

server. Thus, in the case of the WebDav instrumentation (see Chapter 8), the WebDav 

server receives a request to move a file, and after the WebDav code executes the move, a 

message is sent to CASSIUS notifying it of the object’s new name and parent object 

(where the parent object is an object representing a folder). The following table will be 

used in each of the examples below to show which operations are used to maintain the 

object hierarchy:
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Table 8-1. Possible Object Maintenance operations

Tracking ObjectIDs

Each object needs a unique ObjectID to identify it to the CASS server. These IDs are 

chosen by the client rather than the server. Thus, a WebDav implementation could 

potentially just use the URL to a document or resource as its identifier IF that 

implementation did not support renaming and moving documents. Since the URL can 

change, this is an ineffective mechanism. The point though is that unique identifiers can 

often be calculated from information already built into the object, saving developers the 

effort of tracking this additional item of information. Failing that, an identifier must either 

Operation Name Operation Description

Create Create objects in the hierarchy

Delete Remove objects from the hierarchy

Rename Change the names of objects

ChangeParent Change the parent object of objects

OrderInParent Explicitly set the order that an object’s children will appear in 
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be built into the object or stored in a separate database/file. For consistency with other 

sections, the following table will be used below to describe this aspect of the process:

Table 8-2. Possible methods for managing ObjectIDs

8.2.2 Build Monitors into Software

The second major task for developers is building monitors into the software. There are two 

dimensions for describing a monitoring style: Event triggered vs. Calculated, and Buffered 

vs. NonBuffered:

Table 8-3. Possible event monitoring techniques

Event triggered monitoring involves capturing events as they happen by either putting 

handlers into a system to detect events, or through some external event capture mechanism 

Attribute 
Name

Attribute Values and Descriptions

ObjectID Part of Object : it has a unique ID for its own use
Calculated from Object: some aspect of the Object can be used to 
calculate a unique ID
Stored separately: The ID is stored in a separate datastructure or 
database.

Event Triggered Calculated

Buffered Detects events as they 
happen, and stores 
notifications in a buffer 
to be sent later

Calculate the occurrence of events through 
analysis of changes to state, stores notifi-
cations of calculated events in a buffer to 
be sent later

Non
Buffered

Detects events as they 
happen, and send noti-
fications out immedi-
ately

Calculate the occurrence of events through 
analysis of changes to state, sends out noti-
fications as soon as events are calculated
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such as is provided by EDEM (Hilbert, 1998). Buffered monitoring sends out notifications 

on a signal rather than sending notifications as events occur. This signal could be a timer, 

or a user saving a document, or a variety of other possibilities. Buffered monitoring can 

either store up a number of notifications and send them out in a burst, or may interpret a 

list of notifications and summarize them with more general notifications (just as EDEM 

detects an event sequence and notifies developers of the sequence by sequence name rather 

than all of the little events that created the sequence).

Selection of monitoring style is dependent upon the style of software and the needs of the 

users. For example, using a calculated monitoring style for a word processor may make 

sense because there are user groups who would only want events sent after they perform a 

save operation rather than as they edit the document itself. In some cases, users might not 

want events sent until they finish a set of save operations and are finished editing the 

document. Documents with multiple authors all working the same day on the document 

may benefit from an event triggered style that lets other users know what sections are 

currently being worked upon. An event triggered approach, for example, could be linked 

to a line graph showing the quantity of changes to different sections over the last few 

hours, or the number of coauthors currently working on the document, or a variety of other 

types of information that would be more difficult to graph if notifications waited for an 

arbitrary trigger before being sent out.
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8.2.3 Sending Notifications

As has been discussed before, there are two mechanisms for sending notifications, the 

HTTP protocol for sending notifications to the CASS notification server, and email sent 

directly to the user. 

Is email an option?

One issue to consider here is the question of when is the option for sending email 

available. For example, if the software is a printer driver, it is excessive to build a user 

interface into it just to enable users to subscribe directly to the information source rather 

than through a notification server. The rule stated in chapter 5 is that software that does not 

have a user interface should not support direct email to users -- adding a UI to a tool is 

unnecessary when the desired awareness information can be obtained via the notification 

server. Furthermore, with some simple systems, a UI could double the size and 

development time of the software. 

An alternative approach which is currently unsupported would be to use the 

ListSubscriptions  API call to the notification server to find out who has subscribed 

to objects and then email the notification to them. This approach is illustrated in the simple 

object hierarchy below:

Object A: Normal subscription
Object A: Email subscription

Subscribing to one causes notifications to be sent via the server. The other would be 

checked by the information source to obtain a list of people that it is to email directly. This 

isn’t currently supported -- ListSubscriptions is currently designed to only give user 
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names, not email addresses. This approach also defeats the many of the benefits of having 

an email option (privacy from shared notification servers, a user interface that enables 

users to directly manipulate and view potential objects of interest, retaining awareness 

functionality in environments lacking a notification server, etc...). The only benefit it 

retains is the ability to carefully format a notification and giving it complete control over 

what the user sees -- rather than depending upon an arbitrary awareness style.

Buffered vs. Instantaneous

A second issue to consider in implementing communication, closely linked to the issue of 

monitoring style of the previous section is whether to send events one at a time or in sets. 

For Event Triggered monitoring, an event will generally be sent each time one is 

encountered. But this may be an inefficient use of network resources; an alternative might 

be to wait a few seconds before sending the notification, so that more notifications may 

have enough time to accumulate.

As stated in earlier chapters, efficiency is not our primary goal. This caused us to take 

certain shortcuts with the CASSIUS implementation of a CASS notification server, 

resulting in a relatively slow response from the server to notifications. However, it is not 

desirable to have the information source itself suffer a corresponding slow down. 

Therefore, one must consider implementations of notification sending mechanisms that do 

not cause a noticeable lag for information sources. For example, a separate “Message 

Buffer” thread that takes messages and sends them off in the order received is one option; 

after all, an application’s purpose is generally not dependent upon notifications being sent 

off, and therefore there is no need for most programs to wait for a message to be sent 
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before proceeding. Also, in many cases, the order in which events are received is not 

important, and so each event can be sent in its own thread rather than via a “Message 

Buffer” thread (though event order can make a difference in systems that manipulate 

object hierarchies, and in awareness tools that depend upon event sequences). And finally, 

there may be systems where sending awareness information is a central part of their task, 

and may chose to halt execution until the notification has been sent and received (the 

approach used in the examples below).

The possibilities will be represented below with the following table:

Table 8-4. Notification Options

8.3 OVERVIEW OF INSTRUMENTED INFORMATION SOURCES

A number of systems were instrumented using a variety of techniques in order to 

demonstrate that the effort involved in the task is relatively small compared to the effort of 

building the system itself.

Attribute Name Attribute Values and Descriptions

Emailed 
Notifications

true/false: does the information source support direct sub-
scriptions via a user interface and email notifications?

Threading None: Information source waits for communication with 
CASS server to complete before proceeding
Multiple:  Each message is sent in its own thread, with mul-
tiple messages potentially being sent out simultaneously
“Message Buffer” Thread: A thread is dedicated to send-
ing notifications one at a time (or one set at a time).
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8.3.1 CASSText

This is a simple word processor, essentially, a text editor with a notion of document 

sections. For purposes of simplicity, CASSText was written in Perl as a CGI/web program. 

Figure 8-1 shows a screen shot of the system.

Figure 8-1. CASSEDIT

The CASS word processor, one window selects documents to edit, create or delete, and the other window 
allows the user to write sections of the document, create and delete sections, and subscribe to sections or to 
the entire document.
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Identify Objects

The following table describes the objects and events identified and created for this system.

Table 8-5. CASSText Object Description table

Maintaining Object Hierarchy

Table 8-6. CASSText Object Maintenance

There are three types of operations that can affect the object hierarchy: sections can be 

added, deleted and renamed (by changing the heading name). The links in Figure 8-1 for 

adding and deleting sections causes CGI scripts to execute, performing the desired 

operation and then synchronizing the notification server’s object hierarchy. When a user 

clicks on a save button to save the text entered into the various text boxes of the document, 

the script that receives the text checks to see if any sections have changed names and 

updates the names in the notification server. Finally, note that users can add a new section 

Attribute Name Attribute Values and Descriptions

Objects There are two types of objects that were selected for monitor-
ing: sections of the document, and the document itself.

Types Document, Section

Events Section: Delete, Create, AddContent, RemoveContent, Edit-
Content and Edit Heading
Document: AddContent, RemoveContent, AddSection and 
RemoveSection

Attribute Name Value 

Create yes

Delete yes

Rename yes

ChangeParent no

OrderInParent yes
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anywhere in the document, and that the object hierarchy must reflect this order. This is 

done using the OrderInParent parameter when creating new objects (see Appendix A).

Tracking ObjectIDs

Table 8-7. CASSText ObjectID Tracking

As this is a very simplistic word processor design, each section is saved in its own file (this 

also helps it work more efficiently with the unix ‘diff’ command). File names are body.x 

for storing the section text and head.x for storing the section heading, where x is an integer 

ObjectID. Thus the text of a section whose ObjectID is 0 would be stored in body.0 and 

the section title in head.0. A separate file called sectionlist.txt shows the order in which the 

sections should be displayed in the editor. This file also stores the first available index 

which will be allocated to the next section created. ObjectIDs are closely associated with 

the section, and in fact, the section can’t be accessed without the ObjectID to complete the 

file path.

Attribute 
Name

Value 

ObjectID Part of Object : it is part of the file name where the object’s data can 
be found.
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Monitoring Style

Table 8-8. CASSText monitoring style

When a user issues a command to add or delete a section, the command is sent 

immediately to a CGI script (via the web server), and the script sends a notification and 

object hierarchy maintenance message each time it runs.

When a user edits the text, no message is sent to the server until the user has reached a 

point where they are ready to save. The save command indicates that they have completed 

a significant portion of the document, and can be treated as equivalent to a signal that it is 

time to calculate the changes and send out notifications. The unix “diff” command is run 

on each section submitted by the user and compared to the version of the section currently 

on the server, a change report is generated, and a notification is sent off.

Sending Notifications

Table 8-9. CASSText notification options

As this tool provides a user interface, it was possible to provide links to users who wish to 

subscribe directly with the application. These users are emailed notifications of changes 

within particular sections or within the entire document, as selected by the user.

Event Triggered Calculated

Buffered None None

Non
Buffered

Creating/Deleting sec-
tions

Saving text

Attribute Name Value 

Emailed Notifications true

Threading None
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No special threading was used to send messages to the notification server; the goal as with 

all systems discussed here was proof that building and instrumenting systems was a 

reasonable task for developers based on the time to complete the task.

Effort

It is difficult to calculate the effort involved in instrumenting this application, nor would it 

be fair to do so: this application was designed from the start for the purpose of proving that 

applications could be instrumented, and thus may have been designed in a manner that 

takes that into account. Also, there was some debugging of the notification server taking 

place during development of this information source. An estimated 1 hour was spent 

identifying and instrumenting objects, inserting notification and object hierarchy 

maintenance calls to CASSIUS and debugging the calls. 

However, the design of the application itself included a user interface for subscribing 

directly to sections and to the document, and implementing the code required a 

generalization of the notification mechanism to package notifications in both email 

messages and HTTP requests to a CASS server. These two tasks took an estimated hour 

and a half.

8.3.2 Knowledge Depot

The task of instrumenting Knowledge Depot is made difficult by the diverse natures of 

those with a stake its information. There are, for example, Knowledge Depot 

administrators, personal mail users, group mail users, bulletin board users, lurkers, 

subscribers, etc. Each type of user may have different awareness needs. The most 

important roles to the author of this dissertation are administrator, personal mail user, and 
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bulletin board user, so work focused on these areas -- leaving out the group memory/group 

mailing list users. The importance of these roles was determined by the number of users in 

each role.

The single most important item of information to an administrator is being notified when 

and if the server or some part of the server has gone down. This could most safely be done 

with a second process that won’t go down if the server dies. A second process already 

existed: a root-privileged process was needed to move incoming email out of the mail 

spool and to change permissions on the mail file to give Knowledge Depot access to it. 

This process was given additional responsibilities, periodically checking various aspects 

of the server, which information it obtained from a status log file that the server updates 

periodically. 

For users of bulletin boards, group and personal mail accounts the key item of information 

is the arrival of a new message. The server was therefore modified to send notifications of 

new messages to the notification server. The Knowledge Depot server has a mail loop in 

which it periodically checks for new mail and bboard postings and imports them into its 

environment. Adding a few lines of CASS-related code was all that was needed to capture 

these events so that notifications could be sent off. Monitoring this type of information 

worked quite nicely in conjunction with a tickertape awareness tool that scrolls summaries 

of various bboard postings across The screen.

Users of group mail accounts might want to be notified of changes to the category 

hierarchy. However, as the UCI version of Knowledge Depot currently does not have any 

user groups sharing a group mail account, this capability was not instrumented.
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Identify Objects

The following table describes the objects and events identified and created for this system

Table 8-10. Knowledge Depot object description table

Maintaining Object Hierarchies

Table 8-11. Knowledge Depot Object Maintenance

The object hierarchies were simplistic: a flat hierarchy where each Knowledge Depot 

account is represented by a high level object, and subscribing to that object gives you 

notifications either describing new messages (if subscribing to the Server’s object 

hierarchy) or indicating how many messages were received in a day (if subscribing to the 

Attribute Name Value 

Objects Messages (email, bboard), monitored by the Depot’s Server.
Categories, not monitored due to lack of users.
MailLoop (is the server running its mail loop, or has it died): 
monitored by server monitoring process.
AccountCounter (number of messages received by an account 
in one day) monitored by server monitoring process.

Types No explicit typing was used, due to lack of distinct events for 
the types.

Events As each type of object has only one type of event of interest to 
the user (a message arrived, the MailLoop halted, an Account-
Counter increases), only the default event types were used.

Attribute Name Value 

Create yes

Delete yes

Rename no

ChangeParent no

OrderInParent no
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Server Monitor’s hierarchy). Maintaining these hierarchies consists of 1) checking that 

every Knowledge Depot account has a CASS object, and if not, creating a new object, and 

2) checking that for every CASS object there is an associated Knowledge Depot account, 

and if not, deleting the object. This could have been done by keeping track locally of 

which objects had and had not been created, but was instead done by using the CASS API 

to request a list of objects currently available on the server. While slower, this is more 

reliable. The notification server might at some point be swapped out and a new one put in 

its place, or Knowledge Depot might be asked to point to a different notification server. In 

either case, the object hierarchy may not be available and will need to be recreated.

Tracking Object IDs

Table 8-12. Knowledge Depot ObjectID Tracking

Monitoring Styles

Table 8-13. Knowledge Depot Monitoring Style

The instrumentation of the Knowledge Depot Server took a buffered approach to 

monitoring events; all incoming messages captured within a single mail polling cycle are 

reported in one large notification at the end of the cycle. This is much more efficient than 

Attribute 
Name

Value 

ObjectID Part of Object : each Depot has its own unique name which never 
changes; the account name is the ObjectID

Event Triggered Calculated

Buffered New messages Message counts
Server on/off line

NonBuffered None None
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repeated messages to the notification server, and the delay between detecting a new 

message and notifying the CASS server is not significant. 

As was described in chapter 6, a message to the server can consist of an unlimited number 

of “Operation=X&Param1=y1&...ParamZ=yz” phrases. The Knowledge Depot server took 

advantage of this by maintaining a string onto which a notify operation was appended for 

each mail message to arrive in a single mail polling cycle. At the end of the cycle, this one 

large string of notifications is sent out in a single burst.

The server monitor on the other hand uses Calculated monitoring. As the monitor is 

monitoring another process, it can only detect events by observing the state of the system 

and comparing it to the system’s previous state. This is done primarily through the 

Knowledge Depot’s status log. When the server monitor detects significant events, they 

are buffered in a large string just as the server did, and sent out in one large burst at the end 

of a server state-checking cycle.

Sending Notifications

Table 8-14. Knowledge Depot notification options

Before CASS existed, Knowledge Depot was already an awareness tool that presented a 

user interface through which users could subscribe. Subscriptions were fulfilled via email, 

just as is recommended by the CASS strategy. We added to this the ability to detect and 

Attribute Name Value 

Emailed Notifications Server: true
Monitor:  false

Threading None
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send notifications to the notification server. No special threading technique were used to 

send notifications to avoid slowing the server or monitor down -- server speed is not a 

critical issue as the server process only needs to be fast enough to keep up with incoming 

mail. By buffering all notifications and sending them to the server in a single burst, the 

slow-down is relatively small.

Effort

Instrumenting the Knowledge Depot server to register itself, maintain object hierarchies 

(one object for each Knowledge Depot account) and send notifications to those objects 

(reporting on new messages to arrive in an account) took under an hour. This code appends 

a new notification to the string $CASS_QUERY which is where all of the notifications are 

saved until it is time to send them off. The first if  statement determines whether or not the 

Knowledge Depot configuration file specifies a CASS server to communicate with -- no 

value means no CASS support.

if ($SOURCE{'CASS_URL'}) {
$CASS_QUERY .= "&" if ($CASS_QUERY);
$CASS_QUERY .= 

"Operation=Notify&”.
“Account=KDepot.Server&”.
“Password=testpass3&”.
“ObjectID=".$Account->Name()."&”.
“DefaultEvent=Increase&”.
“Summary=".$Message->{'author'}.":".

$Message->{'subject'}."&”.
“URL=".$SOURCE{'URL'}."/".

uri_escape("index.pl?Operation=DisplayMessage&”.
“Mailbox=".$Message->Mailbox()."&”.
“Account=".$Account->Name()."&”.
“MessageIndex=".$Message->Index(),
"\0-\377");
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}

Figure 8-2. Source code for appending new message notifications to buffer

This next bit of code sends out the notifications collected above by calling a separate 

library for sending messages to CASSius. This library was written while developing 

CASSius, but is not needed to use the API; it simplifies access to a CPAN Perl module for 

sending HTTP requests.

        if ($CASS_QUERY && $SOURCE{'CASS_URL'}) {
$Connect->CASSPost($CASS_QUERY);

        }
        $CASS_QUERY="";

Figure 8-3. Source code for sending notifications

Of greatest complexity is maintaining the hierarchy by detecting objects that represent 

accounts that no longer exist and detecting accounts that don’t have objects. Most of the 

hour spent on instrumenting the Knowledge Depot server was spent on this part of the 

task.

sub CASSMaintainHeirarchy {
    # A hash of Knowledge Depot accounts, indexed by name
    local(*ACCOUNTSHASH) = @_;

    local(@ObjectList,$i);

    # Get a list of all objects (Knowledge Depot accounts).
    local($query) = 
"Operation=ListObjects&Password=testpass3&Account=KDepot.Se\
rver";
    local($result) = $Connect->CASSGet($query);

    # Parse the result, pushing each account name into the 
ObjectList array
    local(@results) = split(/\n/,$result);
    for ($i=0;$i<=$#results;$i+=2) {
        $results[$i] =~ /\:([^\:]+)\:[^\:]+$/ ||
            $results[$i] =~ /\]([^\:]+)\:[^\:]+$/ ||
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            $results[$i] =~ /([^\:]+)\:[^\:]+$/;

        push(@ObjectList,$1);
    }

    # For each CASS object with no corresponding Depot, add a 
Remove command
    # to the query to be sent to the CASS server.
    $query = "";
    foreach $object (@ObjectList) {
        unless (exists ($ACCOUNTSHASH{$object})) {
            $query .= "&" if ($query);
            $query .= 
"Operation=RemoveObject&Account=KDepot.Server&Password=te\
stpass3&ObjectID=$object";
        }
    }

    # For each Depot with no corresponding CASS object, add a 
NewObject command
    # to the query to be sent to the CASS server.
    local($key,$value);
    while (($key,$value) = each %ACCOUNTSHASH) {
        local($found);

        # Search ObjectList for the account
        foreach $object (@ObjectList) {
            if ($key eq $object) {
                $found=1;
                last;
            }
        }

        # If it wasn't found, add the NewObject command 
# to the instructions for the server.

        unless($found) {
            $query .= "&" if ($query);
            $query .= 
"Operation=NewObject&Account=KDepot.Server&Password=testp\
ass3&ObjectID=$key&ObjectName=$key";
        }
    }

    # Send the commands to the server
    local($result) = $Connect->CASSGet($query);
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}

Figure 8-4. Source code for maintaining object hierarchy

The server monitor (the external process for monitoring the server’s state) took much of a 

day to develop, largely because instead of inserting cass-related code into a system at each 

point where an event takes place, we must instead calculate the difference between the 

prior state and current state. This requires storing local copies of the status and encoding 

what is a significant change. In addition to this, like the server itself, it must register itself 

as an information source and maintain an object hierarchy of accounts.

8.3.3 FileMonitor

The FileMonitor was built as a test environment. We wanted a source of frequent but 

meaningful events for testing CASSandra. A monitor was built that detects changes in the 

last modified time of files, and detects when files are created and deleted. It worked by 

keeping a database with the path to each file and the file’s last modified date. The monitor 

periodically checks the file system/directory-structure it is monitoring for files that are not 

in its database, for database entries no longer present in the file system and for changes to 

the last modified times. A limitation to this approach is that an operation such as Move 

would be perceived as a deletion of the original object and a creation of a new object -- an 

approximation that could only be avoided by investing far more work than a test 

environment deserved. 

The FileMonitor was quite effective as a test environment -- while developing 

CASSandra, the FileMonitor monitored CASSandra’s files, and each time the files 

changed, events were sent out which could then be displayed by the latest version of 
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CASSandra. Using CASSandra, users can either subscribe to monitor files for changes, or 

monitor folders for changes to the files and folders within them. Using the Propagate  

parameter when sending notifications to the server, notifications of changes to files are 

propagated up through all containing objects -- thus a user monitoring a folder will see all 

events affecting the contents of the folder, unless their subscription filters this information 

out.

It is important to note that this was designed as a test environment, and does not properly 

reflect the true goals of CASS. The goal of cass is to instrument systems to understand 

themselves, not to monitor a second system. While clearly this second option is supported 

by the CASS server, developers using the second option will not address the detail-variety 

trade-off. An external monitor can not always understand how the monitored system 

achieved its current state. A file system that monitors itself, for example, can understand a 

move operation as changing the name of an existing file and object, rather than the 

deletion of one object and the creation of a new object that will be perceived by an 

external monitor.

Identify Objects

Table 8-15. FileMonitor object description table

Attribute 
Name

Value 

Objects User can monitor either the files or the folders containing the files

Types File, Folder

Events File: Create, Delete, Modify
Folder: Create, Delete, NewChild, ChildRemoved, ChildUpdated
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Maintaining Object Hierarchies

Table 8-16. FileMonitor Object Maintenance

As every file in the file system is represented by an object in the object hierarchy, 

maintaining the hierarchy was a major portion of the task of writing the monitor. Since the 

goal was to enable a person to traverse a directory structure to find the file or folder they 

wanted, the hierarchy had to have folders and files that mirrored the file system. However, 

while a significant task, it was not a difficult task; given that the monitor has the ability to 

detect the creation and deletion of files (necessary for sending notifications of these 

events), notification of such events is accompanied by appropriate messages for updating 

the hierarchy. This will be further explained in the section discussing ObjectIDs.

Tracking Object IDs

Table 8-17. Knowledge Depot ObjectID Tracking

Because the monitor can not distinguish a move operation from unrelated pair of delete 

and create operations, the file name for a monitored object can never change (i.e. if it did 

change, it would appear that the file had been deleted). Therefore, the full file path is used 

Attribute Name Value 

Create yes

Delete yes

Rename no

ChangeParent no

OrderInParent no

Attribute 
Name

Value 

ObjectID Part of Object : The file path is the ObjectID
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as the ObjectID. This make calculating the ParentID a simple manipulation of the object’s 

ID. To maintain the hierarchy, messages are sent to insert or delete objects into or from the 

calculated parent object. ObjectIDs are also stored locally in a unix DBM database, and 

are paired with the file’s last modification date as key, value pairs.

Monitoring Styles

Table 8-18. FileMonitor Monitoring Style

This is a Calculated monitoring style; it can not detect events as they happen and must 

instead compare the current state to the previous state to detect events. However, unlike 

the Knowledge Depot server monitor’s calculated monitor, it sends off notifications as 

soon as events are detected, rather than buffering them. Originally, the design used a buffer 

and sent off notifications in groups; however, copying or deleting folders with thousands 

of documents caused such a large list of notifications and hierarchy manipulation 

commands that CASSius was overwhelmed. This is not a flaw of the CASS architecture, 

simply the product of rushing a proof-of-concept system out the door.

Event Triggered Calculated

Buffered None None

Non
Buffered

None File creation, deletion and modification
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Sending Notifications

Table 8-19. FileMonitor notification options

While a file system does have a user interface, the external file monitor did not. Therefore, 

emailed notifications from direct subscriptions were not available. Notifications were sent 

one at a time. A separate thread for piping messages to the CASS server might have been 

more efficient, especially if it were to send them ten at a time (enough to speed things up 

without overwhelming CASSius). However, when there are a large number of notifications 

to be sent, the majority of execution time for FileMonitor is spent sending messages to 

CASSIUS, and not engaging in other tasks. Creating a “Message Buffer” thread is only 

useful for removing communication with the server as a bottleneck blocking other types of 

actions. When sending notifications is the only important action, removing this as a 

bottleneck to other tasks is pointless.

Effort

This took approximately two days, one to two hours of which was spent on 

communicating with the server, error checking the server’s responses, and unsuccessfully 

trying to buffer notifications and send them out in a single message (which task 

overwhelmed CASSius). The rest was spent writing and debugging the algorithm for 

detecting changes, working on the database used to store the current state of every file in 

the monitored file system, testing with CASSandra, and impatiently waiting for the 

monitor to send thousands of messages to the server the first time it is run and has to create 

Attribute Name Value 

Emailed Notifications false

Threading None
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an object for every file and folder in the file system. How to actually judge the effort 

involved in making this a CASS information source is subjective; the effort to 

communicate with the server was minimal; however, the rest of the work was dedicated 

entirely to obtaining the necessary information to determine when to send messages to the 

server.

8.3.4 WebDav

All of the prior examples were of systems built by the same developer, written in Perl, and 

were either CGI scripts or servers. To make the proof more solid, it was decided to 

instrument a system that was written by a different developer and in a language other than 

Perl. While we claim that any software can benefit from being treated as an information 

source, we wanted a system where the awareness benefits would be obvious. WebDav 

made a natural candidate. The WebDav Apache plug-in is both open source (and therefore 

source code easily obtained), and has clear events (checking in/out, locking/unlocking, 

etc...) that users can benefit from being aware of. Finally, note that while instrumenting 

WebDav is very similar to the FileMonitor in that they both essentially monitor a file 

system, they are technically very different (in implementation), one monitors a file system 

while the other manages the file system. The goal of instrumenting them also differed. One 

was implemented to be a continuous source of events for testing CASSandra, and the other 

was implemented to demonstrate that these techniques aren’t restricted to a specific set of 

software (Perl scripts, software we have designed, etc...).

This task proved unexpectedly difficult, taking approximately a week and a half. The first 

week and a half was spent figuring out how to install the plug-in and trying to understand 
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how the plug-in was designed (a task greatly inhibited by lack of familiarity with C and 

common C programming practices, no familiarity with Apache plug-in design, and 

relatively poor documentation). The last two hours was spent instrumenting and testing the 

plug-in. In order to instrument it so quickly in a language that we had only limited 

experience in, we made system calls to a Perl script that would handle the actual work -- 

presumably, a person with as much C experience as we have Perl experience could have 

done this all in C using a reasonable amount of time. It took about 15 minutes to insert 

calls to the Perl script at each point in mod_dav where a key event takes place (due to the 

fact that mod_dav has a main event handler where all significant events are sent through), 

compiling the result and installing the updated plug-in. The rest of the two hours was spent 

on the Perl script. A “Put” event -- caused by a user using the webdav server to place a new 

file on the file system -- results in the following call:

sprintf(line,"/extra/mkantor0/systems/mod_dav/cassdav.pl
‘%s’ Put",resource->uri);

        system(line);

Which passes the URI assigned to the uploaded document based on its new location, and 

the type of event “Put” as parameters to the Perl script. Note that we have hard-coded in 

the location of the Perl script. As with all instrumentations in this chapter, the goal is a 

proof of concept, note a clean, portable, efficient system. By requiring a WebDav “Put” 

action to spawn a process, which in turn spawns a Perl interpreter, and wait for the script 

to communicate with the CASS server, the “Put” operation became obnoxiously slow. 

However, there can be no doubt that if two hours can build a working if slow solution, a 

week and a half could have built something far more impressive.
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Identify Objects

The following table describes the objects and events identified and created for this system

Table 8-20. Webdav object description table

Maintaining Object Hierarchies / Tracking ObjectIDs

Table 8-21. WebDav Object Maintenance

Table 8-22. WebDav ObjectID Tracking

Unlike the FileMonitor, WebDav can detect move and rename events, making its task 

slightly more complex than that of the FileMonitor. In addition to creating new objects 

when a new webdav file is detected and deleting objects when a delete event is detected, a 

move event can cause both name changes and changes to an object’s parent object. 

Attribute 
Name

Value 

Objects While there are files and folders in the environment, there is no 
clear distinction between them or the events that can affect them. 
Therefore we only use one Type.

Types File

Events File: Get, Put, Checkin, Checkout, Lock, Unlock

Attribute Name Value 

Create yes

Delete yes

Rename yes

ChangeParent yes

OrderInParent no

Attribute 
Name

Value 

ObjectID Stored separately: The ID is stored in a unix DBM database
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ObjectNames are the full URL path to the file and ObjectIDs are unique integers assigned 

by the Perl script. Name and ID are stored as key, value pairs in a unix DBM database. 

Renaming the file causes the ID to be transferred to a new name, and the original name 

removed from the database. When moving a file to a new folder, feeding the new folder’s 

name into the database returns its ID which can then be sent to the CASS server with 

instructions that this ID is the new ParentID for the moved object.

Monitoring Styles

Table 8-23. WebDav Monitoring Style

This instrumentation is entirely event triggered and non-buffered: an event is sent from a 

WebDav client to the web server which forwards it to the WebDav plug-in, and if relevant, 

is in turn forwarded to the CASS server.

Sending Notifications

Table 8-24. WebDav notification options

While WebDav servers may appear to have a user interface, the interface is actually a 

WebDav client. Adding the ability to subscribe directly to WebDav via that user interface 

would require changing the protocol for communication between webdav clients and 

Event Triggered Calculated

Buffered None None

Non
Buffered

All detected events None

Attribute Name Value 

Emailed Notifications false

Threading None
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servers. The WebDav server is treated as a software without a user interface and does not 

email notifications. A WebDav client on the other hand could be both an application for 

accessing a file server, and an awareness tool that lets users subscribe to the WebDav 

server via the CASS notification server.

Notifications sent to CASS are sent one at a time, and while there might be considerable 

performance improvements to running them in a separate thread (or to be more precise, for 

mod_dav to not wait for the completion of the spawned Perl processes), this was not done 

for this proof of concept instrumentation.

Effort

While considerable effort was expended in trying to understand mod_dav, minimal effort 

was required to instrument it once a very vague understanding of the implementation was 

achieved. Approximately two hours of work was needed; factoring out such unfortunate 

losses of time as trying to run a webdav client in an X windows emulator over a modem, 

and trying to figure out why certain events were captured by the web server and NOT 

forwarded to the mod_dav plug-in (an issue that was left unresolved due to lack of 

significance and because it is a problem with the system rather than with our 

instrumentation of the system).

8.4 EVALUATION

While we will not argue that the effort of instrumenting information sources to manage the 

required information and communicate with a CASS notification server is trivial, we will 

argue that it is well within reasonable bounds. The protocols and API for communicating 

with the CASS server, given an existing library for sending HTTP requests, and especially 
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given examples to work from, proved trivial to use. Even error checking the responses 

from the server took an insignificant amount of time. Most of the effort is in detecting 

events and managing ObjectIDs and hierarchies. As can be seen in the FileMonitor, the 

majority of the system was dedicated to managing information, whereas communicating 

with the server was just a small side-note in comparison. In situations, where managing 

information is trivial (such as the Knowledge Depot) the instrumentation itself is trivial.

However, in large systems, how trivial is this task? That depends upon how information is 

managed within the system. For example, while we did not create an object hierarchy for a 

single Knowledge Depot account’s category hierarchy on the CASS server (we only added 

accounts to the CASS server not their object hierarchy), doing so and maintaining it would 

have been trivial. Each category is stored in a database and has a unique index enabling us 

to perform quick lookups on categories. Reusing this unique index, managing and tracking 

ObjectIDs is already done. Renaming and moving objects therefore is greatly simplified, 

the message to CASS need only use the ID and accompany it with a new name and 

ParentID and the object is moved and/or renamed. This then leaves only the task of 

inserting calls to the CASS API wherever Category events can occur. In a well designed 

system, this is not terribly difficult. For example, a well designed system might have a 

Category class defined, with methods for changing the category. Thus all events affecting 

a category must go through those methods, making the methods easy points to either call 

CASS or add messages to a buffer to be sent to CASS at a later time.

Based on the experiences on the tasks discussed in this chapter and on the above 

arguments, the effort for developers seems quite reasonable. The challenge, as with any 
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implementation, is figuring out where to stop. While we only instrumented a few things 

within Knowledge Depot, there are literally hundreds of little properties and objects that 

maybe some user might care about, but which did not seem significant at development 

time. Developers may also want to give users the ability to define their own objects to be 

monitored. So when we say that the effort is reasonable, it is only with regards to 

maintaining awareness of the objects with the most obvious awareness benefits. 

Complexity is always an option for those who choose it.
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CHAPTER 9

Discussion

A variety of design, conceptual and usage issues were 

skimmed over or ignored up until now. We discuss these 

issues, resolving some, leaving others as future research.

9.1 COST-BENEFIT TRADE-OFF

We start with the most important issue for evaluating this research: the cost-benefit trade-

off required to use the CASS strategy. It is difficult to accurately predict costs and benefits 

of an environment that has up to now only received trivial usage. So, instead of making 

claims that can’t be justified with real usage, we will start by looking at what the costs 

were for a developer experienced at the use of the technology (myself). As will be seen, 

when compared to the potential benefits that can be provided in terms of enhanced 

coordination, the cost is quite reasonable.

9.1.1 Costs

Building CASS Notification Servers

It took 2-3 weeks to develop and test CASSIUS. Parts of the API were never fully 

implemented, so a full implementation might have taken an additional week. However, 

even if it took a year to implement, this is a one time cost that can be reused within every 
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awareness environment. Only environments that require a specialized server need to pay 

this cost.

Building Awareness Tools

Awareness tools are small, simple software utilities, comparable to applets in size. They 

can be developed and maintained by a single developer -- the perfect software for 

shareware developers to provide. Companies that choose to build their own to fulfill 

special needs (such as the to-do list awareness tool in the scenario of section 4.2.2 that 

used awareness information to generate a list of items that need to be investigated and 

added to user documentation). The cost of building these tools themselves is low (one or 

two developers for one to four weeks -- given proper tools and example code), and ideally, 

they would not need to build their own because there should be plenty of off-the-net/off-

the-shelf options. 

Based on the experience of working on and with CASSandra, building tools that obtain 

awareness information can be done in an hour (by the creator of the toolkit and API, so 

perhaps a day by a normal developer doing it for the first time). The time consuming part 

is not obtaining the awareness information, but rather building the user interface. Using 

HTML-based interfaces, it only took a day to build the “Counter.html” awareness tool of 

Chapter 7. The potential cost can be quite high if building complex user interface 

interactions, or quite low if using effective user interface toolkits to provide a simple 

awareness style.
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Instrumenting Information Sources

This is where the real cost is -- a price paid by every developer that wants their tool to exist 

within an awareness network, and not just by those few who choose to build notification 

servers and awareness tools. This cost can be controlled though, the activities of some of 

the most complicated systems can be summarized with a few simple notifications, should 

the developers choose to limit types of information to which users can subscribe. For 

example, a banking system can assume that the only thing that their users really need to 

know is changes to their account, perhaps emailed out once a month. The notification may 

even contain easily generated details (a log of all transactions over the last month). This is 

relatively easy to develop -- an electronic form of the bank’s monthly statements. Over the 

months after the system’s release, they may try to appeal to more customers with more 

specialized needs by adding new possible subscriptions. Some users may want to 

subscribe to be notified of each transaction (useful for detecting fraudulent use of accounts 

-- especially credit card accounts). The bank may also let users subscribe to be notified of 

changes to CDs that can be invested in, changes to mortgage rates, new ATMS in the 

region, etc... And of course, there is also a wide variety of awareness information that 

could be useful internally to bank employees, though speculating about the needs of 

bankers goes beyond my expertise.

Similarly, a small system can have very simple awareness or very complex awareness 

information. Consider a traffic light. A simple notification says that it has changed from 

green to red. However, a traffic light could potentially provide a large object hierarchy 

allowing people to subscribe to information ranging from numbers of cars to pass during a 

green light, numbers of cars to wait during a red light, instances of cars running lights, 
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average time to change the light, light bulbs burning out, frequencies of crashes and other 

traffic anomalies at the intersection, etc... In other words, one could take a simple utility 

and make it into a complex information gathering and distribution device. Ideally, this is 

exactly what would happen, proving users with a rich pool of information, some of which 

they can subscribe to, and some of which may just be stored on web sites -- such as 

statistics for numbers of traffic anomalies at each intersection and other statistical 

information. 

Unlike the potentially complex object hierarchy of the traffic light, the object hierarchies 

and event monitoring whose implementations were described in chapter 8 were relatively 

straight forward. Complex hierarchies only existed when they mirrored file systems that 

were themselves complex. As a result, instrumentation to send events generally took an 

hour or two. However, as with the traffic light example where significant effort can be 

invested in gathering information needed to detect and describe events, it took days to give 

the file system monitor the ability to detect deletion, creation and changes to folders and 

files -- most of which time was spent debugging. Sending the events was trivial, gathering 

information about the environment in order to detect changes was sometimes tricky. As 

was shown in Table 8-3, events can be detected by performing calculations that compare 

state before and after, or by inserting handlers into code that are triggered whenever 

certain types of operations are performed. Implementing the calculations can be an 

expensive operation.

In most cases, the cost of instrumenting information sources is as high as the developer is 

willing to pay. They, not the system, determine the complexity of the task by deciding 
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what to monitor and how to monitor it. They determine how much control to give users 

over what types of objects and properties are monitored and how. What matters in terms of 

justifying the creation of a CASS awareness environment is that the cost can be quite low 

for those developers who don’t care very much, but that the variety of awareness 

information sent out can be quite high for those developers who do care.

Loss of Privacy

A serious problem with all collaborative awareness technologies is that there is a 

corresponding loss of privacy and security. The NYNEX implementation of Portholes 

(Lee et al., 1997) failed, in part, because potential users hated the thought that there was a 

camera pointing at them at all times and that any coworker or manager could just look in 

on them at any time. The NYNEX version was designed with a look-back feature such that 

anyone who can see you will also be visible to you, but this failed to ease the concerns of 

potential users. 

Consider now a scenario where a professor and graduate student are coauthors on a paper. 

The graduate student and professor both want to know when the other is working on the 

paper as opposed to working on other tasks. This way they can know when progress is 

being made and when they can get the latest draft. Neither wants the other to know when 

they are working on the paper, because neither one is working on the paper and doesn’t 

want to be nagged about it.

Clearly, in addition to the cost to the developer, there is also a cost to the user. The benefits 

of tools such as Portholes, and awareness of progress on a document are valued by users 

whose progress depends upon other people, yet people don’t value it enough to sacrifice 
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their own privacy. However, what is seen as privacy one day is an issue forgotten a year 

later once people have adapted to the presence of the technology in their lives. Yes, some 

people may dream of the day when they didn’t have a telephone that could jarringly 

disrupt their lives at any point. The rest of the world is off buying cell phones so that they 

can have their lives jarringly disrupted any time, any place. That loss of privacy can be 

seen as worth-while in exchange for the ability to stay in-touch with people for work or 

personal reasons.

The problem isn’t that people aren’t willing to pay the price (loss of privacy), but that it 

seems a large price to pay from where they are currently standing. Moving from having a 

telephone at home and office to having cell phone is a relatively small step (a move from 

being reachable almost anytime and at most places you spend your time to any-time, any-

place). Moving from having an office being a private place of work to being visible 

through Portholes images or through notifications of changes to your document is a large 

step. When the adjustment is made, it will likely seem natural. Having people know that 

you have not worked on a document translates into a higher sense of accountability rather 

than an unusual intrusion.

And of course, mechanisms ideally will be available to stop information sources from 

sending notifications so that people can create privacy when needed. These mechanisms 

could be either built into the tools or provided as third party filters that intercept all 

outgoing messages to the notification server.

A related concern is that this information could be used as a weapon rather than for 

collaboration. Whether it is a competitive environment rather than cooperative, or if it is an 
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organization or government with no tolerance for deviation from their expectations, there 

is no doubt that CASS instrumented tools could be used to the detriment of the user’s 

quality of life. For this, I only have a weak defense saying that it is not optimized for 

“that” type of information, and if they really wanted to monitor their employees, there are 

many other tools for accomplishing that task (security cameras, instrumenting the task 

manager to watch for games, etc...). Perhaps a better answer might be to say that this 

technology, while it can be applied to all software, should be used more sparingly, with 

careful safeguards built in that let people restrict what events leave their environment. 

Another possibility is to let people hand-make events when needed to protect themselves. 

This may seem disruptive to the goal if the awareness information can’t be trusted, but the 

true goal is collaboration not employee monitoring. A mechanism that discourages 

managers from using it for employee monitoring encourages users to feel safe using it for 

collaboration. 

To compare this to the existing issue of privacy in email, many employees know that 

managers can access their email, but generally have an understanding (or assumption) that 

they won’t unless there is something seriously wrong happening (i.e. lawsuit). Many 

managers understand that if they are known to pry, employees will have to find some other 

way to communicate information that they don’t want the boss to know, losing many of 

the benefits of providing employees with email. These last two statements may be over-

generalizations, but represent an important part of the balance that allows email to be used 

in many environments.
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Disruptiveness

There exists a potential cost of having many disruptive notifications constantly arriving. 

However, this is an issue of 1) users selecting less disruptive awareness tools (or less 

disruptive modes for their tools), and 2) users refining their subscriptions so that only the 

most useful notifications are received in a disruptive manner.

Information Overload

Many internet users obtain information by polling -- going to web sites that have content 

that they appreciate. This has one advantage over the approach described in this 

dissertation -- they will only go to as many web sites as they have time to spare. Using 

awareness tools to push information to users means that every time a user finds a new 

relevant source of information to subscribe to, that is one more channel of information 

being thrust at them, regardless of whether they have time for it or not on a particular day. 

While CASS doesn’t directly solve this problem, by allowing users to choose their 

awareness tools, the users can choose from a variety of solutions, such as 1) Routing 

information to a variety of awareness tools which utilize different senses to communicate 

information (Ishii, 1998), 2) Use awareness tools that prioritize information and determine 

the user’s current accessibility to new awareness information (i.e. Nomadic Radio 

(Sawhney, 1999)), 3) Build tools that merge a variety of information sources into concise 

notifications. Examples of this are Knowledge Depot’s digests that can be user configured 

for the amount of detail and frequency, or visualizations that can graph all events of a type 

over the past day. 4) Build tools that present random selections of awareness information 

and do not expect users to obtain all awareness information. Tickertapes, Portholes, and 
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many other awareness tools are designed to enable awareness, not to force awareness. 

Other awareness tools such as Nomadic Radio are designed with a heavy notification 

component. An emphasis on notification rather than awareness make the odds of the user 

being aware of each item very high, but is disruptive and can create information overload. 

The exception are tools like Nomadic Radio which sorts awareness information by 

priority, determines whether the user is receptive to receiving them, and modifies the 

intrusiveness based on those factors.

Dependence on Additional Devices, or Loss of Desktop Space

One other cost is the inconvenience of having all of these awareness devices and 

applications. Even if a user uses only one or two, if the awareness tool is always running, 

then it is probably at a minimum taking up screen real-estate or requiring the person to 

carry around extra devices (unless the user is only using the email notification which 

requires only a desktop email client). As an example, before Knowledge Depot started 

sending awareness information to my cell phone, I was perfectly happy to forget it at 

home. Now I must bring it with me wherever I go so I can stay aware of who is trying to 

reach me on what topics. This is something I want and am willing to pay the price, but it is 

one more thing I need to stick in a pocket, strap to my side, or otherwise attach to my 

body.

A solution to the screen real-estate problem used by many push technology companies is 

to use a very thin tickertape application that takes up trivial amounts of space, and to have 

a full-monitor screen saver that displays awareness information when the computer is not 

otherwise is use.
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The only solution to the gadget problem is to make the gadgets really cool so that people 

will enjoy being stuck carrying them around everywhere. This is of course my opinion and 

not a well researched conclusion. However, while people lugging around WAP phones, 

PalmOS computers and other such gadgets may be a little on the nerdy side, the rest of the 

population will catch up soon enough, just as they have on owning cell phones, computers, 

and other gadgets of previous decades.

9.1.2 Benefits

A detailed discussion of the benefits is beyond the scope of this chapter -- chapters 1-4 

discuss a variety of benefits and scenarios of use. A problem that we encountered in 

Knowledge Depot is that while the benefits were essentially the same as here 

(coordination of work over time), they were also very abstract. We could not prove that 

Knowledge Depot provided a consistent coordination benefit to its users because there was 

no easy way to statistically analyze the connection between receiving a digest of 

discussions and the reader’s decisions or actions over the next few months. With CASS, 

the coordination benefit is direct and obvious. If a user modifies a document, other users 

are made aware of that and can coordinate activities that depend upon the completion or 

changes of that document. Our goal of providing a coordination benefit means less 

frustration and more efficiency as people engage in a variety of tasks. Effort that once 

went into communicating and handling situations where there was a failure to properly or 

promptly communicate can now be redirected to focus on the work itself. When 

considering the cost-benefit trade-off, compare the modest effort required, and consider 

that part of the goal of providing software is to help people to perform tasks more 

efficiently than they could without the software. Using a framework provided by the 
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CASS awareness environment, software developers can easily make software achieve this 

goal of higher efficiency that much more effectively.

9.2 USEFULNESS OF INSTRUMENTING INFORMATION SOURCES

Without doubt, we exaggerated slightly in saying that all software not only could, but 

should send awareness information. Our starting argument was as follows: any software 

which a user or group wants to run is clearly software that has some role in the person’s or 

group’s activities. Therefore, they have a dependency on some aspect of that software. 

When people depend upon software, awareness information from that software will be 

beneficial, even if the only awareness information is that the software has crashed or 

reached some other unacceptable state. 

A clear counter example can be seen by looking at the unix operating system. When I tell 

my unix work-station to list all processes, I can only identify a very small number of the 

listed processes. I am running a variety of types of software without even knowing it. Will 

I ever want to subscribe to notifications from any of these processes that I have running on 

my computer? Probably not. Still, those few people who know what the processes are for 

might care -- the developers who wrote those processes for example.

A second counter example that one might argue is the case of trivial user interface 

software. Take, for example, a simple calculator. There is very little motivation for such a 

tool to send notifications. On the other hand, an equally simple user interface application 

is a CD player application. A variety of possibilities occur here: 1) a notification may be 

sent out to a music popularity server indicating that a certain CD is being played -- thus 

incrementing a counter of the number of times a CD has been listened to world wide, 2) 
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when a problem occurs, such as a scratch or reaching the end of the CD, a notification 

needs to be sent to the user. While the framework presented in this dissertation would be 

unwieldy for desktop applets to send notifications to their user through the CASSIUS 

server, a small CASS compliant server could be added to a desktop environment so that a 

variety of applications running in the background can send notifications to the user. One 

might argue that such solutions as the MacOS Xdock provide a much more efficient 

approach for awareness of the state of various applications running on the operating 

system, but unless the user only wants awareness information from local applications, the 

ability to integrate local awareness information with external (to the desktop computer) 

awareness information can also prove useful. Whether that information is integrated and 

presented by something like the MacOS X dock or some other awareness style can be left 

to the user.

Finally, even software that has no useful awareness information for users, coworkers or 

even system administrators can send useful awareness information to the developer. As 

was shown in EDEM (Hilbert, 1998), awareness information sent to the developer can be 

useful for seeing how software is (mis)used, and can be used to detect when software has 

entered a bad state in order to inform the developer of problems that need to be 

investigated. It could be quite beneficial to integrate the two systems, with EDEM 

detecting event sequences that developers have determined significant, and CASS making 

the developers aware of occurrences the event sequences. Even without using EDEM, the 

goals of EDEM can be met by monitoring for key events within the application and letting 

developers subscribe to those events.
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9.3 SECURITY

Security is an underdeveloped part of the CASS strategy. Three types of passwords are 

recommended by the API: a global password for granting permission to register new 

information sources with the notification server, an information source password for 

authenticating “information source” style operations sent to the notification server, and 

user passwords to give awareness tools permission to poll and manipulate their user’s 

subscriptions. User passwords were not implemented in CASSIUS, nor is their use 

mandated by the protocol -- other means of verification can be used such as IP addresses, 

domain names, etc. An additional shortcoming of the current API is that there is no 

encryption of the passwords. Obviously, developing this part of the API was not a priority 

for purposes of completing this dissertation, but will need to be addressed for this to be 

used in the real world.

Additional security issues which are not addressed are restricting access to information 

sources and subsets of sources. For example, a user may want to register an information 

source on a public server, but make it accessible only to people from a certain domain, or 

whose names are supplied by the registering user. A user may also want some subtree of 

the object hierarchy to be accessible to an even more restricted group of people. Perhaps 

only close coworkers should be notified as a document is changing, while notifications 

sent out when a series of changes are finished can be accessed by anyone.

9.4 COMMUNICATING THROUGH UNDERUTILIZED SENSES

Hiroshi Ishii in (Ishii, 1998) recommends that user interface developers communicate 

more information to the user through underutilized senses rather than trying to cram more 
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information into a user’s focus. This work supports that goal by supporting developers 

who wish to implement awareness tools consistent with the goal. While the CASSIUS 

notification server places a slight emphasis on information that can be represented with a 

textual summary and/or a numerical value, the format also supports developers who want 

to either attach or link to an image, sound file, or other format usable by non-textual tools. 

This is not intended to encourage the development of information sources that are 

intended to be best understood by only one style of awareness tool. A developer who sends 

a sound file with a notification will also be expected to have a textual summary containing 

whatever information can be made available in that format. This way text-dependent tools 

can still display the textual notification and link to the sound file, and tools like Nomadic 

Radio will be able to take advantage of the data format to create very different styles of 

awareness. Note also that non-textual tools can have the means to subscribe to text-only 

information sources. For example, Nomadic Radio has as speech synthesizer for reading 

textual notifications (i.e. converting text to sound).

9.5 MANAGING THE NOTIFICATION REPOSITORY

Explicit in the design is that we must support polling, and therefore can not delete 

notifications as soon as they have been processed. Any implementation of CASS will need 

a notification repository. To keep the repository from overflowing, we will also need 

deletion policies. There are a number of possibilities for how to go about this. One, 

following the model used by the Elvin/Tickertape implementation is for each notification 

to specify how long it should remain active. An approach that seems more appropriate here 

is to have information sources -- when defining events that can affect an object -- specify 

how long notifications containing each type of event should remain before being deleted. 
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If a notification is generated each time a document is saved, that notification might only 

last 30 minutes, while a notification that the document is closed and finished for now 

might last a week.

A related issue is the value of archiving events. One goal of Knowledge Depot was to 

provide an information repository that could be used to obtain design rationale and a little 

process history. An event archive can be used to learn a lot about how work has been done 

and how it can be improved. We may not want all types of events saved for this type of 

analysis, but this type of ability could prove valuable, especially to companies dedicated to 

process improvement.

Both of these issues relate to managing the event archive and are issues that need to be 

addressed either in further versions of the CASS API or by each implementation of this 

API.

9.6 WORKFLOW AWARENESS

In addition to having the potential to help study existing processes, it can also support 

process/workflow awareness. It can do this in two ways. First, many of the coordination 

examples given in this dissertation are cases where there was a flow of tasks and the 

notifications communicate that steps of the task are nearing completion or are now 

complete. This helps workflow by enabling the person who is waiting for the task to 

complete to swiftly step in and begin the task that required the completion of the previous 

task. For example, a scenario was presented where developers depend upon knowing that a 

component library is currently being tested, knowing when the testing is finished and 
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knowing whether it passed the tests. The awareness tells them whether and when they can 

proceed with this task.

Second, workflow tools such as Endeavors clients (Hitomi et al., 1997) can act as CASS 

awareness tools. The clients provide a visualization of the process and show the user 

where in the process they are. Currently, such clients obtain information about the state of 

the process from a workflow server. However, they could obtain additional information 

about the state of the process via a CASS notification server. 

Imagine, for example, a workflow client that presents a map of a process and knows that a 

certain events from an information source are strongly related to the completion of a step 

of the process. For example, when a testing program sends an event saying a component 

passed all tests, this information can be harnessed directly by the workflow system to 

advance the currently active step of the process to the next step. More subtly, a testing 

program may say that 100 of 120 tests were passed, and the client could integrate that 

information into its process visualization in a variety of styles. Techniques such as using 

color, tool-tips or other special effects on the graphical element can help inform the user 

that the step that is 100/120th of the way to being finished. One important task for 

workflow clients is workflow awareness, and providing the tool with more awareness 

information can improve its ability to represent the current state of the process.

Through the eyes of an awareness developer, there are only two things that distinguish a 

workflow client from an awareness tool. First is that regardless of whether it gets events 

from a CASS notification server, it will also be communicating with a workflow server to 

send and receive changes to the state of the process. Second is that one design option for 
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the workflow tool is to have a workflow server communicate with the CASS server, 

interpret the notifications, and then forward that interpretation to the workflow clients. 

This design gives users less control over what awareness information to integrate, but 

allows work groups to share interpretations on what it means when certain events happen.

9.7 SPAWNING COPIES OF DOCUMENTS AND INCOMPATIBLE  CHANGES

What does it mean when we call a document an information source? Obviously, it is 

actually the application that lets us edit the document that is the information source, while 

the document is merely the information source’s current data model. More subtly though, 

it means that one person can edit a document, have notifications sent out, and then pass the 

document on to the next person to make changes. When the user passes the document, 

they will pass with that document data about what users have subscribed to (for those 

subscribing through the application rather than the notification server), the path to the 

notification server and the account name where notifications from this document should be 

sent. The second user makes changes, generating notifications, and then pass the 

document to the next person. 

However, the case of multiple users working simultaneously --each on their own copy --

must also be handled. At its simplest, each author is working on their own section of the 

document, such that a simple merge operation will combine all of their changes into a 

single document. In this case, notifications sent out by each user’s editor will be valid, and 

beneficial to other users working on their sections of the document. 

Unfortunately, there are a wide variety of ways to generate invalid notifications. For 

example, a common operation in writing this dissertation was to open an existing chapter 
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as a template, remove all text, and save it as the next chapter. Obviously, I would not want 

a notification sent out saying that all of the text of chapter 5 had just been deleted. A 

similarly confusing case: let us say that having made numerous changes over the last few 

days, an author dislikes what has been written, and reverts back to a version from a few 

days ago. Coworkers have already received notifications that the changes have been made, 

yet the author is working on a copy where the changes never happened. There is a range of 

related problems, such as draft copies being distributed to people that the authors may not 

want generating notifications, forking a document where two different groups take a 

document in different directions, and other situations where the notifications sent out can 

be inappropriate and misleading. 

There is no obvious solution to this other than providing 1) mechanisms for quickly 

configuring when, where and whether notifications are sent, 2) mechanisms for ownership 

and determining who is authorized to modify official drafts. An unauthorized user may be 

allowed to make changes, but all CASS configurations may be automatically deleted (what 

sections users have subscribed to, and where to send notifications). This is not an issue 

resolved in this dissertation, because it requires study in the field to see how users utilize 

and pass documents, and how those practices might change if those documents carry 

subscriptions. This should not be seen as a problem with the CASS strategy itself. The 

strategy is aimed at all information sources, and this issue only suggests that thought is 

needed in how best to treat movable and copyable documents when used as information 

sources.
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9.8 PROLIFERATION OF ACCOUNT CLASSES

As can be seen with the account class hierarchy discussed in section 6.2.1, accounts are 

organized into account classes, and can belong in as many account classes as the 

information source chooses. All that is needed to create a new account class is for an 

information source to declare that it is of that class. The goal of this design choice was to 

make a browsable hierarchy of information sources where the sources can be found by 

following a variety of paths. However, it may also result in an uncontrolled proliferation of 

account classes such that browsing becomes unmanageable, and most of the classes 

contain only one information source -- the source that it was created for. One solution to 

this is to set standards of use. For example, common keywords might be provided, such as 

“word processor documents” “spread sheet documents”, and then encourage people NOT 

to use such keywords as “1998 soccer scores” or “MyDocuments”. Furthermore, 

organizations can push their own standards. “FrameMaker document” might work just fine 

if a user group has a lot of FrameMaker files. If every Adobe product fits in the class 

“Adobe Product”, as well as either “Photoshop document” or “FrameMaker document”, 

then as long as it is consistent, this might work just fine. The real problem is when users 

pick their own account classes (which they may need to do to distinguish information 

sources related to different types of tasks), it is more difficult to enforce standards of 

practice on them. This is another unresolved issue in the design of CASSIUS; however, 

the use of account classes was not specified in the CASS strategy itself. This may have 

been a good or bad design decision for CASSIUS, but is not a flaw in the strategy.
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9.9 SUPPORT FOR SYNCHRONOUS AWARENESS

While we met our goal of supporting diverse awareness styles, we failed to support one 

major style of awareness tools: synchronous awareness styles. The question is whether this 

is a shortcoming that should be addressed, or whether efforts to support synchronous 

awareness should use a different approach, different API, and a separate notification 

server. As has been mentioned before, we use a polling approach to distributing 

notifications to users; however, we could support both polling and pushing to add support 

for synchronous tasks. 

The most serious problem is that the design of CASSIUS, and of the notification format in 

particular is deliberately aimed at asynchronous awareness. Is a textual summary field 

useful for synchronous awareness? Probably not -- by the time the user has read it, the 

event is already seconds past. Synchronous awareness will depend more upon 

visualization tools that have been custom built to display specific types of awareness 

information, and not on text, speech, iconic or photographic tools. Most likely, we will 

need a notification server that allows information sources to define their own fields, 

enabling them to communicate all of the data needed to make users aware of carefully 

specified events (an x and y access for monitoring mouse motions, a video data format for 

video conferencing, etc...). The awareness tools will need to be designed with a built-in 

understanding of how to interpret and represent those fields -- the tool will be 

implemented explicitly to work with specific information sources. Awareness tools that 

have to be custom built to interpret data violates the interchangeability goal of CASS. 

Rather, it is the model followed by mainstream research in notification servers which is 

driven by the goal of software interoperability. Yes CASS and the CASSIUS notification 
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server can be enhanced to provide these services, but it is a separate strategy and API, and 

therefore, a completely separate server and research direction makes more sense.

9.10 BROWSING CASS SERVERS

We have claimed in section 5.2.1 that users can browse from server to server, looking for 

the site of the notification server that has the information that they want to subscribe to. In 

theory, this should be easy: if trying to monitor changes to documentation from company 

<X>, go to their web site, there will be a URL there to the appropriate notification server, 

and the user will point their awareness tool to that URL. In practice, it may be necessary to 

have a standardized format for presenting individual or lists of URLs to notification 

servers. This way, an awareness tool could point to www.<X>.com and present the user 

with a list of notification servers that the awareness tool can access. This allows companies 

to develop directories of servers for internal use, and portals to have similar directories for 

public use.

9.11 SUPPORTING THE PERSON & PLACE FIELD

It is potentially quite useful to be able to design a subscription capable of focusing on a 

person, a place, an artifact, a concept, etc... regardless of the information source that this 

awareness information comes from. The current implementation of CASSIUS does not yet 

effectively support this, but this may prove an important feature. Imagine an awareness 

tool, capable of representing detailed information from diverse awareness sources, and 

which does not attempt to request information from specific information sources. Instead, 

it gets notifications from random sources, containing random types of information all 

related to the topic of interest, some containing images, others sounds, others just text, and 
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all of them represented within a single tool, insuring that the user will be able to maintain 

awareness of the concept of interest. The thing that matters is rarely the information 

source that has changed, what matters is the overall events surrounding that change. If a 

user wants to monitor changes to a component that their own software communicates 

with, they can monitor the documentation for that component, they can monitor 

discussions of the developers about that component, they can even monitor the source 

code for that component. These are each separate information sources. However, if the 

person can just subscribe to the concept of the component, they may obtain all of that 

awareness information, insuring that the desired awareness information will be received, 

even if the documentation is not up-to-date, or discussions are carried out in meetings 

rather than on-line.
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CHAPTER 10

Conclusions

This dissertation has provided a strategy and an 

implementation of that strategy for resolving key 

weaknesses within past awareness research. Resolving these 

weakness can result in more effective coordination support.

10.1 DESIGN RATIONALE

When beginning this work, the goal was to provide software to enhance coordination, 

focusing on approaches that harness awareness information rather than more explicit 

workflow design techniques. Beginning with the Knowledge Depot group and intergroup 

awareness tool, we examined the question of how to enable Knowledge Depot to support 

more awareness styles than just email. A need was seen for an infrastructure for 

supporting multiple awareness styles. The Knowledge Depot enhancement that enabled 

users to subscribe to any Lotus Notes database suggested that what was really needed was 

a flexible approach that would enable users to subscribe to any type of on-line 

information. This dissertation addressed and resolved these three goals: the main goal of 

providing software to enhance coordination through use of awareness information, and the 

subgoals of supporting multiple awareness styles (the goal of interchangeability of 

awareness tools) and supporting awareness of any type of on-line information (the detail-

variety trade-off).
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10.2 RESEARCH RESULTS

By instrumenting a variety of information sources to send awareness information to the 

CASSIUS notification server, and successfully displaying those notifications in a variety 

of awareness tools, each of which uses its own awareness style, it has been demonstrated 

that our subgoals have not only been achieved, but were achieved without excessive effort 

from the developer. The proof that we have in fact provided software that can enhance 

coordination lies in the fact that our software can not only support existing awareness 

styles proven within the CSCW community to be effective, but can also enhance those 

styles by providing them with more diverse information. 

This dissertation has provided the following results: 

The CASS Strategy

The CASS strategy is the set of goals that must be achieved to provide an effective 

infrastructure to support awareness. This strategy addresses the detail-variety trade-off of 

existing awareness tools which either support detailed awareness information or 

information from a variety of information sources, but not both. It addresses the lack of 

choice for users in deciding how to become aware of information. It addresses the 

information that users will need to have available in order to locate and subscribe to 

information sources and subsets of those sources. And finally, it addresses the general 

architectural requirements for such services.

The CASSIUS Notification Server
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The CASS Information Update Server implements a version of the CASS strategy, 

providing an HTTP based API for providing services to both information sources and 

awareness tools.

The CASSandra Awareness Toolkit

The CASSandra awareness toolkit is one method for building awareness tools that 

communicate with CASSIUS. It has built in services for communicating with CASSIUS 

and maintaining an array of notifications to be rendered by awareness tools that use the 

toolkit. It also provides all user interface features needed for subscribing to information 

sources, and the objects and events within those sources. However, evidence suggests that 

building an awareness tool without CASSandra can be done in very little time (this being a 

function in part on how complex the user interface is, as well as how much control users 

are given over what they subscribe to).

Miscellaneous

This dissertation also contains:

• Documentation for the CASS API, containing sample code in PERL (Appendix A)

• Code from CASSandra, and examples of how to use it (Appendix B)

• Knowledge Depot: the group memory, mail client and group/intergroup awareness 
tool.
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APPENDIX A

CASSIUS API

The following API uses the http protocol to send messages. 

This appendix documents all API calls provided by the 

implementation of the CASSIUS server described in this 

dissertation.

A.1 OVERVIEW

Figure A-1. Map of services provided by the API calls

The general format for messages sent to CASSIUS is:

URL/cass.pl?Operation=<operation name>&Account=<Account Path>& 
Password=<password>&[MiscParams=<value>]

The following table describes the operands that are common to messages sent to the 

server. Some of the operands are only meant to be used by information sources, and others 

only by awareness tools.

Source List
Register/Unregister View Source List

Notifications
Notify Poll

Object Lists
Define Types

View Subscribable Objects
View Object Definition

SubscribeList Subscriptions

Describe Objects

Subscriptions

Inform
ation S

ources

A
w

areness Tools

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Table A-1. Common parameters for messages to server

An account on CASSIUS is specified using either an Account, AccountClass pair, or if 

there is no AccountClass, then just the Account. An Account is a name allocated to an 

information source. The Account or Account/AccountClass pair enable information 

source, awareness tools and server to all uniquely refer to the account, and the object 

hierarchy and notifications for the account. 

The account class specifies the type of account it is. For example, it could be of type 

“FrameMaker Document”, and it could also be of type “Michael’s Document”. An 

account can belong to multiple AccountClasses. To uniquely point to an account on the 

server, we use one AccountClass name, a period and the Account name (<account 

class>.<account name>). So, this dissertation could be uniquely identified as either 

FrameMaker Document.Dissertation

Michael’s Document.Dissertation

Name
Description Used by 

Source/
Tool

Operation
Name of operation being sent to server. Like a function 
name, except that it is passed as a parameter

Both

Account
Either <accountclass>.<accountname> or if there is no 
<accountclass> then just <accountname>.

Source

Username Name of user making the request Tool

Password
If Source, password for the source, if tool, password for the 
user

Both
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An account name can appear multiple times in the server’s name space (there can be many 

information sources named “Dissertation”), but the name can only appear once within 

each AccountClass (there can be only one Dissertation that is a “FrameMaker Document”, 

any other dissertations will have to use a different name).

Note that the following arguments can be sent to the server with ANY message to control 

how the response is formatted.

Table A-2. Miscellaneous formatting parameters

Note that all examples are written in Perl. For those unfamiliar with Perl:

Table A-3. Odd symbols used in Perl

Parameter
Name

Description Javascript Usage

StartLine-
With

Each line of output starts with this <textarea>

StopLine-
With

Each line of output ends with this </textarea>

StartRe-
sponseWith

Each message from the server 
starts with this

<HTML> <BODY 
onload='top.ParseData()'> 
<FORM>

StopRe-
sponseWith

Each message from the server 
ends with this

</FORM></BODY></HTML>

Content-
Type

ContentType to use in response text/html

Symbol Description Example

$ Variable $variable = 5

. String concatenation $variable = “hello ” . “world”

=~ Regular expression matching $variable =~ /hello\s+world/
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A.2 REGISTERING

The following commands are used to register and unregister new information sources, and 

to obtain lists of new information sources. When a source is registered, it becomes visible 

to users, and it becomes possible to operate upon CASSIUS’ representation of the source 

(by sending notifications and manipulating the hierarchy).

A.2.1 Commands sent by Information Sources to CASSIUS

Register

Table A-4. Register new information source with Notification Server

Note that this request differs from other information source requests in that it does not 

refer to an existing account. Therefore, Account is only the account name and not the 

account path. 

Operation “Register”

Account Enter the account name for the information source.

AccountClass
Optional comma separated list of AccountClass names. See 
start of chapter for description of AccountClass names.

GlobalPassword

This password confirms that an information source (or its 
owner) is permitted to register itself with the notification 
server. This password is optional in that servers supporting 
the CASSIUS API may choose not to require it or may use 
other data to confirm permission. 

ApplicationPassword
Sets the password that will be used to confirm that future 
accesses to this account come from the information source 
and not a third party.

URL
Optional URL that will be used to point users to the informa-
tion source.

Description Optional description of information source’s purpose.
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Responses

1. Permission Denied, please check your password and confirm that your IP address has 
permission to register

2. Account Exists in class <AccountClass name>, Assigned name is: <name assigned, 
ideally some derivative from the requested name>

3. Registeration Complete

Note that in response #2, the name has already been allocated and the server allocates a 

new unique name. There are various possibilities at this point. 1) The server could be 

designed (but currently isn’t) to require confirmation of that new name, and failure to 

receive confirmation results in deleting the account. 2) The information source like the 

newly allocated name, and uses that name from this point on. 3) The information source 

may attempt to either rename the account or delete it and create a new one (no real benefit 

to this second option), 4) The fact that the name exists can imply that this information 

source is already registered, and it can simply delete the newly created account and use the 

existing one (the ListAccounts API is better for detecting that an account is already 

registered).

Example 

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=Register&”.
“Account=$name&”.
“AccountClass=Documentation,System&”.
“GlobalPassword=Spanikopizza&”.
“ApplicationPassword=573ad”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Registration Complete”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} elsif ($result =~ /Assigned name is\:\s(.*)$/) {

$name = $1;
} else {

print(“Permission denied!\n”);
}
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UnRegister

Table A-5. Unregister an information source from a notification server
This operation deletes all data related to the information source.

Responses

1. Permission Denied, please check your password and confirm that your IP address has 
permission to unregister

2. Unregistration Complete

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=UnRegister&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Unregistration Complete”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} else {

print(“Permission denied!\n”);
}

Operation "UnRegister"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Enter the password for the account. See Table A-1.
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ChangeRegistration

Table A-6. Change the URL and or Password

One use for this operation when the URL for the document or application changes.  This is 

common for documents, where the most current version might be passed from user to user, 

or as the version of the document changes, the file path or name of the document may 

reflect that new version number. A future version of this protocol will need a locking 

mechanism to support documents being passed from user to user to insure that events from 

multiple versions being simultaneously modified is not an issue.

It can also be used to change account names, classes, descriptions and/or passwords.  

Account names may change with version numbers, but may also change because a 

previous account name was already taken, and the automatically allocated name is not 

suitable.

Responses

1. Permission Denied, please check your password and confirm that your IP address has 

Operation "ChangeRegistration"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Enter the password for the account.  See Table A-1.

URL Optional new URL

NewPassword Optional new password for the account

Name Optional new account name

Classes Optional Comma separated list of account classes

Description optional new description
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permission to unregister
2. Registration Changed
3. Registration Not Changed: <description of problem>
4. Account Exists in class <classname>, Assigned name is: <name assigned, ideally 

some derivative from the requested name>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=ChangeRegistration&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“URL=http://www.nowhere.com&”.
“Name=Test Name Change”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Registration Changed”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} elsif ($result =~ /^Registration Not Changed: (.*)$/) {

print(“Operation failed because $1\n”);
} elsif ($result =~ /Assigned name is: (.*)$/) {

$name = $1;
} else {

print(“Permission denied!\n”);
}
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A.2.2 Commands for use by Awareness Tools

ListAccounts

Table A-7. List Accounts for users and awareness tools
This is provided so that users can decide what information sources to subscribe to. This can also be used by 
information sources so they can check to see if they have registered. Note that AccountClass, Hierarchical 
and IgnoreAccounts can not be used together.

Responses

1. List of names, descriptions and accountclasses, each on a separate line.  (i.e. name \n 
description \n accountclass1,accountclass2,accountclass3 \nname \n description \n 
blankline \n...).  Description is “Account Class” when the name is of an account class 
rather than an account

2. AccountClass <AccountClass name> not found
3. Permission denied

Example 

Determine if API Documentation is already registered: 

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = 

$Connect->CASSGet(
“Operation=ListAccounts&AccountClass=Documentation”);

Operation "ListAccounts"

AccountClass

Optional argument, if specified, lists all accounts of that Account-
Class.  Otherwise lists only accounts that have no Account Class, 
and also lists all of the AccountClasses. In other words, if unspeci-
fied, it lists the top of the account hierarchy.

Hierarchical
Optional argument, if used (with any nonempty string as the value) 
indicates that the accounts should be listed hierarcically, showing 
which accounts are contained within which account classes.

Username
Optional username, may be required by some servers to prove that 
the user has permission to obtain the list.

Password
Optional password, may be required by some servers to prove that 
the user has permission to obtain the list.

IgnoreAccounts
Optional argument, if used when the AccountClass parameter is not 
used, lists AccountClasses only (and not accounts that have no 
AccountClass). 
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chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Permission denied” || 

$result =~ /^AccountClass .* not found$/) {
print(“FAILED\n”);
return;

}
local(@lines) = split(/\n/,$result);
for($i=0;$i<=$#lines;$i+=3) {
    if ($lines[$i] eq $name) {

print(“Already Registered\n”);
$found=1;
last;

}
}
if (!$found) {

print(“Not yet registered\n”);
}

A.3 OBJECT

There are three types of Object commands: Object List manipulation, Object definition, 

and type definitions.  All object commands begin with:

[URL]?Account=[<account 
class>.]<accountname>&Password=<password>

These arguments are then followed by one or more of the parameter sets described in this 

section (you can enter multiple commands on a single message to the notification server).
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A.3.1 Object List Manipulation

NewObject

Table A-8. Create a new object in the object hierarchy
Inform the notification server that there is a new object being monitored, giving it appropriate information to 
help the server associate changes with that object.

Returns

1. Object <ObjectID> created
2. Object <ObjectID> not created: <explanation of problem>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=NewObject&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.

Operation "NewObject"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

ObjectName
Name of the object to create.  Used to enable the server to present read-
able lists of objects to the user, enabling users to select relevant objects 
to subscribe to.

ObjectID
A unique identifier that remains constant even if the name of the object 
should change.

ParentID
A unique identifier that informs the notification server of the object’s 
parent or enclosing object.  Leave blank if no parent object exists. 
Objects with no parent are the highest level objects in the hierarchy.

Position

In cases where there are many objects contained by a parent object, the 
application may feel that the order of these sections is important, in 
which case it will specify the index of its order in the list of objects that 
are contained by the parent.  If Position is not used, then the new object 
will be the last object in the list.  Position=0 places the object as the first 
item in the list.

Type
Optional type name.  Type specifies a set of properties for the object, if 
left unspecified, object uses default properties only.

Description Optional description of object’s purpose and meaning.
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“Password=573ad&”.
“ObjectName=Section 1&”.
“ObjectID=Identifier1&”.
“Type=Main Section&”.
“ParentID=0&”.
“Description=Top level section&”.
“Operation=NewObject&”
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“ObjectName=Section 1.1&”.
“ObjectID=Identifier2&”.
“Type=Sub Section&”.
“ParentID=Identifier1&”.
“Description=Mid level section”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Object Identifier1 created\nObject Identifier2 
created”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed!\n”);
}

Registers a new object (section of the document) titled "Section 1" that is not contained by 

any other objects (is a high level section of the paper).  Then creates a new object called 

"Section 1.1" which is contained within the object "Section 1" (Section 1.1 is a subsection 

of Section 1).

RemoveObject

Table A-9. Remove object from object hierarchy
Returns

1. Object <ObjectID> removed

Operation  "RemoveObject"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

ObjectID
 A unique identifier that remains constant even if the name of 
the object should change.
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2. Object <ObjectID> not removed: <explanation of problem>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=RemoveObject&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“ObjectID=Identifier1”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Object Identifier1 removed”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} elsif ($result =~ /^Object .* not removed\: (.*)/) {

print(“Failed because $1\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed!\n”);
}
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ModifyObject

Table A-10. ChangeObject command for moving and redefining objects

Returns

1. Object <ObjectID> not modified: <explanation of problem>
2. Object <ObjectID> modified

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=ModifyObject&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“ObjectID=Identifier1&”.
“ObjectName=Section 2&”. # change name
“ParentID=Identifier3&”. # change parent
“Type=Sub Section&”.
“Position=0&”. # first subsection
“Description=former top level section”);

Operation "ModifyObject"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

ObjectID
A unique identifier that remains constant even if the name of the 
object should change.

ObjectName Optional new name for the object.

ParentID

Optional unique identifier that informs the notification server of the 
object’s new parent or enclosing object.  Set to 0 if no parent object 
exists (i.e. an object has been moved from being contained to 
uncontained).  If not used, then Object does not change parent 
objects.

Position

Optional argument, specifying position in the new containing 
object’s list of contained objects.  If ParentID is specified and Posi-
tion is left unspecified, then the object is placed last in the list of 
contained objects.

Type Optional argument, naming the new type for the object.

Description Optional argument changing the description of the object.
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chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Object Identifier1 modified”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed!\n”);
}

A.3.2 Object Definition

DefineType

Table A-11. Define a new Object Type
An ObjectType definition consists of a type name and a list of events and event definitions.

Note that you can have as many “Event=<eventname>&Definition=<description>” pairs 

as needed to describe the object.  All such pairs will be included in the Type definition 

until the parser reaches a new “Operation=<Operation>” phrase or the end of the string 

containing the command. See example for clarification

Returns

1. Type “<Type name>” created
2. Type “<Type name>” not created: <explanation of problem>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=DefineType&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.

Operation  "DefineType"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

Type
Enter the name of this new type.  The name must be unique for this 
account.

Event Enter the name of an event type that can affect objects of this type.

Definition Enter a description of what the event means.
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“Password=573ad&”.
“Type=Section&”.
“Event=Deleted&”.
“Description=This+section+has+been+removed&”.
“Event=ContentAdded&”.
“Description=Content+has+been+added&”.
“Event=ContentRemoved&”.
“Description=Content+has+been+removed&”.
“Event=ContentEdited&”.
“Description=Content+has+been+added,+removed&”.

“Operation=DefineType&”.
“Type=WordCount&”.
“Event=Increase&”.
“Description=Word+count+has+increased&”.
“Event=SignificantIncrease&”.
“Description=Word+count+passed+2000”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Type \”Section\” accepted\nType \”WordCount\” 
accepted”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed!\n”);
}

Creates two types, one called a “Section” representing a section of the paper, and has the 

following events: Deleted, ContentAdded, ContentRemoved, and ContentEdited.  The 

second type created is called “WordCount” and contains two events: Increase and 

SignificantIncrease.
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A.3.3 RemoveType

RemoveType

Table A-12. Remove a type definition (perhaps to allow the type to be redefined)

Returns

1. Type “<Type name>” removed
2. Type “<Type name>” not removed: <explanation of problem>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=RemoveType&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“Type=Section”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Type \”Section\” removed”) {

print(“Done\n”);
} elsif ($result =~ /not removed\: (.*)$/){

print(“Failed because $1\n”);
}

Operation  "RemoveType"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

Type
Enter the name of this new type.  The name must be unique 
for this account.
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A.3.4 Awareness Tool Requests

ListObjects

Table A-13. Lists objects that users can subscribe to
Returns

1. Could not list objects: <explanation of problem>
2. List of objectIDs, names, parent ID and descriptions, in the following form: [Optional-

TypeName]AncestorID:....:GrandParentID:ParentID:ObjectID:ObjectName \n 
description \n <next object’s ID path and name> ...  (Objects should be listed in hierar-
chical order)

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=ListObjects&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“ParentID=0&”.
“Hierarchical=1”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “[Main Section]Indentifier1:Section 1\nTop 
level section\n[Sub Section]Identifier1:Identifier2:Section 
1.1\nMid level section”) {

print (“Done!”);
elsif ($result =~ /Could not list objects\: (.*)/) {

print(“Failed because $1\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed\n”);

Operation  "ListObjects"

Account See Table A-1.

Hierarchical

Optional argument, default value is 0. Indicates the depth 
within the hierarchy to display. If 1, shows the children of 
the requested Parent object and those children’s children. If 
2, shows the children’s grandchildren. 0 just shows the 
requested children.

ParentID

Optional argument, if used, requests the list objects that are 
contained within ParentID.  If unspecified, lists all objects 
that have no parents.  If hierarchical is a large value and 
ParentID unspecified, lists all objects in account.
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} 

ListEvents

Table A-14. Lists events in an Object Type that users can subscribe to.

Returns

1. Could not list events: <explanation of problem>
2. List of type and description pairs, each pair on a separate line.  Event:Description \n 

Event:Description \n ...

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=ListEvents&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“Type=WordCount”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Increase:Word count has 
increased\nSignificantIncrease:Word count passed 2000”) {

print (“Done!”);
elsif ($result =~ /Could not list events\: (.*)/) {

print(“Failed because $1\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed\n”);
} 

Operation  "ListEvents"

Account See Table A-1.

Type Name of Type to retrieve events for
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A.4 NOTIFICATIONS

A.4.1 Commands for Information Sources

Notify

Operation "Notify"

Account See Table A-1.

Password Password for Account. See Table A-1.

ObjectID Object affected by the event being reported by this notification.

Propagate Optional argument, if used, instructs the Notification Server to automati-
cally generate events for the object’s ancestors.  If unspecified, the infor-
mation source must generate all of these events itself, but can be more 
informative and scale the type of awareness as it handles broader and 
broader containers.

Event Optional argument, if the object has a type associated with it, then use 
Event to specify which Type-Specific event occurred to this object

GenericEv
ent

Even if Event is used, always specify one of the GenericEvents so that 
applications that are to simple to analyze the Events and type definitions 
can have a limited understanding of what happened to the object.  The 
current list of GenericEvents is:

1. Active: Light is on, application is now running, object has just been 
created, etc...

2. Inactive: Light is off, process or information source is terminating, 
object has been deleted, etc...

3. Increase: Data has been added to the object, value has increased, 
etc...

4. Decrease: Data has been removed from the object, value has 
decreased, etc...

5. Change: Complex changes took place that can’t represented with 
increases and decreases.

Person Optional parameter, specifies who made the change (can also be used for 
the location that the changes were made).  Useful for monitoring sources 
changed by certain people, locations or for designing awareness tools that 
visualize across people or locations.

Summary A textual summary of changes, designed to fit on a single line, such as an 
email subject line, a string of text that can scroll, a headline to an article, 
etc...

Value Optional numerical value
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Table A-15. Notification Description Table
Returns 

1. Notification Accepted
2. Notification Rejected: <reason for rejection>

Example

local($name) = “API Documentation”;
$result = $Connect->CASSGet(

“Operation=Notify&”.
“Account=Documentation.$name&”.
“Password=573ad&”.
“ObjectID=Identifier1&”.
“Event=ContentAdded&”.
“GenericEvent=Increase&”.
“Summary=513 words have been added to this 

section&”.
“Value=513&”,
“URL=http://www.nowhere.com/doc.txt”);

chomp($result);
if ($result eq “Notification Accepted”) {

print (“Done!”);
elsif ($result =~ /^Notification Rejected\: (.*)/) {

print(“Failed because $1\n”);
} else {

print(“Failed\n”);
} 

Data Optional, contains a file that contains the details of the change.  This file 
can be of any type.  It can be a text file, an HTML file, a gif, whatever the 
application chooses to use to communicate changes.  Note that the choice 
of format must use something that the client computer of the subscriber 
knows how to interpret (an illustrator file for example would restrict the 
types of people who can monitor changes, and eliminates any likelihood 
that the pager, tickertape, or other UI will be able to directly display it.

URL Optional, contains a link to the document that contains the details of the 
change.  May instead be used to point user to section of the actual docu-
ment, or to a UI for a web server that views information regarding the 
specified change or forms for changing server settings, etc...

FileType  Provide an extension to specify the document type ("txt", 
"html","doc"...) of the Data field.
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A.4.2 Awareness Tool Commands

Poll

Polling is actually a slow and inefficient mechanism for receiving notifications; however, 

for purposes of general awareness, it is efficient enough, and much more scalable than 

maintaining continous connections between the server and all awareness tools running on 

each user’s desktop, pager, Palmtop, etc.  Special purpose CASS notification servers (or 

future versions of this API) may also provide socket connections for receiving 

notifications more quickly; however, they should still support this polling API to integrate 

with other CASS awareness tools.

Operation "Poll"

Username A string to identify the user, so that the user’s subscriptions 
may be found.

Password Optional confirmation of users identity, if the notification 
server wishes to implement passwords for users.

Interface Name used to identify the interface or interface type.  If all 
tickertape applications identify themselves as of type "tick-
ertape" then they will all use the same preferences, enabling 
the user to switch between a variety of tickertape tools and 
see the same content with different special features.  How-
ever a user may want one style of tickertape to get one type 
of information, and other styles of tickertape a different type 
of information, which would require that each have a differ-
ent interface name.  It is up to the UI developer what name to 
use or reuse.  If having multiple tickertapes running at a time 
is a possibility, then developers may want to be able to detect 
this and send two different interface names.

Since Optional argument, check for all new notifications to arrive 
since this time in miliseconds after the standard 1970s date 
used by unix.  If not specified, notification server uses the 
last time this user/interface polled (something it needs to 
track).  When a tool quits, and is restarted 24 hours later, it 
may not want every event to happen in the last 24 hours (i.e. 
every light switch, printer error, etc...), and may instead want 
the last 10 minutes only. This is where “Since” is useful.
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Table A-16. Polling for new notifications

This command returns all new notifications from all sources (i.e. all accounts, which is 

why an account name and password are not required) that match the user’s subscriptions 

and the particular interface making the request. The server returns a MIME/Multipart 

format if the Include parameter is used.  For each item returned by the poll, if a document 

Include Optional argument, specifies when the document describing 
in detail each change should be included with the list of noti-
fications.  If this option is not used or if no value is set, then 
no documents are included.  To include all documents use 
"Include=*".  To include all txt and html documents only, 
use "Include=html,txt".  If a document is not included as a 
result of this option, a URL may be sent instead specifying 
to the awareness tool how to access the document.  This 
URL may be another CGI-script into the CASS server or it 
could be the location of the document. Support for this fea-
ture is untested.
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illustrating the change is included then MIME/Multipart is used for that item, else just 

text/plain is used.  Below are two notifications:

Table A-17. Formats of polling responses for a single event

In order to provide a long list containing notifications some of which are with and others 

without documents, we enclose the above multipart and text/plain exerpts within a larger 

MIME/Multipart framework, putting each notification within its own part.

With document Without document Without include

-----PartBoundary1----
Content-type: MIME/
Multipart
Boundary: 
PartBoundary1.1

-----PartBoundary1.1----
Content-type: text/plain

<Account>
<ObjectName>
<ObjectID>
<Event>
<GenericEvent>
<Summary>
<Value>
<Timestamp>
<URL to system/docu-
ment or blank line>
-----PartBoundary1.1---
Content-type: <type of 
document>

<Document>
------PartBoundary1-----

-----PartBoundary1----
Content-type: text/plain

<Account>
<ObjectName>
<ObjectID>
<Event>
<GenericEvent>
<Summary>
<Value>
<Timestamp>
<URL to system/docu-
ment or blank line>
<URL to document illus-
trating change or blank 
line>
------PartBoundary1-----

<Account>
<ObjectName>
<ObjectID>
<Event>
<GenericEvent>
<Summary>
<Value>
<Timestamp>
<URL to system/docu-
ment or blank line>
<URL to document 
illustrating change or 
blank line>
<NextAccount...>
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A.5 SUBSCRIPTIONS

A.5.1 For use by Awareness Tools

Subscribe

Table A-18. Parameters for an awareness tool to subscribe to a set of information

Username Username for the user being subscribed

Password Optional password for user being subscribed

Interface Name of interface that will be used to access this subscription

Formula
Formula specifying what information is of interest. See section 6.2.3 for 
EBNF and examples for phrasing a formula. Make sure to escape it 
before submitting it via HTTP.

Method

Optional argument, possible values are:
1. Append: Add this formula to existing formulas for this user/inter-

face (ORs formula with existing formula)

2. Replace: Replace existing formulas for this user/interface with this 
formula

3. Remove: Delete all subscriptions for this user/interface (do not use 
this with a Formula)

4. Copy: Copy preferences from a different interface from this user, 
and if a new formula is specified, then Append the formula to the 
existing formula.

CopyInterfa
ce

If Method is Copy, then use this field to specify which interface to copy 
preferences from.
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A.5.2 Commands for both Awareness tools and Informaiton souces

ListSubscriptions

Table A-19. List subscription matching a constraint.  
Used by information sources to see which objects have been subscribed to (if they want to only send 
notifications for those objects rather than all objects) and used by awareness tools to see what they have 
subscribed to.

A.6 INCOMPLETE ASPECTS OF DESIGN

A.6.1 Notification Deletion Policies

Information sources should be able to specify for each object or notification type, how 

long does the notification last before deletion. Currently, no deletion occurs, which has a 

major performance hit.

Account

Optional argument.  If accessed by an information source, then 
specify that source’s account path.  Request will be for subscrip-
tions relevant to that account rather than a list of all subscriptions. 
Format as specified in Table A-1

Username
Optional argument.  If accessed by an awareness tool, then specify 
the username whose subscriptions are desired

Password
Optional argument.  if Account field is used, then specify Account’s 
password, else if a username is specified and passwords are used, 
then specify the user’s password.

ObjectID
Optional search for subscriptions to a particular ObjectID, leave 
unspecified to search across all ObjectIDs.  For use with Account 
parameter only.

Interface

Optional search for subscriptions using a particular type of inter-
face.  For Awareness Tools only.  If Interface is left blank, then 
instead of getting a list of subscriptions, retrieve a list of interfaces 
that the user has subscriptions through.  That way the user can reis-
sue this command specifying a particular interface. (not sure if this 
is implemented)

Event
Optional search for subscriptions to an event.  If left blank, searches 
for all events.  For Information Sources only.

GenericEvent
Optional search for subscriptions to a generic event.  If left blank, 
searches for all events.  For Information Sources only.
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A.6.2 Invalidated Subscriptions

A user who subscribes to an object may later find that the object has been deleted. 

Awareness tools need to be notified when a subscription becomes invalidated in this 

manner. Entire accounts may be unregistered, similarly invalidating the subscreiptions.

A.6.3 User Identity

There are no calls for introducing a new username into the system and associating/

validating a password for that user. Any reference to user passwords in this document is 

because this needs to be implemented.

A.6.4 Privacy

There are no calls for specifying lists or groups of users who can access an account.
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APPENDIX B

CASSANDRA Code

The following sections contain printouts of code from 

systems that were built using CASSandra. For explanations 

of code, see Chapter 7.

B.1 SIMPLELIST.HTML

<HTML><HEAD>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript' SRC='http://kdepot.ics.uci.edu/
users/kdepot/cassandra/Monitor.js'></SCRIPT>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript'>
<!--
INTERFACE="simplelist";
USER = "testuser";

  ACCOUNT_FRAME = "1";
  OBJECT_FRAME  = "2";
  EVENT_FRAME   = "3";
  SUB_REQ_FRAME = "4";
  POLL_FRAME    = "top.frames[0]";
  MESSAGE_FRAME = "top.frames[1]";

var MAX_MESSAGES=15;  

function GeneratePollFrame() {
  var i;
  if (!POLL_FRAME_OBJECT) {
     POLL_FRAME_OBJECT = eval(POLL_FRAME);
  }
  var doc = POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document;
  doc.open();
  if (NotificationArray.length==0) {
    doc.close();
    return;
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  }
  doc.write("<HTML><HEAD><BASE TARGET=Messages></
HEAD><BODY>"+

    "<FORM><INPUT TYPE=button VALUE=Subscriptions 
ONCLICK=\"top.requestData('Accounts')\">"+

    " Delete messages older than <INPUT size=3 
TYPE=text VALUE='"+MAX_MESSAGES+"' 
ONCHANGE='top.MAX_MESSAGES=this.value;top.GeneratePollFrame()
;'> hours</FORM>"+

    "<TABLE width='95%' border=1><TR><TH>Account/
Time</TH><TH>Object</TH>"+

    "<TH>Event/DefaultEvent</TH><TH>Value</TH></
TR>");

  var d = new Date();
  var currenttimestamp = d.getTime();
  if (NotificationArray.length>MAX_MESSAGES) {
    
NotificationArray.splice(MAX_MESSAGES,NotificationArray.lengt
h-MAX_MESSAGES);
  }
  for(i=0; i<NotificationArray.length; i++ ) {
    if (!NotificationArray[i]) {
      continue;
    }
    if (NotificationArray[i].timeDisplayed +3600000 < 
currenttimestamp) {
      NotificationArray[i]=null; 
    } else {
      var timestampdate = new 
Date(NotificationArray[i].timestamp*1000);
    doc.write("<TR><TD>"+NotificationArray[i].path+"</TD>"+

    
"<TD>"+NotificationArray[i].name+"</TD>"+

    
"<TD>"+NotificationArray[i].Event+"/"+

    
NotificationArray[i].DefaultEvent+"</TD>"+

    
"<TD>"+NotificationArray[i].Value+"</TD></TR>"+

    
"<TR><TD>"+(timestampdate.getMonth()+1)+"/
"+timestampdate.getDate()+"/
"+(timestampdate.getYear()+1900)+" 
"+timestampdate.getHours()+":"+timestampdate.getMinutes()+":"
+timestampdate.getSeconds()+"</TD> <TD 
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colspan=3>"+"<CENTER><A target=data 
HREF='"+NotificationArray[i].URL+"'>"+

    
NotificationArray[i].Summary+"</A></CENTER></TD></TR>");
    }
  }

  doc.write("</TABLE>");
  doc.write("</BODY></HTML>");
  doc.close();
  i=0;
  while(i<NotificationArray.length) {
    if (NotificationArray[i] == null) {
      NotificationArray.splice(i,1);
    } else {
      i++;
    }
  }
}

// -->
</SCRIPT>
<TITLE>CASS Monitor</TITLE></HEAD>
<FRAMESET rows='2*,0' ONLOAD='Startup("Poll",5000);' 
ONUNLOAD='Unload()'>
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Poll'>\n");
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Messages'>\n");

</FRAMESET>

B.2 TICKERTAPE.HTML

<HTML><HEAD>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript' SRC='http://kdepot.ics.uci.edu/
users/kdepot/cassandra/Monitor.js'></SCRIPT>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript'>
<!--
TICKER_MESSAGE = null;
INTERFACE="Tickertape";
USER = "testuser";

  ACCOUNT_FRAME = "1";
  OBJECT_FRAME  = "2";
  EVENT_FRAME   = "2";
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  SUB_REQ_FRAME = "4";
  POLL_FRAME    = "top.Poll";
  MESSAGE_FRAME = "top.Messages";

var MAXCHARS = 200;  // Display at most 200 characters in the 
tickertape

// Currently displaying character 0 of CURRENTITEM on the far 
left of the window.
// This is used to keep track of how much of a message 
scrolling off of
// the left side of the screen needs to be displayed.
var CURRENTCHAR=0;   

// Currently display notification 0 on the far left.  
Indicates which notification 
// to start at when printing MAXCHARS worth of 
TickerMessages.
var CURRENTITEM=0;   

// If the item currently being displayed has disapeared off 
of the left completely,
// we may still need to display some part of its "...", this 
variable
// keeps track of that.
var TRAILING_SEPARATOR=""; 
var SEPARATOR="...   ";

var MYTIMEOUT;
function MyStartup() {
  POLL_FRAME_OBJECT = eval(POLL_FRAME);
  var doc = top.Controls.document;
  doc.open();
  doc.write("<HTML><BODY><FORM>");
  doc.write("<INPUT TYPE=button 
ONCLICK=\"top.requestData('Accounts')\" VALUE=Subscriptions> 
Run Ticker<INPUT TYPE=checkbox 
ONCLICK='top.changeTickerState(this.checked)' CHECKED></
FORM>");
  doc.close();
  MYTIMEOUT = setInterval(GeneratePollFrame,300);
//changeState(false);
}
function changeTickerState(value) {
  if (value) {
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    MYTIMEOUT = setInterval(GeneratePollFrame,300);
  } else {
    if (MYTIMEOUT) {
      clearInterval(MYTIMEOUT);
      MYTIMEOUT=0;
    }
  }
}
// Constructor, makes a TickerMessage object out of a 
notification object
function MakeTickerMessage(notification)  
{
  // Pretext is the text that precedes the summary in the 
tickertape display
   this.pretext = notification.name + 
":["+((notification.Event)?notification.Event:notification.De
faultEvent)+"] ";

   // Linktext is the notification summary followed by a 
separator.
   this.linktext = notification.Summary;
   this.URL  = notification.URL;

   // The length is the combined length of the pretext and 
link text
   this.length = this.linktext.length+this.pretext.length;
   this.toString = TickerToString;
   this.load     = MakeTickerMessage;
}

// Return a string representing the part of this 
TickerMessage that is to be
// displayed this iteration
function TickerToString(startAt,stopAt) 
{
  var printablePre="";
  var printableLink="";
  if (startAt==null) startAt=0;
  if (stopAt==null)  stopAt=MAXCHARS;

  if (startAt < this.pretext.length) 
    printablePre = this.pretext.substring(startAt,stopAt);
  printableLink = this.linktext.substring(startAt-
this.pretext.length,stopAt-this.pretext.length);

  if (this.URL != null && this.URL != "")
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    return printablePre+ "<A TARGET=doc 
HREF='"+this.URL+"'>"+ printableLink+"</A>";
  else
    return printablePre+ printableLink;
}

var NO_NOTE_MESSAGE=true;

// Generate the poll frame, shifting the ticker one character 
left of its 
// current position.
function GeneratePollFrame() 
{
  var newstring;

  // Don't try anything until we get the response from our 
first poll
  if (FIRST_POLL) 
     return;

  // If there are no notifications, informt the user and 
return.
  if (NotificationArray.length==0) 
    {
      if (NO_NOTE_MESSAGE) {

POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.open();
POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.writeln("<pre>No 

notifications to display</pre>");
POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.close();
NO_NOTE_MESSAGE=false;

      }     
      return;
    }    

  // Read the current item into a TickerMessage
  if (TICKER_MESSAGE) {
    TICKER_MESSAGE.load(NotificationArray[CURRENTITEM]) 
  } else {
    TICKER_MESSAGE = new 
MakeTickerMessage(NotificationArray[CURRENTITEM]) ;
  }

  // CURRENTCHAR has exceded the length of the message, then 
we have printed the 
  // entire TickerMessage and can procede to the next message 
by reseting
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  // CURRENTCHAR and incrementing CURRENTITEM.  Also, since 
this means that the
  // TickerMessage has just slipped off the edge, we need to 
print its trailing 
  // separator "..   ".  TickerMessage is now the 
notification indicated by the 
  // incremented CURRENTITEM.
  if (TICKER_MESSAGE.length < CURRENTCHAR) {
    CURRENTCHAR = 0;
    CURRENTITEM = (CURRENTITEM+1)%NotificationArray.length;
    TRAILING_SEPARATOR = "..   ";
    TICKER_MESSAGE.load(NotificationArray[CURRENTITEM]);
  }

  // Calculate the length so we know how close we are to 
MAXCHARS, or if we will pass it with our next print statement
  var length=TRAILING_SEPARATOR.length + 
TICKER_MESSAGE.toString(CURRENTCHAR).length+SEPARATOR.length;  

  // The string to print starts with the trailing separator 
of the previous 
  // notification (if it has a separator still to print), 
followed by the
  // current TickerMessage.  Start printing the current 
TickerMessage at 
  // CURRENTCHAR, and print either the full message, or up 
until we reach MAXCHARS.
  if (length<MAXCHARS) {
    newstring = TRAILING_SEPARATOR + 
TICKER_MESSAGE.toString(CURRENTCHAR)+SEPARATOR;
  } else if (length < MAXCHARS+3) {
    newstring = TRAILING_SEPARATOR + 
TICKER_MESSAGE.toString(CURRENTCHAR)+SEPARATOR.substring(0,MA
XCHARS+3-length);
} else {
    newstring = TRAILING_SEPARATOR + 
TICKER_MESSAGE.toString(CURRENTCHAR,MAXCHARS)
}

  
  // Get the next item to print
  var tmpItem = (CURRENTITEM+1)%NotificationArray.length;

  // For each item to print, read it into a TickerMessage.  
  for(TICKER_MESSAGE.load(NotificationArray[tmpItem]);
      length<MAXCHARS;
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      TICKER_MESSAGE.load(NotificationArray[tmpItem])) {
    if (length+TICKER_MESSAGE.length < MAXCHARS) {
      newstring += TICKER_MESSAGE.toString()+SEPARATOR;
      length += TICKER_MESSAGE.length+SEPARATOR.length;
      tmpItem = (tmpItem+1)%NotificationArray.length; 
    } else {
      newstring += TICKER_MESSAGE.toString(0,MAXCHARS-
length);
      length = MAXCHARS;
    }
  }

  //  setStatusBar("LENGTH:"+length+" of "+MAXCHARS+" 
NEXT:"+TickerMessage.toString().length);

  

  POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.open();
  POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.writeln("<pre>"+newstring+"</
pre>");
  POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document.close();

  if (TRAILING_SEPARATOR.length) {
    TRAILING_SEPARATOR = TRAILING_SEPARATOR.substring(1);
  } else {
    CURRENTCHAR++;
  }
}

// -->
</SCRIPT>
<TITLE>CASS Tickertape Monitor</TITLE></HEAD>
<FRAMESET rows='*,90,0' 
ONLOAD='Startup("Poll",5000);MyStartup();' 
ONUNLOAD='Unload()'>
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Poll'>\n");
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Controls'>\n");
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Messages'>\n");

</FRAMESET>
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B.3 COUNTER.HTML

<HTML><HEAD>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript' SRC='http://kdepot.ics.uci.edu/
users/kdepot/cassandra/Monitor.js'></SCRIPT>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE='JavaScript'>
<!--
INTERFACE="simplecounter";
USER = "testuser";

  ACCOUNT_FRAME = "1";
  OBJECT_FRAME  = "2";
  EVENT_FRAME   = "3";
  SUB_REQ_FRAME = "4";
  POLL_FRAME    = "top.frames[0]";
  MESSAGE_FRAME = "top.frames[1]";

var MAX_AGE=5;  

function compare(a, b) {
  if (a.ID < b.ID)
    return -1;
  if (a.ID > b.ID)
    return 1;

  if (a.timestamp < b.timestamp)
    return -1;
  if (a.timestamp > b.timestamp)
    return 1;
  return 0;
}

function GeneratePollFrame() {
  var i;
  if (!POLL_FRAME_OBJECT) {
     POLL_FRAME_OBJECT = eval(POLL_FRAME);
  }

  var doc = POLL_FRAME_OBJECT.document;
  doc.open();

  doc.write("<HTML><HEAD><BASE TARGET=Messages></
HEAD><BODY>"+

    "<H2>Recent changes to monitored objects</H2>"+
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    "<FORM><INPUT TYPE=button VALUE=Subscriptions 
ONCLICK=\"top.requestData('Accounts')\">Keep notifications 
how long?<INPUT TYPE=text VALUE="+MAX_AGE+" 
ONCLICK='top.MAX_AGE=this.value;top.GeneratePollFrame()'></
FORM>"+

    "<TABLE width='95%' border=1>");

  var d = new Date();
  var currenttimestamp = d.getTime()/1000;
  //  if (NotificationArray.length>MAX_MESSAGES) {
  //    
NotificationArray.splice(MAX_MESSAGES,NotificationArray.lengt
h-MAX_MESSAGES);
  //  }

  for(i=0; i<NotificationArray.length; i++ ) {
    if (NotificationArray[i].timeDisplayed + MAX_AGE*3600 < 
currenttimestamp) {
    alert("REMOVING:"+i+" : " +NotificationArray[i].Summary+ 
" TIME:"+NotificationArray[i].timeDisplayed + " + " 
+MAX_AGE*3600 + " = " + 
NotificationArray[i].timeDisplayed+MAX_AGE*3600 + " CURRENT " 
+ currenttimestamp);
      NotificationArray.splice(i,1);
      continue;
    }
  }

  NotificationArray.sort(compare);

  var CurrentID="";
  for(i=0; i<NotificationArray.length; i++ ) {
    var n = NotificationArray[i];
    if (CurrentID != n.ID) {
      if (i!=0) doc.write("</TD></TR>");
      doc.write("<TR><TD>"+n.name+"</TD><TD>");
      CurrentID = n.ID;
    }
    var imageSrc;
    if (n.DefaultEvent == "Activate") {
      imageSrc = "activate.gif";
    } else if (n.DefaultEvent == "Deactivate") {
      imageSrc = "deactivate.gif";
    } else if (n.DefaultEvent == "Increase") {
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      imageSrc = "increase.gif";
    } else if (n.DefaultEvent == "Decrease") {
      imageSrc = "decrease.gif";
    } else if (n.DefaultEvent == "Change") {
      imageSrc = "change.gif";
    }
    doc.write("<A target=data 
HREF='"+NotificationArray[i].URL+
     "'><IMAGE BORDER=0 SRC='gifs/"+imageSrc+"'></
A>");  
  }
  doc.write("</TD></TR></TABLE></BODY></HTML>");

}

// -->
</SCRIPT>
<TITLE>CASS Monitor</TITLE></HEAD>
<FRAMESET rows='2*,0' 
ONLOAD='Startup("Poll",6000);GeneratePollFrame()' 
ONUNLOAD='Unload()'>
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Poll'>\n");
   <frame src="javascript:'<HTML><BODY></BODY></HTML>'" 
Name='Messages'>\n");

</FRAMESET>


